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Abstract
The

Theology of |Li�Ta (with)-EvangeUsm: Theological, Historical, and Practical Cases
for Robert' Coleman's Principle of Association in Discipleship
Strategies Today
The

Gospel

accounts of Jesus'

disciple-making

time and sacrifice. Robert Coleman calls Jesus'

'association'. However,
to corroborate

discipleship strategies

theologically, historically,

and

of association in the formation of Christian
This research seeks
exists for Coleman's

does the

history

answers

principle

to four

practice

practically

making disciples takes

of being with the Twelve

have often

neglected it.

This

Robert Coleman's

seeks

study

prioritization

disciples.
questions. First,

of association in church

of evangelism support the

show that

importance

what

theological support

discipling strategies? Second,
and value of association

as a

key

component of disciple-making? Third, do contemporary theories of mentoring and

apprenticeship support the emphasis
association in Jesus'
others
these

disciple-training work? Fourth,

implemented the principle

of association in

questions bear out Coleman's emphasis
The

as

Robert Coleman puts

well

the

importance

discipleship training?

its

use

of Robert Coleman

Coppedge and Thomas Jay Oord.

of small groups. It also

Lewis Rambo's

"cohesion

Do resuhs of

importance?

It

on

association

highlighted Edward

Sellner's concept of "soul friends" and David L. Watson's historical

Wesley's

of

how have Robert Coleman and

study focused particularly on the writings

those of Allan

as

on

on

perspective

employed a number of theoretical

lenses

on

including

"encapsulation theory," Allan Tippett's "decision-making theory,"

theory,"

and Heinz Kohut's

"self-development theory." Finally,

i

case

studies
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related to Robert Coleman's

Namsik Kim

own

practice and mentoring

of the association concept

were

studied.
The

study

found that Coleman's

conveying knowledge to disciples but,
Jesus

was

daily in

life. The

applied in

Celtic

study also

Christianity

principle of association is key not only for

even more

importantly,

for

revealed that when Coleman's
and

Wesley's

small groups, it

helpmg them to

principle

follow

of association

proved to be

a

vital

component in making disciples. In addition, the study observed the deep relationships
between association and conversion, commitment, and Christlikeness.

studies of Robert Coleman's
The

practice

of association

study concluded that Coleman's emphasis

making today.

on

are

Finally,

case

evaluated to discover evidences.

association is much needed in

disciple
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1. Introduction

In the

blooming of postmodernism

followed two directions. One direction

evangelism that could resuh in
were

fit for those who

not show

tangible

evangelism

of Christ in their

in 1963. Since he

making disciples.
that

even

In the

on

Master Plan

As

a

was

result,

evangelism

usually

many churches

but

they

as

making

took time and did

just had a goal

did not

to

practice

the

disciples

principles

in 1955, Coleman started

and has been read

on

for the first time at

evangelistic

altar calls and street

evangelism,

through his

of Jesus' way of evangelism with

bom. His book has sold

throughout the

of

small groups for

Jesus' way of evangelism. The

of Christ. In this vein,

was

Master Plan

appointed evangelism professor

meantime, he focused

ofEvangelism

In his

not attractive because it

evangelistic ministries,

though he practiced

limitations to make
discussion

was

situation, Robert Coleman published his book, The

Asbury Theological Seminary

was

other

discipling.

as

In this

Evangelism

was

immediately.

outcomes

evangelism or personal

mass

pursued numerical growth. The

This type of evangelism

disciples

either

evangelism

instant and seeable outcomes. These types of evangelism

disciples.

make

was

and the cold war, Christian

more

reason

somehow he felt

research and lots of

Asbury seminarians.
than three million

The

copies

world.

book, the Master Plan ofEvangelism, Robert Coleman proposes eight

principles: selection, association, consecration, impartation, demonstration, delegation,
supervision, reproduction.

In the

beginning,

Robert Coleman raises

1

a

fundamental

PhD in
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Studies

question: Why did Jesus

enlist

focused

premise that Jesus

Namsik Kim

on

a

few?^

Coleman

answers

the

the Twelve for effectiveness in world

Coleman describes Jesus' fundamental strategy for world

individuals

are

changed,

the world would be

beuig taught,

the greater the

In the twenty first century
some

This

churches

tendency

implement

that

a

growth in the church.^

small group

can

have

a

The Church thus needs to focus

on

a

mega-church and privatization.

the multitude that

for

mass

evangelism.

become

'

^

^

^

^

^

a

mighty

Christ follower:

influence

on

Robert Coleman, The Master Plan

so

God."^

on

training disciples

whom the

providing,

Ibid.

Ibid, 31.

Ibid, 36.
Ibid.

2

to follow Christ can

of course, this person has the proper

ofEvangelism (Grand Rapids,

Ibid,30.

masses can

following words concerning

"Anyone who is willing

the world

leadership

Coleman

great effect. He says, "A few people

follow. In this vein, Coleman shares his conviction with the
a

provides

He therefore suggests that church

principle

dedicated in time will shake the world for

the power of beuig

instruction.""^

only in pursuit of numerical growth.

focus

tendency to

should rediscover Jesus' small group

emphasizes

recognized the

undergirded by pre-modemism and secularization,

often leads many church leaders toward

success or

Coleman

"If

concentrated the size of the

for effective

small group programs

Coleman criticizes this

superficial

opportunity

more

evangelization?

evangelism as follows:

transformed."^

scope of Jesus' effectiveness when he wrote, "The
group

question based on the

MI: Baker

Publishing Group, 2009),

29.
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training."^
In this

discipleship
discipleship,

vein,

after

some

one

literature

on

evangelization emphasizes the importance

has been av^akened and converted.

most churches often

Evangelism. Association

is defined

as

the

authority to

indicates that association itself might have

are

why to do it,

describes, "The only way that

understand

^

^

^

discipleship

book. The Master Plan of
Coleman

explains,

"The

part of their ordination commission

it

more

was

understood

implications

parent(s) until they are fully matured.

demonstrates what to do,

this

For

by

explanation."*^

than just

hanging

out.

meaning

more

in the

a

father

In the process, the parent

and how to do it for effective
can

properly raise

a

family is

living.

As Coleman

to be with it."

following manner: "By this association, the disciples

about their Lord."

13

Ibid, 38.
Ibid,

42.

Ibid, 43.

'�Ibid.
"

This

vein, Coleman uses the metaphor of a parent-child relationship. Children

to be with their

explains

of the crucial

evangelize."^^ Coleman fiirther explains the action as follows:

"Knowledge was gained by association before

In this

a

one

Coleman.^

being with the Master.^

constant association with the Master was as much

as

to

Coleman clarifies the term association in his

training,

However, in engaging in

neglect association, which is

components in Jesus' way of discipleship, according

of

Ibid, 42.

'^Ibid, 46.
Robert Coleman,

Evangelism

in

Perspective (Harrisburg,

3

PA: Christian

Publications, 1975), 54.

12

He

came

to

PhD in

Most

discipleship strategies, hov^ever,

simpler because
way
a

as

Jesus, 2)

principle

tend to make the

church leaders tend to believe that

do not know how much time

we

clear line between

transformed

Namsik Kim

Studies

Evangelization

superficial believers

gradually. Therefore,

of association

means

influences most small group

to

and

1)

we

cannot act

we

need to

disciples

principle

ministry

for

a

exactly the

invest, and 3)

of Christ because

sometimes many church leaders

stay together for

of association

we

are

that the

brief while. This wrong

discipleship but is

cannot see

people

assiune

same

assumption

not effective and not what

Jesus intended.

assumption about association

How does their wrong

strategies? First,
discipleship:

this wrong

shorter is better. For

Community Church,
determined

assumption might

by

offers the

example,

create

false and

a

are

discipleship

magical

formula of

Rick Warren, the lead pastor of Saddleback

explanation that "strength

of the

its content and call for commitment, not its

discipleship programs

influence

membership

class is

length."'"^ Therefore, most

way of association with the

relatively shorter than Jesus'

Twelve.

Second, this

erroneous

than life transference

biblical

knowledge

knowledge
measure

'4

is

assumption

training.
one

often generates

knowledge-based training rather

From Bible 101 to the advanced level

of the main components of discipleship

is the foundational factor to grow

how biblical lessons

develop

Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Church

disciples.

strategies. Biblical

The issue is that

from the brain to the heart. As

(Grand Rapids,

4

MI:

class, conveying

a

we can

hardly

resuh, for

Zondervan, 2002), 316.
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example,
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are

increasing/^ Eddie Gibbs describes this issue m the

following manner:
Nominal Christians want to be known as Christians, even though they
may have
lost contact with the church, have serious doubts concerning beliefs basic to

Christianity, be living lifestyles which are incompatible with the values of the
kingdom of God, or be failing to maintain an ongomg relationship with the Lord
due to neglect of the means of grace [sic] which He has provided for our spnitual
sustenance/^
Christian
which is

disciplers

a

are

not

obligated to

show their

lifestyles

to their trainees after

class,

weakness in this type of system.

Third, this incorrect assumption possibly leads full-time ministers

relationships

to as

long

contract is over, the

as

they work in a church.

relationships

are over.

members. But it would be hard to call it

disciplers

a

and trainees

responsibility
What

a

hired

hand, quite often if their

they may keep

in touch with church

discipleship training. Therefore,

Christian

agree with the term: 'a contract-based

expectation

for effective

discipleship transfers the

of connectedness from individuals to institutional churches.

happens

in

a

church then? In reference to this

congregation that baptizes
annually has

Of course,

subconsciously tend to

connection.' Worse still, the invisible

Like

to limit their

a

retention

500

people

a

year but

George Bama reports, "Any

only grows by

a

couple

of hundred

problem."*^ He continues, "A body that rejoices about seeing

600 'documented decisions' in

a

12-month period but has

a

head count of 3,000

people

The Lausanne Committee reports that approximately 708 million nominal Christians exist in the world.
See "Statement on the Churches on Nominality" Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization (High

Leig, Hoddesdon,

December

Eddie Gibbs, In Name

1998).

Only (Kent, England: Bridgepoint Book, 1994),

15.

Bama, Evangelism That Works, 102.

George Bama, Evangelism

That Works

(Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1995), 101.

5
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after 20 years may be effective at

effective in

"perhaps

generating

developing fixUy devoted

interest in Ctirist but

followers of Christ."*^

hundreds of thousands of people who 'make

a

perhaps

Also,

Bama

Twelve,
Twelve

a

By comparing these assumptions

are

that

lost every

personal spmtual

with Jesus' way of association with the

gap exists. I think what makes the gap is that Jesus' way of association with the

seems

The
for

20

as

emphasizes

decision for Christ'

year between the moment of decision and the initiation of developing

matunty."

is not

to many church leaders

reason

evangelism,

of Evangelism

is that

the

was

even

though

impractical.

Coleman has

emphasized that association

principle has not yet been seriously discussed

published in

be rediscovered and

re-explored

1963.

In this sense, the

in order to

strengthen

since The Master Plan

principle

current

is cmcial

of association should

discipleship strategies.

Thus, the focus of this dissertation will be Coleman's principle of association.

Problem Statement
In his classic

"being
is

book. The Master Plan of Evangelism, Robert Coleman writes that

with them in Jesus'

right that

way"

association is the

most churches

nevertheless

neglected

"the

essence

of his

key to disciple-making,

today, content,

disciple-making. Although

was

the

not

association, is

importance

in contemporary

training program."^^

then the Church has

seen as

the most

of association may be

^'

acknowledged,

discipleship training.

102.

Robert

Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY. April 14, 2012.

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 43.

6

problem.

In

important component of

�^Ibid.
Ibid,

a

If Coleman

it is
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Purpose

Statement

The purpose of this dissertation is to corroborate Robert Coleman's

of "association" in the formation of Christian

theological evidence, (2)

historical

theories, and life-change

in those

.

What

correlates with:

(l)biblical-

models, (3) contemporary mentoring

so

and

apprentice

influenced.

Research
1

disciples

prioritization

Questions

theological substantiation exists
discipling strategies?

for Coleman's

principle of association in

church
2.

Does the
a

3.

key

of evangelism support the
component of disciple making?

history

importance

and value of association

as

Do contemporary theories of mentoring and apprenticeship support the emphasis
Robert Coleman puts on the importance of association in Jesus' disciple-training

work?
4.

How have Robert Coleman and others

discipleship training?
importance?

implemented the principle of association in
emphasis on its

Have the results borne out Coleman's

Delimitations
In this

group

dissertation,

I will limit my focus and

study to discipling within small

settings.

Definition of Terms

Evangelism

as

Discipling

The definition of evangelism is critical because

7

evangelism practices

take
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different directions that result in different results and possible side effects. Evangelism is
be used for the recruitment of church

not

supposed to

one

of the Christian

atheists. Therefore,
realize that
same

in the

Bonhoffer says,

that

need to

we

evangelism

coin. In this

discipling

practices

is

might cause

clarify the

members,

offense to other

nor

is it to be considered

religious people

definition of evangelism.

Thus,

directly linked to discipleship; they exist as

or

we can

easily

two sides of the

regard, Myron Augsburger describes the concept of evangelism as

following manner:
"...only he

who

"To beheve is to become

obeys truly beheves,

and

a

disciple."^^ Also, Dietrich

only he who believes truly

obeys."^"* Therefore, ''making disciples, discipling, disciple-making, and evangelism'' all
mean

the

same.

The Goal of Evangelism
The

goals

of evangelism

Commission. Even

are

satisfied with constant

seekers

or new

that the

goal

different based

though evangelism

many church leaders

Another

are

tempted to

or

growing

tendency

think

so.

a means

perceptions

for numerical

Therefore,

tithes and attendance

some

on

care

of evangelism is blurred

disciples

Myron Augsburger, Evangelism

as

for

or

discipleship.

not

of Christ

of the Great

growth

of the

church leaders

The

adequately perceive

reason

(Matt 28:19-20).

8

easily

PA: Herald

that

for this situation is

correctly oriented. My definition

Discipling (Scottdale,

are

church,

Sundays.

is that church leaders often do not

converts still need

of evangelism is to make

is not

on

Press, 1983), 7.

of the

goal

PhD in
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Disciple
The term

disciple

learner, academician,

in

or one

Greek, mathetes ({xa0r|Tf|(;) usually meant apprentice,
who

was

closely bound to

a

master for

feature of this term is that "the student had become committed to
master."

and

26

Closeness and commitment

disciples

apprentice,
Scripture

is

in Hellenistic

are

the

keys

tradition.^^ In Jewish tradition,

exclusively used for a person who has

and the

religious

the Master for the

Kingdom

relationship between
talmidh

{Tp^V\),

or

a

master

which

means

dedicated himself^herself to

one

who has dedicated himself/herself to

of God.

Group
For the purpose of this

three

great teacher

tradition of Judaism.^^

However, in this study, disciple means

Small

for the

a

learning/^ Another

people meeting

in the

study,

name

a

small group is

of Jesus

Research

In order to

answer

the research

library/academic research^^and

Rengstorf, ''\x.aQr\xx\q,"

a

gathering that consists

of two

or

(Matt 18:20).

Methodology

questions,

I collected data

field research. In this research, I

through

sought literature

about

416.

Following the Master (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992), 73. The
rabbanical system. In particular, the Gospels reveal the term, master in relation
and the Twelve. This will be discussed in theological section.

Michael Wilkins,

term master comes from the

to Jesus

Ibid, 420.
2^

to

Ibid, 432.

Mostly I am going to collect primary and second data in relation to the principle of association. In order
interpret the principle of association, existing theory and research can be applied to the study. See Joseph

9
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including journals, articles,

of understanding of the

In the

principle

Studies

the Twelve

were

m

order to

clarify the theological

explored the relevant literature

in Jewish/Hellenistic tradition.

delineated

monographs, to identify

principle.

theological research part,

of association, I

and

on

case

for the

master-disciple relationships

Next, the characteristics of Jesus' way of association with

by comparing with the

ancient traditions.

Afterward, the

nature of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve discussed.

In the historical research part, I

contextualized for

Christianity

and

features of the

discipling in

Wesley's

principle

church

small group

explored how the principle

history.

of association

To do so, relevant literature

ministry utilized.

of association in each historical

on

was

Celtic

In this process, I traced the
case

key

and identified how each

worked in its context.
In the

making,

practical

research part,

and cohesion�and

association. This method

practicing theories�encapsulation,

decision

psychological theory utilized to identify the principle

designed to

see

the

principle

of association with lenses from the

psychological aspect and group dynamic theory allowing the researcher to
implications

to

of

discover the

discipleship training.

In order to evaluate Coleman's

principle

investigated Robert Coleman's practice

of the

of association in

principle

discipling strategies,

of association for

I

discipleship.^^

Maxwell, "Designing a Qualitative Study," Handbook of Applied Social Research Methods, ed. Leonard
Bickman and Debra J. Rog (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1998), 78.
^�
Many para-church groups are mnning discipling training programs. But in this study, I will focus on how
A.

principle of association could be doable in church-centered discipling training. As mentioned in the
problem statement, many church leaders seldom believe that the principle of association is possible today
in their discipling strategies. Plus, since we need to associate with the nominal Christians in the church, the
para-church discipling model is out of my study area.
the
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research, I utilized intercept interviews^* and semi-structured

interviews/^
During the interview process, I interviewed Robert Coleman who
group

discipling programs

Coleman

as a

Lyle Dorsett,
questions

for several decades. In addition to

spiritual mentor and participated in his
and Dr. Robert

were

based

on

Stamps were included

has

run

small-

this, those who had

groups such

as

for interviews.

Dr. Steve

Rank,

Dr.

My interview

practical theories. Thus, I identified how they understood the

principle

of association and

answered

using email, telephone,

applied it to their discipling strategies.
and

mail, when

a

The

questions were

face-to-face interview

was

not

possible.

Analytic
To

begin I analyzed the

analyzed the principle

collected data

of association from

identified Jesus' way of association in His

Second, historical
worked. Therefore, I

discipleship

and

Framework

cases were

a

on

the

principle

theological perspective.

analyzed to

small group

In this process, I

discipling strategy.
show how the

investigated the discipleship pattems

Wesley's

of association. I first

principle

of association

in the Celtic pattem of

ministry.

Intercept interviewing is fit for tourism research. In order to identify how the principle of association
discipling strategies for nominal Christians, I will utilize this method because it allows the
researcher to reach church leaders in a short period of time. It usually takes one hour to get information
from interviewees. See Kumar, Ranjit, 2005, Research Methodology~A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners
(2"^ ed.), Singapore: Pearson Education, p. 109.
works in

Semi-stmctured interviewing allows the interviewer to have flexibility in order for new questions to be
raised during the interview. Thus, this allows the researcher to have informal "grouping of topics and
questions that the interviewer can ask in different ways for different participants." See T.R. Lindlof and
B.C. Taylor, Qualitative Communication Research Methods (second ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage

Publications, 2002, p. 195.
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Third, the principle of association was analyzed using practicing theories

why the principle

of association is necessary in

practical aspects.

Fourth, the collected data from interviews
Coleman and his

disciples

have

Upon completion of this study,

undergird that the prhiciple
church

In

of perception, Christian

degree

own

context.

Therefore, it will be

accentuates the

results

principle

necessary to

of association

as a

hands of the Master.

"^^

broadly and deeply implemented in
respond differently to

cannot be

Using this

disciplers

and

develop

a

this

disciples.
to their

practical discipling system that

foundation.

of the Work

Coleman says, "One cannot transform

transformed, and individuals

leaders to

disciplers might choose to apply this principle

Significance

are

might influence church

of constant connection between Christian

on

show how Robert

of association.

each Protestant church will

emphasis

canon

analyzed to

of the Work

of association should be

discipling strategies. Yet,
the

was

practiced the principle

Consequences

to show

a

world except

changed except

vein of thought, this

as

as

individuals in the world

they are molded in the

study will

contribute to the field

of evangelization studies in several aspects.

First, this project will contribute
in the church. Even

to

renewing

and

though the principle of association is

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 30.
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As

a

this

of association in order to

result, by recovering Jesus' emphasis

on

study will help the

improve discipleship

presence, the church

can

reclaim

vital component of disciple-making.

Second, this study will contribute

practical beyond time. By comparing

Wesley's

small group

to

showing how the principle

Jesus' way, the Celtic pattem of discipleship and

ministry will be

evaluated.

Third, this study will contribute to showing
of association in

a

practical perspective

discipleship training.
for

a

short-term

The current

period.

of association is

in order to

paradigm

an

expanded analysis

change the

of discipleship

Even the connection between

a

current

training

discipler

of the

and

of

paradigm

is intensive
a

disciple

training
is

temporary. If we think of conversion, transformation, and commitment to Christ
of the

discipleship training process,

principle

as a

these processes take time.

Fourth, by evaluating Coleman's practice, this study will encourage church
leaders to know how to

apply the principle

of association to their

13
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2. Literature Review

Theological Aspects
Robert Coleman's

principles

of Association

work, The Master Plan ofEvangelism

of evangelism for

discipleship strategies today.

is valuable for

He introduces

studying

eight principles:

selection, association, consecration, impartation, demonstration, delegation, supervision,
and

In his

reproduction.

book, Coleman emphasizes that the principle of association is

foundational for the other

principles.* In discussion of his associative principle, he

criticizes the absence of constant
trainees

today.

contradictory

He mentions that

to biblical

a

and

short-term strategy of discipleship

discipleship

needs to pay attention to the

churches, however, do

relationships between disciplers

discipleship

training

training.'^ Therefore, he reminds us that the Church

principle

of association. He also

points

not want to sacrifice themselves for the

but attempt to find shortcuts to cultivate

disciples

out that most

principle

of association,

instead.

Plus, in his book. The Master Plan ofDiscipleship, Coleman reminds

practice

of association in mutual support and corporate

Thus, he writes

regularly

'

2

^

^

^

for

Coleman, The

".

.

.emphasis

is upon

is

a

meetings

of the

constancy of faith and devotion

us

of the

early church."*
as

they meet

instruction, sharing of experience and worship."^ For example, in Paul's

Master Plan

ofEvangelism,

49.

Ibid.

Ibid, 110.
Robert Coleman, The Master Plan

of Discipleship, (Grand Rapids,

Ibid.,65.
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case, Coleman says ". .the
.

certainly underscores

emphasis given to Paul's follow-up

this need. Not

Damascus, but he is joined by

only is

a man

sent

he taken into

a

after his conversion

fellowship

of disciples at

by God to give special instmction (Acts 9:8-19,

25)."^ Summarily, in relating to the application of the principle of association, Coleman
explains,

". .times have become

principle

of association

,

Coleman's
Twelve. In other

Thus, in order

investigating

never

principle

more

changes."^

words, it is about the relationship between the

to understand Jesus' way of association with the

common

relationships between masters

Twelve, it is worth

disciples

in Jesus'

era.

In

master-disciple relationship,

the concept of disciple

investigated first.

For

MaOrfTrjso,

"

comparison

and book

this, Michael Wilkin's dissertation

Concept of The Disciple
Wilkins

explains

helpful.

In his

dissertation,

of The

Gospel as Reflected in

how the term

disciple was used in the Hellenistic world.

Use

disciple by Plato, Aristotle, Socrates, sophists

differences in each one's

intentions and

are

in Matthew's

of uses of the term

Protagoras, he reveals

person's

and

Master and the Twelve.

in His era, both Hellenistic and Jewish traditions need to

be discussed. In order to discuss the

''The

but the

of association is about Jesus' way of association with the

investigating the relationships

should be

complex with the passuig centuries, surely,

philosophy of teaching

use

are

Term
In

and

of the term. In the differences, each

disclosed. This

provides comparison

and contrast with Jesus' way of association with the Twelve.

Plus, Wilkins introduces the Jewish concept of disciple in the Old Testament in
his

^

'

book. Following the Master. Wilkins shows

Ibid.,72.
Ibid.,76.
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interpretation of |j,a0r|Tf|(; in Theological Dictionary of the New
Rengstorf says

that the

master-disciple relationship

But Wilkins

explains

the

relationship.

He

examples

uses

Elijah and Elisha.
father-son

possibility
such

For

as

the

relationships between Moses

for scribal

example,

This

the concept of the

master-disciple relationship

In the

same

Jesus' usage based
usage of the term

office,

apprenticeship. Therefore,

a

father

Wilkins' works

to

Joshua, and
in

help

son

to understand

in the Old Testament.

Jewish/Hellenistic context. Thus the

disciple would help

and

taught scribing to his

vein, Wilkins explains how definitions of disciples
on

Testament/

possibility of a master-disciple relationship

by being together.

was

did not exist in the Old

example,

of a Hebrew concept of disciple in the master-servant

He also introduces the

relationships.

Testament. For

clarify Jesus'

analysis

are

different from

of Jesus'

unique

way of association with the

Twelve.^
Additionally,

T.W. Manson's The

Teaching ofJesus

that Jesus used. This book discerns the differences between

shewalya,

which Jesus used for the Twelve.

articulates the term

disciple

talmid, mathetes, and

This contributes to

identifying the

similarities and differences between Jesus' way of association and Hellenistic/Jewish
traditions.
In

such

as

associating with the Twelve,

pre-association, association,

from A.B. Bruce 's The

^

^

Rengstorf, "iiaTTjexsa,"
Michael J. Wilkins,

'�

T.W. Manson, The

Jesus seemed to

use

different stages of association

and post association. This

Training of the

Twelve. Since Jesus

assumption is

initially took the

derived
smaller

428.

Following the

Master

(Grand Rapids,

MI:

Zondervan, 1992), 137

Teaching ofJesus, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935), 237-243.
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group rather than the Twelve, Bruce

particular, by explaining the
Bruce reveals the

implies how

mass

the

developed association stages.

inner circle and the innermost circle among the

methodology

association.** Therefore,

of Jesus'

of Jesus' way of association from Bruce's

the last and

Jesus

of His

followers, and formed into

a

select

band,

chosen

Twelve,

infer the stages

"The Twelve entered

following description:

highest stage of discipleship when they were

we can

In

by their Master

to be trained for the

on

from the

great work of

apostleship."*^ This helps to analyze how Jesus' way of association was extended

from the innermost cncle to the inner circle that consisted of the Twelve. Therefore this

study will identify each stage
Another
Schnabel

disciples.

source

explains

to

of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve.

identify Jesus'

the internal and extemal

After discussion

on

the

principle.

In

identifying the nature

tradition,

principle

the

origin

of Jesus' association, it is first

of association in

principle

note in this context that the

did not choose Jesus

A.B. Bmce, The

discipling the

as

of association, Schnabel

disciples,

and nature of the

important to

Twelve. Unlike rabbinic

Early

MI:

Israel. In the

become His the Twelve. This view will be

Eckhard J. Schnabel,

explains

discipleship

Training of the Twelve (Grand Rapids,
new

elucidate

considering

that "it is

important to

unlike students at that time who chose their rabbi,

teacher and master. The

Ibid., 12. The Twelve stands for the
can

as

reach

we

Jesus took the initiative in order to associate with the Twelve. In

Jesus' initiative in the

"

Christian Mission. Eckhard

relationships between the Master and the

of Jesus' way of association such

on

source

Early

each stage of Jesus' way of association,

questions

who initiated the

association is

Kregel Publications, 1988),

new

Israel,

continually discussed

Christian Mission

(Downers

17
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initiative but rather

encouraging them

to "come

exclusively with Jesus' initiative."*'^ Plus, by

away" (deute, AsOxs)

prestige to be with the Master for the

disciples

are

contribute to

the constant

Great

companions

leading this study to

firom thek works, Jesus gave them

Commission.*^

Schnabel reminds us, "The

and co-workers of Jesus."*^ This

source

would

reach the characteristics of Jesus' way of association

with the Twelve.
If Jesus' way of association is from God's

association with the Twelve

unique
plan.

In order to

possibly is

This

provides

the

persons of the Godhead.

incarnated into the

In

also suggests that coherence of the

relationship between Jesus

and the

Twelve.*^

of the

This

(1 John 4:8).

nature of Jesus'

In

is Triune is

understanding

association,
God's

Trinity is

analysis

Trinity in His

approach helps us to understand the origin of Jesus'

considering the

God is love

Genesis 1:1, John 1:1; 14:16, the

frame of oneness and cormectedness in the three

possibility that Jesus might reflect the relationships
the Twelve. This

that his

intention, and his

this, Allan Coppedge 's The God Who

theological

Coppedge

we can assume

from his nature, his

identify these factors, according to

Triune God should be discussed. For

helpful.

authority,

we can

shows the

association with

way of association.

follow John's

description:

love, in his book. The Nature ofLove,

Thomas Oord compares the Hellenistic view with the Jewish view of the concept of

love.*^

Oord discusses the differences of Hebrew concepts of love in God. This leads him

Ibid.,277.

Ibid.,274.
Ibid.
Allan

Coppedge,

Thomas

Tire God Who is Triune

Jay Oord,

The Nature

(Downers Grove,

ofLove (St.

IL: IVP

Academic, 2007), 145-147.

Louis: MS, Chalice Press,
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investigate whether or not Anders Nygren's view

view of God's love. Oord discusses that

Nygren's view

unconditional while the Bible shows God's love is
God's love

can

on

agape is suitable to the biblical

shows God's love is

conditional.*^ Plus,

be called agape, eros, and phileo because the

Agent

he

explains

of love is

good.^^

Therefore, Oord clarifies why sometimes God's love is conditional.^* This makes
of why Jesus is necessary for
this view

helps identify why Jesus'

of the love of God that

Thus, if the

Trinity's love,

how then

Israelites. For this
discussion

on

meaning

was

can

we

the

must

principle

the mission of God is related to God's

discusses God's role

Furthermore,

was a

reflection

originally

derived from the

of association be

association between God the Father and the

The Mission

of God is helpful. Wright's

being with the

Israelites. He clarifies

elect, the meaning of God's redemption, and the meaning of the

restoration of Imago Dei in the Israelites.

was

of association is

identify the

sense

early church.

Trinity's performing the principle

Christopher Wright's

of God's

and sanctification.

way of association with the Twelve

linked to koinonia in the

nature of the

discussed? First of all,

the

redemption, justification,

that

as

with the Israelites.

Additionally,

seguUa^ and go eP

in

relationship

with

Israel, Wright

for Israel. These concepts show

They experienced the implications

why

God

of being with God in the Old

Ibid., 35.
2�

^'

Mark 10:18.

Oord, The Nature of Love, 39.

place Israel in a special personal relationship to his worldwide kingship."
Mission
The
of Go^/ (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 256.
Wright,
Christopher
"Yahweh has chosen to

"kinsman protector" or "...family champion, who is responsible to protect the interest of the
another member in it that was in particular need." Ibid., 266.
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Testament. This would contribute to

principle

and

why God Jesus performed the

of association.

When it

David's

identifying how

comes

to the relations between Jesus and Israel in the New

Kupp's Matthew's Immanuel discusses implications

Testament,

of Jesus' presence with

Israel. His discussion shows that God's association with the Israelites continued
Immanuel. This

likely infers

that the Master's presence with the Twelve is the

God's divine will to be with His
the Master

was

linked to

Testament, Richard Peace suggests

discipleship training.

summarizes the ideas of the three elements:

time is

discipleship

is not limited to

required to be tumed to

contributes to

of

necessary for the conversion process of the Twelve.

evangelism that is

that

symbol

people.^"^ This also helps to understand why being with

In Conversion in the New

implies

through

In his process

insight, tuming,

gaining knowledge

God and transformed

a

process

evangelism theory,

he

and transformation. Thus, he
about

God, but also implies

accordingly.^^ Peace's theory

identifying why being with the Master itself is

a

cmcial component of

conversion.

Plus, if it is
nature of the

tme that Jesus' way of association with the Twelve reflected the

Trinity,

in order to reveal how it

of life transference would be

Coppedge explains

helpfiil.

In his

was

performed,

Coppedge 's concept

book, The Biblical Principles ofDiscipleship,

that the purpose of being with the Twelve had to do with life

transference. Life transference is the situation "where

'^^

then

David Kupp, Matthew's Emmanuel

(New York,

NY:

Richard Peace, Conversion in the New Testament

one

Cambridge Press, 1996),

(Grand Rapids,

329.
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clarify

the

of the

implications

of association is not

Coppedge

"The

principle

says/^ Coppedge also agrees with this

principle

of life-to-life transference in

group is

leaming."^^ Thus, this concept would help

of group

of being with the Master. This

only for completing the

a

Great

theory implies that Jesus'

way

Commission, but also for transforming

life.
In relation to the

Spirit

and the

Community of the King is helpfiil.
God with

humans, but also

Not

to restore

perspective, Snyder delineates

early church, Howard Snyder's
only is

that "the church finds its

perceived as
achieve two

a

people

charismatic

organism which

of the

of Christ with his

disciples, 3)

"

Coppedge,

the

both within

a

city or culture

practice koinonia,

the church needs to be

Holy Spirit in order to

community; (2)

demonstrate true Christian

the church

community.^^

of communal life in Christ that consisted of

1) the concept of the people of God, 2) the model

example

The Biblical Principles

reconcile

In terms of this

of the

early church,

ofDiscipleship (Grand Rapids,

and

MI:

4)

the

explicit

Zondervan, 1989), 61.

Ibid., 65.
Howard

29

community,

interacts with the

importance

evidences:

following

designed to

identity in this unified,

the church is to be the redeemed

the Twelve in the

Alan

a

expand throughout the world and

Snyder reminds us

of God

For this purpose, the church is called to have

of God. In order to

major tasks: (1)

is to grow and

and

larger worldwide context."^^

koinonia with the

Kingdom

disrupted horizontal relationships.

complementary rhythm of being a people
and within the

the

view in his book

Snyder, Community of the King (Downers Grove,

Ibid., 69.
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apostles/^

In the

fellowship

community of believers.

perceives that fellowship and community life

body

of Christ

serve

God

are

the

community

community of Christ, but

Barclay's view

in his

importance

shares various

to turn the

physically

ephistrephein
something.

each part of the

equip Christians.^*

body of Christ is

all functions such

as

and

strephein,

through Jesus

or

case, to

a

to tum

tuming

to

By dealing

Christ.

mentally
is to

implies

Barclay

Barclay

34

and

William

Additionally, he explains

describes that conversion

tum to

Therefore,

God.^^ In the perspective of

tuming _^om

tuming to God, physical

problem of relationship

attendance at

a

with God still

Therefore, Barclay clearly shows the importance of being together for

{Hagiasmos, dyiaaji6(;).

For

this, he reminds us of the associative practices

Ibid., 75.
Ibid.,94.
William

not

deals with the

Ibid., 74.

"

called to

with the nature of humanity,

two directions. First is a

leaves the

Spirit,

tum one's attention to God.

totally

God. Without

religious activity

William

of humans' sinful nature.

mentally, conversion

Second is

sanctification

^2

In the

apostle, prophet, teacher,

of continuity of association with the

perspectives

mind; in this

and

service

unsolved.

the agency to

book, Turning to God is helpfiil.

the power of transformation

worship

King,

of conversion in the New Testament.

meaning

both

are

Snyder

early church.

In relation to the

means

The second priority is to witness.

equivalent.^^ This helps us to understand the associative element among

Christians in the

Barclay

of the

priority is

depending on his/her call. Snyder explains that a hierarchical system does

exist in the

pastor

as

of Christians, the first

Barclay, Turning to

Go^/ (Grand

Rapids,

MI: Baker Book

Ibid., 22.
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as

sharing daily

lives

(John 10:14-16,

1 Pet

1

2:5; Eph 2:21-22,

3:15), eating together (Acts 20:7,1 1), and praying together (Acts 10:9; 1:24-25;

4:24-30, 7:59-60, 9:40, 12:5). This helps the study to focus
association

was

on

how the

principle

of

implemented in the early church through the Spirit.

Historical Foundations of Association
In this

in church

study,

history.

it is crucial to

Even

identify how the principle

though the principle

of association

of association has worked

was

not well known at that

times, the remarkable historical examples exist. Therefore, this study will discuss the
Celtic pattem of discipleship and
In his

Wesley's

small group

ministry.

book. The Celtic Way ofEvangelism, George

style evangelism, using fellowship, conversation/invitation,
one

of the

pursued the
the

of Celtic

significant points
institutional and

principle

Christianity.

and

discipleship,

control. For Celtic Christians, in

reaching

was

commitment.^^

This is

is the Roman Church

the Celtic Church demonstrated

pursuit of horizontal relationships

Another feature of the Celtic Church

evangelism

and

reason

clergy-centered church. Yet,

of association in

monasteries for

The

Hunter introduces Celtic

among Celtic Christians.

that Celtic Christians established

while the Roman monasteries

out to pagans, their monasteries

were

for self-

were

communicational fomms where everyone could be welcomed. In contrast, Hunter points
out that the Roman Church was

could
a

3^

access

concentrated

the Roman Church until

on

they made

dogmatic
a

decision. Therefore,

decision to convert to

no one

Christianity.

result, this led the Roman Church to have the Cmsades against paganism in church
George Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 2000), 71.
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history. However,
indigenous

Celts.

the Celtic Church did not have any

Military clashes

did not

occur

religious

either in

conflicts with the

evangelism

or

discipleship

Therefore, he introduces the example of the Celtic Church's associative

strategies.

evangelism by using

mutual

fellowship

between

and the

Druids.^^

Christianity

By comparing the
find out what would

in order to fmd out the

theological junctions

Celtic Church and the Roman Church, Hunter

happen in evangelism

of association is absent. The Celtic Church

and

discipleship strategies

gives

when the

pursued accountable discipleship.

describes the characteristics of the Celtic pattem of discipleship

using the

clue to

a

principle

Hunter

terms souln o

friend and

small-group discipleship

particular,

from Patrick's

practice

fellowship-first policy in the
When it
first. The Celtic

God. This

was

comes

style

to

based

on

continuing

of the incamational

discipleship.

of discipleship

Hunter describes

was

initiated with

also the process to solve existential

Church that did not
3^

"

implement it.

Ibid., 20.
Ibid., 48.

39

Ibid., 32.

us

of the

discipleship.

personal

personal

provides

attachment to God

isolation for

24

an

seeking

outline to understand the

helpfiil to clarify the

practiced the principle

Ibid., 20.

3^

Hunter reminds

spiritual development in Celtic Christianity.

in the Celtic Church. This is

between the Celtic Church that

In

disciples.

problems by prayer.^^ Then Hunter

Hunter's discussion of the Celtic way of evangelism

practice

approach.

Celtic pattem of evangelism and

discusses the soul-friend system for mutual

associative

connection with

differences

of association and the Roman
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In order to find out how the

the soul-fiiend system needs to be

perspective
meaning
of the

would be

Celtic Church has

associated in

a

Christianity as

unique

this, Edward Sellner's

follows: "The anamchara

value of its own, for it

frequent self-disclosure to

describes that the concept of the soul fi-iend

communicating with the

For

was

a

a

came

soul

friend.""*^

this

indigenous

tradition

was

system they confessed

to each other and shared their burdens. As

they walked together in the

one

polluted lake,

soul

friend."** Additionally,
primary purpose

""^"^

a

and

a

The soul friend

was

washing.

was

like

intensely intimate type

receiving mutual

spiritual companions,

body without a head;

for

the soul-friend system

"spiritual marriage,"

in the soul-friend

Thus, Sellner describes the importance of a soul

soul friend is like

of this

exclusively developed

spiritual growth. Thus,

good for drinking nor

of a

ministries.

neither

another for

faith of God.

friend: "For anyone without

offering

seems

to have

a

Ibid., 22.

42

Ibid., 93.

is like the water

That is the person without

spiritual marriage.

of spiritual

Sellner

fiiendship

or,

as

assistance and support in their lives and

called anamchara. This

25

it

been, quite simply, that of men and

means a

person who acts

Edward G. Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend (HotxQ Dame, IN: Ave Maria Press,
4'

Sellner therefore

derived from Celtic tradition of

help

women

closely

ancestors.

accepting Christianity,

has been called,

to be

(soul friend)

process of conversion-

in the Celtic Church to

says, "The

Church,

book, The Celtic Soul Friend, Sellner describes the

Christianity with ongoing transformation,

reconciliation that included

After

of association worked in the Celtic

investigated in detail.

In his

helpfiil.

of soul-friends in Celtic

early

principle

2002),

14.

a

a
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confidante, teacher, counselor, confessor,
fiinction of a soul friend in the
acts as

a

container,

friendship
change

is

can

a

a

we can

sanctuary where the

worst

guide/^

"Soul

principle

friendship

As is well

discipleship.

part of us

of association

case

for the

principle

can

was

be

His small group

development needs
Conversion in the

to be

acknowledged so

that

genuine

contextualized and became

of association is

ministry clearly

investigated.

shows

Wesley's progress

Wesley's

a

For

in his

small group

Through Wesley's

between

This

Wesley

principle

of

spiritual

source

helps us

to

and Peter Bohler affected

development."*^

small group strategy from Moravian tradition. In order to

principle

Meeting would be helpfiil.

of the

process of Wesley's

association with the Moravian Peter

element consistent with the

demonstration of the

this, Kenneth Collins and John Tyson's

relationship

spiritual

possible

Wesley's application

Wesleyan Tradition would be helpful.

understand how the associative

45

relationship that

of the soul-friend system would be

association, how the principle of association affected the

44

a

the

known, Wesley organized class and band meetings for evangelism

of association. In order to understand

principle

^3

is

explams

in the Celtic Church.

ministry.

Class

Sellner

face the tmth of our lives without fear. Soul

begin to occur.""*"^ Therefore, investigation

Another historical

and

following manner:

cell in which

valuable to show how the

practical

spiritual

or

use

Bohler, Wesley adopted

his elucidation of the

of association, David Watson's

This

source

Early Methodist

reveals the purpose of class

meetings,

and

lbid.,149.
Ibid., 217.
Sondra

Higgins Matthaei, "Conversion: Possibility and Expectation," Conversion in the Wesleyan
Tyson (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2001), 197-204.

Tradition, eds. Kenneth J. Collins and John H
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the procedures and rules. Also Watson describes the characteristics of class
would be linked to the
the

centrality

of the class

member to

help

one

association

was

active in

meeting

is another

meeting

as a

Watson

of association. The features

principle

another to grow

Wesley's

practice

of the

helps

Wesley's

ministry,

he

ministry. Also

class

This

meeting

through

theological

practice

spiritual

of association

was

as

ministry is

intimacy,

Snyder provides

companionship."*^

practical

some

also

in relation to

in the

foundation accelerated

evangelism

Wesley's

on

and renewal

setting. Therefore,

the modem

church is called to rediscover the characteristics of Wesley's class

mutual care, support, and
instmctions:

discipline.

In order to

complete this task,

1) the church must exercise discipline based

Ibid., 119-120.

Snyder, Radical Wesley (Donwers Grove,

IL:

27

on a

TN, Discipleship Resources, 1985),

''Ibid.

Howard

Wesley's

helpful. Snyder

salvation, while Calvin focused

David Lowe Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting

49

in

of God's

light

98.

4^

of the band

the crucial component of renewal."*^ In

small groups in the traditional church

postmodem

its

principle

synthesized critical doctrines with Synergism

predestination.

or

the

Watson describes the band

involved in

view of Wesley's small group

sovereignty and human freedom

movements

words, the principle of

principle of association.

to show how the

Snyder's

evaluates

meeting:

small group

In other

ministry.

Howard

church

spiritually.

pivotal component for spiritual development. Through organic associations,

source

small group

response"*^ and

mutual

leader."*^ These imply that Wesley essentially encouraged each

explains that band members were actively

Thus, this

are

meetings that

InterVarsity Press, 1980),

57.
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gifts

of the

community, 2)

vitality and renewal

Spirit are practical

of the

and

the church needs committed small

larger church, 3) priesthood of the laity

workable/^

Jesus dedicated himself to the Twelve for his entire life in order to redeem and

renew

the world. The

dynamics

of his small group have been

Moravianism, and Methodism. Snyder tries
small group

class

Wesley's
such

as

dynamics

that

meeting.

discipline

were

to

answer

appropriated by pietism,

how the church

can

the basis of the renewal movement while

If the church

and confessional

applies

the

principles

rediscover the

analyzing

of association in small groups

intimacy to the postmodem generation,

view encourages

what would

for how the

the church

experience? Snyder's

church

lead in order for all church members and seekers to engage in the confessional

can

and communal life
In

our

beyond the

subcultures in the

understanding Wesley's practice

finding specific processes

larger church.

of the

principle

The Class Leader shows class leaders' contribution and
This

meetings.

source

tells how associative

and members. Attendees of class

according
the class
under

to a

questionnaire

meeting, lay

and shared their

leaders

significance

relationships

meeting were

of association, Watson's
in the class

worked between class leaders

asked to examine their routine lives

experiences

and

feelings.

At the center of

played a significant role to shepherd their own gatherings

supervision of the preacher. Therefore,

class leaders

were

supposed to

meet some

requirements.
First, lay leaders should clarify their call

leading

^�Ibid.,

a

small group is

demanding. Time,

to small groups. As it

energy and

163.

28
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was

for Jesus,

finances should be invested
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Spirit.^*
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small group. Watson does not mention the unportance of prayer but
the outcomes of prayer such

as

In the process of demonstrating

are

encouraged to

follow

their faith stage. We agree that most

Wesley

since the

to take

of faith in the

degrees

Class leaders therefore

can

help

and the fruit of the

of class members

care

grow in faith.

and dilemmas in many

following manner:

scriptures plainly showed that persons

"there

depending

cases.

In this

were

degrees
a

of association

principle

and members in

small group

Wesley's

Practical Theories for
In order to

practical

theories

theory

Accentuating

be used. However,

the

implemented among

source

is

class leaders

the

Principle

of Association

In

thinking

of the

several

the Twelve's

relationship between

Twelve, Lewis Rambo's encapsulation

book. Understanding Religious Conversion, Rambo explains that

"encapsulation process

creates

a

David Lowes Watson, The Class Leaders
52

was

being with the Master is related to

Master and the conversion of the

is useftil. In his

of faith,

ministry.

conversion, commitment, and Christiikeness.

being with the

vein,

strengthen their faith firmly providing

investigate the practical aspects of being with the Master,

can

on

valid faith."

vivid illustrations from the leaders' lives and biblical messages. Therefore, this
valuable to show how the

class

Spirit,

Small-group

with weak faith still had

class members to

and the fhiit of

gifts

derived fi-om the class leaders.

people gradually

might be going through struggles

articulates

spnitual gifts

good examples

Second, Wesley asks class leaders

members

discernment of spiritual

sphere

or

matrix in which crucial elements of

(Nashville, Discipleship Resources, 1991), 108- 109.

Ibid., 115.
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a

four elements:

relationships, rituals, rhetoric,

and roles.

kind of setting for conversion. In relation to the fiinction of

Rambo says, "In this process,

convert is invited or/and

potential

a

into self-contained worlds in order to

begin or strengthen the process

of

conversion."^"*
About another fiinction of encapsulation, Rambo

explains, "Relationships

and consolidate emotional bonds to the group and establish the
new

create

day-by-day reality of the

perspective."^^ Rambo thinks that encapsulation occurs in three aspects: physical,

social, and

ideological.^^

He

explains

these aspects

Physical encapsulation may be

a.

remote

areas

as

follows:

achieved

in order to control

by removing people

communication,

such

as

to distant

or

monasteries and

mission

compounds.
b. Social encapsulation is

to limit

significant

contact with "outsiders." This

would result in otherness in status and role.

Ideological encapsulation is to inject a particular ideology in order for the
convert to stand against the values of enemy ideology such as orthodox
and liberal theology.

c.

Based

on

this

theory,

the

implications

process will be discussed.

with the Twelve

can

Lewis Rambo,

55

a

decision to accept

Understanding Religious

religious belief or not. Concerning the

Conversion

Ibid.

Ibid., 109.

5^

Ibid., 103-108.

5'

Ibid.

encapsulation

Therefore, by using encapsulation theory, why the Master was

103.
54

as an

be disclosed.

Conversion is

53

of being with the Master
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(New Haven,

CT: Yale

University Press, 1993),
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decision-making process

for

conversion, Allan Tippett's "The Cultural Anthropology of

Conversion" in Handbook ofReligious Conversion would be

helpful. Tippett suggests

that the conversion process consists of a

(PA),

(PD),

and

point

of realization

a

period

Concerning the

PA

terms of education,

causes

of incorporation

(PR) exists,

well

as a

are

a

point of encounter (PE)

Tippett describes,

experiment, interaction, cooperation,

period

evangelistic programs."^*

as

rejection,

In the PD

total acceptance,

"The

and

phase, Tippett

awareness

even

modification,

or

fission

can

"The

point

of realization is

a

is

PI.^^

possible

in

competition."^^ Other

says that four

dealing with the PI phase, Tippett reminds

Tippett explains,

of decision

between PD and

"internal pressure of crisis situations" and "direct

as

and PE.

of awareness

(PI).^^ Between PA and PD, according to Tippett, a

of conversion,

phase

of awareness

Prior to

as

period

such

advocacy

possible

factors such

emerge.^^
us

of the existence of the PR

certain

point that becomes

meaningfiil."^^ He adds, "The point of encounter is the climax of the period of decision.
The

significance

demonstrated."^"*
the

point of encounter is

In the PI

incorporation phase,

Tippett
5^

of the

describes this

as

phase,

a new

where the

precise

decision is

set of norms is established

the converted group puts
follows: "For any

new

religious

In

through a group.

concepts into their old forms.

conversion to be permanent its

new

Tippett, "The Cultural Anthropology of Conversion," in Handbook ofReligious Conversion, H
Newton Malony and Samuel Southard, ed. (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1992), 192-208.
59

Alan R.

Ibid.

Ibid., 195.
^'

^2

Ibid., 196.
Ibid.,199.

"

Ibid.

^4

lbid.,200.
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structure should both meet the needs of the converts and

This

that the decision for conversion is not

implies

fiilly understand a new religion until

takes time to
to the

new

religion. Therefore,

the

Another

Dynamics, Donelson Forsyth

Forsyth defines

commitment.
members to
forces that
ness

in

a

essence

one

keep

group.

the

new

converts dedicate themselves

through Tippett's theory

of association is necessary in

practical aspect

linked to dedication. Rather it

directly

relationship between being with the Master and the

conversion of the Twelve will be discussed

why the principle

operate in meanuigfiil forms."^^

discipleship strategies today.

describes the

cohesion

as

relationship between

as a

whole."^^

Another

by pushing members together.

Forsyth

"Many theorists

cohesion."^^

More

feel that

specifically,

"^^

attraction is

personal

typical

group

a

liking

^5

66

to work

or

we-

'we-ness' is the

cohesion consists of attraction and

usually like

of other group members that is based

believe that cohesion has

together to accomplish their objectives

Forsyth, Group Dynamics (Belmont,

CA:

Ibid., 149.
Ibid., 150.
^9

Cohesion is related to

more

on

one

another,

their status

as

to do with members'

than it does with

Ibid., 199.
Donelson R.

"the

members."^^ Concerning the relationship between teamwork and cohesion,

Forsyth explains, "Many theorists
willingness

individual

description is

belongingness

teamwork. He describes, "While members of cohesive groups
this

Group

cohesion and

strength of the bonds linking

"the

groups intact

of group

identify

of being with the Master is cohesion. In his book,

another and to their group

says,

in order to

Ibid.

32
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to

complete

of unity."^^ If Forsyth's

it is worth

we-ness

theory,

investigating

I will discuss

and

Analysis of the Self

how Jesus

was

as

perspective. According

to

developing

his

it is

or

her

or

Therefore, through
a

a

we-ness

Knapp

mirroring, idealizing,

on

naturally

and

and

development.

Being with a

occurs

in

parent-child

Apprentice" gives

Christlikeness.^* By using

infant thinks that his

self-object.

In other

or

or

Newgren describe

twinship

the

transference in

an

infant

her parent to confirm it.

her parent is

words, it is

a

Heinz

Knapp and Newgren explain

transference is that

his

clue

a

relationship
a

Kohutian

Kohut, mirroring, idealizing, and twinship transference

Mirroring

this

lens of cohesion

Master is imitation.

to understand how

Father.

cohesive group,

process of cohesive group

self-renewal for

perfection and wants

an

her

as

a

of association affected achievement of

"The Craftsman and His

possible

self of an infant.

transference is that

perfect as

Master

rational, in this vein, in order

group. In

master. Imitation also

paired with God the

between Jesus and God

believes in his

a

Newgren' s

regard to being with the

in the

principle

being with the Master as

resembling

relationships. Kjiapp

Kohut's

how the

a

is

necessary for commitment. Based

practical aspect of being with the

master is related to

her

words, cohesion is

between the Master and the Twelve.

Another

with

perspective

task, simple cohesion is necessary in

a

must be achieved. In other

theory,
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occur

usually

72

Idealizing

perfect and wants to

be

desire to maintain union with his

or

self-object.^^ Twinship transference is that an infant wants to be paired with his or her

'�Ibid.,

151.

''

Joshua J. Knabb & Kevin P. Newgren, "The Craftsman and His Apprentice: A Kohutian
the Gospel Narratives of Jesus Christ," Pastoral Psychology, 60 (201 1), 245-262.
'2

Heinz Kohut, The

"

Ibid., 37.

Interpretation

Analysis o/^e//" (Madison: Intemational Universities Press, Inc., 1971),

33
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self-object. Twinship
object,

an

infant

Based

on

Jesus made his

can

this

transference is related to imitation.

feel

In

perspectives

seem

a

on

broad

the

reason

and Newgren think that

a

only.

If so, the constant

view, their perspectives

being with the

Therefore,

I will

Newgren

would have
the Master

to understand

Master

say that

merger-hungry

as

Twelve

as

an

her self-

by being with God,

a

self-renewal.

Master

Many theologians including

are

as

Robert

world

reasonable. However, these

task-oriented group. If the Twelve had

was

taught them

skills and

not necessary. In this

being with the Master as

employ mirroring, idealizing,

explain being with the
and

us

or

token, being with the

same

task-oriented group, the Master would have

Newgren' s insights help

his

for the Master to be with the Twelve

to show that the Twelve was

been

By imitating

belonging.^"*

these transferences in the Twelve.

evangelism.

'5

and

perspective, Knapp

Coleman have focused

'4

security

public ministry possible. By the

possibly implies

ICnapp
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and

twinship

knowledge
vein, Knapp and

self-renewal.

transference in order to

Concerning self-renewal

in

adulthood,

adult still needs those transferences. Otherwise, he

or

she

symptoms.^^ Therefore, it is worth investigating being with

self-renewal.

Ibid., 115.
Robert Coleman, The Master Plan

of Evangelism (Grand Rapids,

MI: Baker

Publishing Group, 2009),

29.

Knabb and Newgren, "The Craftsman and His

Apprentice:

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 259.

34

A Kohutian

Interpretation

of the

Gospel
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chapter,

'being with'

Namsik Kim

worth

of The

of Association

Principle

investigating are the theological implications

the Twelve. First of all,

ancient traditions around Jesus'

era

meanings

common

of bemg with

a

of Jesus' way
master in

will be discussed in order to derive the characteristics

of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve.

Second, the characteristics of Jesus'
discussed

so as

to

origin and nature
be discussed.

clarify the theological aspects
of Jesus' way of

'being with'

a

Twelve
was

be

being with them. Thus,

(Mk

Jesus

3:14

"knowledge

was

can

be

disciple training.

Mark

with them? In this

regard,

gained by

Thnd, the

discipleship training will

His

training style was essentially

of association, the

question

Robert Coleman suggests the

association before it

was

understood

by

is

why

reason

to

explanation."*

interpreted that being with the Master transmits not only knowledge
like the

something more

be

delineated in terms of the

lifestyle

of the Master. Coleman's

following questions: 1)

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 42.

35

explanation needs

Do any similarities and

differences exist between Jesus' way and ancient traditions?

'

the Master.

reported that Jesus was intentionally with the
principle

but also

more

the Twelve for

In relation to the

NIV).

intentionally

This

'being with'

Master in Hellenistic/Jewish Tradition

Jesus chose the Twelve for
on

of

Fourth, implications for discipleship strategies today will be described.

Being with

based

way of association with the Twelve will be

2)

What

implications

of

to
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being with the Master exist? Thus,

in order to

answer

investigate the ancient Hellenistic/Jewish traditions
Jesus' way of being with the Twelve. Plus,

discipleship strategy
this

simple way to

of Jesus. The

train the Twelve that

Being
In

Greek, the

academician,

reason

or one

term

who

with

mathetes

was

a

we can

these

so as

disciples
for

the

in Hellenistic tradition.

disciples

to leam. This

a

commercial

commercial

relationships

(jiaGr^xfiq) usually meant apprentice, learner,
a

master for

keys

for the

teaching. Sophists

was common

shared himself rather than

Karl H.

Geoffrey
3

4

5

a

also followed this

Socrates, however, did

2

a

learning.^ Another feature of

great teacher

relationship between

Therefore, being with a master was

between

of the

Master in Hellenistic Tradition

between
a

a

master and

master existed.

fellowship based relationship.

or

implications

of

then enabled.

were

However, differences of being with
be either

first need to

for this type of investigation is that Jesus used

closely bound to

are

we

clarify characteristics

to

observe

this term is that "the student had become committed to
Closeness and commitment

questions,

master and

disciples

For

a

or

master."^

master and

an

disciples

important factor
in

antiquity.

Being with a master could

example, Protagoras made

while

receiving tuition fees

for

example."*

not establish

school to convey his

a

knowledge with his

knowledge.

He

disciples.^ As a result, his disciples

Rengstorf, "}j,a9r|Tf|(;" in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel, ed.,
W. Bromiley, tr. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1977), 416.

Michael Wilkins,

Following

Rengstorf, "pa0riTf|(;",

the Master

(Grand Rapids,

419.

Ibid.
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MI: Zondervan

Pubhshing House, 1992),

73.
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gathered around him because
reason

Socrates gave them

fellowship/ Rengstorf explains the

when he says, "Socrates, when he refiised to allow the relation between himself

and his listeners to be described in terms of 5i6daKa>-O(;/|ia0r|Tfi(;, should also

compensations

or

reject many

payment."^ Socrates believed that human virtue could not be given

through Sophistic education,

but rather

was

with his

disciples

in the

maimer

of informal

o

fellowship.
he made

a

mathetes

In this sense,

even

was

not

was an

fellowship

as

well

Based

on

knowledge

or a

an

inner

fellowship.^ Hence,

this,

we can

relationship between

dimension of
master and

a

Socrates shared with followers

understand how

Michael Wilkins reminds

skill from

a

person who

being with

us

was an

(|xa0r|Tfi(;)

commitment."*^ Thus,

naturally began to

changed the

mathetes,

disciple

knowledge,
a

deep

life of

of learning.*^

He says that the term mathetes

life

the

the word

extemal connection for the purpose of leaming certain

as one

teaching disciples.

that

an

a

master is the cmcial factor in

apprentice

expert in the

means

area

or a

learner

of study in

"a person who made

in the process of leaming from

a

a

acquired

antiquity.**

significant,

master, the disciple

imitate his/her master. In this sense, Wilkins says, "The

disciple was

Ibid.

'

Ibid.

^

9

prefer to use

different aspect of the term. After all, Socrates

but instead

^

Socrates did not

by being with his disciples. Thus,

(p,a0r|Tf|(;)

personal,

though

Ibid.

Rengstorf, "iiaGriTiig,"

417.

Ibid., 420.
^'

Michael Wilkins,

^2

Ibid., 74.

Following the

Master

(Grand Rapids,

37

MI: Zondervan

Publishing House, 1992),

72.
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committed to the master that he

Willcins describes the

reason as

or

she wanted to imitate the master's

conduct."*^

follows:

The mystery religions focused upon cultic and
this influence the concept of imitation became

religious disciples. Sometimes,

the

disciple

magical imitation

of God. With

characteristic associated with
literally mimicked physical
a

characteristics of the master, but mostly the disciple was so committed to his
master's ability to carry out his or her teaching into life that the disciple tried to
emulate the overall lifestyle of the master.*"*

This

implies

that

being with

relationship between

master is not

who is

adopted the
now an

a

explains

student

this

gaining

as

a

but also

or

In Jewish

intermittent.

accentuated

on

"the

Rather, the

ongoing nature

pursuing

the

use

an

disciple

should be attached to the

of mathetes

academic

now

(p-airjexea) signifies

course

the

of study and he has

characterizes him, of which he is

representative."*^

Being with

A Master in Jewish Tradition

tradition, talmidh {Tp^T\), which

Greek term, mathetes. Talmidh is used

'3

lifestyle,

way of life of a cultural milieu which

adherent and

nor

dependency."*^ Therefore, since leaming from

follows: "This

skill

temporary

disciple was

commitment, and

only knowledge

master. Wilkins

one

master is neither

the master and the

of relationship, life-time
a

a

means

exclusively used

apprentice,

is

equivalent to the

for the person who has dedicated

Ibid., 77.
Ibid., 78.

'5

Michael Wilkins, The Concept of The Disciple in Matthew's
Marrisa, (PhD diss.. Fuller Theological Seminary, 1986) 17.

�Mbid.,

19.

38
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Term
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himself to Scripture and the religious tradition of Judaism.
the Hebrew Old Testament

(ICh 25:8).

17

The term talmidh is found in

For this matter, Michael Wilkins describes that

''Talmidh in 1 Chronicles 25:8 is best understood in the most basic
in the

engaged

leaming

process

or an

apprentice leaming

Another term limmudim, indicates

Isaiah refers to the group
their

relationship

gathered around

is characterized

of Yahweh and

a

that

relationship

was common.

are

one

trade."*^

Wilkins reports that "the

prophet

'my disciples' (Is 8:16; limmuday),

by an educational process accentuating speaking
disciples of Isaiah

we can

find

some

implications

of the

different from Hellenistic tradition. First of all,

relationship

as a

as

of the term:

and

and

could be called

human master."

In the Old Testament

is defined

him

In this context, the

listening (Is 50:4; limmudim)
"disciples

disciple.

a

sense

For

master-servant

example,

the

relationship

master-disciple
a

master-servant

relationship between Moses

rather than

a

relationship

and Joshua often

between

a

master and

disciple.^*
Nevertheless, still worth paying attention to is the concept of talmidh (Vi^^n)
from the

viewpoint

according
Jewish

of fellowship. First, talmidh

to the rabbinic tradition.

community,

Michael Wilkins,

Rengstorf describes

the person would

Rengstorf, "na0TiTf|(;,"

{vrjiPi)

hardly possess

should be involved in
that if talmidh

the

right

were

orientation to

fellowship

outside the

serve

God

432.

Following the Master (Grand Rapids,

'9

MI: Zondervan

Publishing House, 1992),

Michael Wilkins, "Disciple" in Dictionary ofJesus and the Gospels, Joel B. Green, Scot
Howard Marshall, ed. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1992), 176.
20
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Rengstorf, "parneTea,"
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One of the

reasons

to

stay with

a

master is the method of

the master is the cmcial step to make talmidh

(T'^sVri)

a

bearer of Jewish

Second, the relationship between Eli and Samuel
Even

disciple relationship.
father-son

regard,

relationship,

though Eli was

the closeness and

not the

leaming. Listening to

can

biological

intimacy made

be

tradition.^^

interpreted

as a

master-

father of Samuel, like

a

Samuel leam from Eli. In this

Wilkins suggests the father-son education type in the

following

manner:

The father-son

example of training is a strong element in the story, and tends to
support the example of father-son training rather than school training. The most
that this story might indicate is the possibility of one family arranging for a son to
be trained in

training

a

profession outside

A similar

case can

be found in the

Rengstorf regards this relationship
tme both of the

own

family profession,

as a

However, E.J. Young suggests
sons

of the

both

prophets, Young

prophets possibly

In this

master-servant

some

assisted

a

even

this

type education.^"^

extent

Elijah

on

and Elisha

Wilkins evaluates the

he says, "This is

and Elisha who had assistants

were more

different idea

Elijah

relationship when

than

servants."^^

this matter. He believes that

(2 King 4:1, 38; 9:1).

claims that attachment to the great

regard,

but

relationship between Elijah and Elisha.

and of men like

popular prophets

who looked after them and who to

occurred.^^

of his

appears to be done within the context of father-son

prophets

and

In

helping

intimacy possibly

relationship thusly:

apparently not present in the groups of prophets
around Samuel, but, with the public and royal opposition, which existed in the
days of Elijah and Elisha, the prophets and sons of the prophets were forced
This form of relationship

Ibid.,

was

440.

Ibid., 436.
Wilkins, The Concept of The Disciple in Matthew's Gospel As Reflected in Use of The Term MaTr}sa,9S.

Rengstorf, "iiaxrieTea,"

428.

Wilkins, The Concept of The Disciple

in Matthew 's

Gospel As Reflected in

40

Use

of The

Term

Martjea,

84.
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together in carrying out their prophets' activity. The reason they are called sons is
because they are dependent on the great prophets as their sphitual fathers.^^
In this

in both

format, being with
and

knowledge

Third, in the

relationship

can

"This

traditional
of the

master

means

son

on

family ties,

allows for

school'.

in such

"^^

a

an

sharing

In

class within

summation,

a

master is related to

in Jewish

a

master and

tradition, being with

proximity, connectedness,

master per se conveys the

lifestyle

are

disciple

a

knowledge

of

following

implied by the use

relationship,

was

Wilkins

made in relation to

a

master is essential to leam within

relationships.
and

Ibid.

Ibid., 105.
Ibid., 108.

41

can

The

fellowship.

of the master to his

traditions.

29

would be

two of the main

aspects of Coleman's principle of association

2^

as

master-disciple

royal court.^^

transmission and demonsti^ation of skills

2'

fathers

understanding of

In addition to this kind of informal

master-servant, master-disciple, and father-son
a

of expertise and

institutional way

reports that formal relationship between

professional

the father transmits

among the scribes. Wilkins describes this in the

materials, but not
'

spiritually reared by the spiritual

group of scribes in Jewish tradition indications of a

designation

designation

to be

lifestyle.

be observed. Based

scribal office to his
manner:

a

meaning

Even

of being with

though oral

methods, being with

disciples. Therefore,

the

a

general

be found in Jewish/Hellenistic
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The Characteristics of Jesus'

Way

of Being with The Twelve

This section discusses the differences between Jesus' way of association with the
Twelve and that of the ancient traditions. On the basis of Hellenistic/Jewish

traditions,

the characteristics of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve will be discussed. In

order to

clarify His

descriptions
some

association with the

Twelve,

we

need to first look at biblical

of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve. In the process,

we can

observe

characteristics of Jesus' way of being with the Twelve.

Initial-Association
For this

approach,

of three stages for
extended

we

need to retum to A.B. Bmce's

discipleship training.

being with his disciples.

the

core

group

was

the

core

group

as

Stage

His

As the

categorization that consists

suggestion reminds us

Gospels

describe the

how Jesus

procedure

gradually

of the

calling,

called first to be with the Master. Bmce describes the first stage with

Jesus' way of association when he says the

following:

In the first stage they were simply believers in Him as the Christ, and His
occasional companions at convenient, particularly festive seasons. Of this earliest

stage in the intercourse of the disciples with their Master we have

some

memorials in the four first

chapters of John's Gospel, which tell how some of
acquainted with Jesus, and represent them as accompanying
Him at a marriage in Cana (John 2: 1), at a Passover in Jemsalem (John 2:13,17,
22), on a visit to the scene of the Baptist's ministry (John 3:22), and on the retum
joumey through Samaria from the south to Galilee (John 4:1-27, 31, 43-45).^^
them first became

Based

on

Bmce's

observation, prior to establishing the Twelve,

Peter, Philip, James, and Nathanael)

3�

A.B. Bmce, The

Training of The Twelve,

were

4th ed.

introduced to Jesus.

(Grand Rapids,

42

MI:

some

disciples (Andrew,

They regarded him

Kregel, 1971),

11.

as a
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This stage is

rabbi

(John 1:38).

some

of the Twelve knew Jesus and had

whole

training with the

quite

a

Twelve. That

what Jesus did in order to

primitive process

relationships

means

awakened

beginning

Twelve in the fiiture.

(Mk

1:

16-20).

Four

Master,

by new insights

interacted with the Master before
made the band in the

with him

core

was

In

calling the

that

some

of the Twelve discovered

about Jesus. In this stage, the
other

disciples. Thus,

eventually resulted in the

the

core

point

given opportunities

began with the

core

to observe Jesus' wonders and

ancient traditions with this strategy,

members. Before entry into

discipleship training,

we can see

differences in His

such

they did not deliberately focus
believe that their

on

any

They might have
core

with the band

contrary, Jesus chose

to be

may say that the

group

core

was

one or

group. If they had

teachings would be more effective

more

primary disciples,

but

students, they would

knowledge.

prior to calling the rest of the

On the

Twelve. Thus,

we

invited to the initial-association stage with the Master

Garry W. Kuhne, The Dynamics of Personal Follow-Up (Grand Rapids,
House, 1976), 32.
Scot

two

to transmit

3^

32

the

teaching by being with Him.

concentrations

small group.

group

this band

masters from Hellenistic/Jewish traditions did not have any

a

new

is that Jesus

approach. Mostly,
on

in the

inner most group of the

disciples (Simon, James, John, Andrew) joined

Jesus' way of association

comparing

prior to engaging

that

group observed and listened to

the whole association stage with the Twelve for conversion and
band

see

perceive the identity of Jesus.

In the first stage of being with the

leaming and were

that the

to know Jesus. We can

McKnight, Turning to Jesus: The Sociology of Conversion

Westminster John Knox, 2002), 40-42.

43

in the

MI: Zondervan

Publishing

Gospels (Louisville,

KY:

PhD in

The

core

group that consisted of Peter,

circle within the Twelve.
of Jairus'

They were with the

daughter (Mark 5:37;

Luke

8:51),

James, and John maintained the iimer most

Master in

the event

particular events

on

such

as

the story

the Mount of Transfiguration

17:1; Luke 9:28), and the Gethsemane Prayer (Mark 14:33; Matt 26:37).

(Mark 9:2;

Matt

Jesus gave

opportunities

show

Namsik Kim

Studies
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some concem

to them to observe these events

as

part of the training. We might

about Jesus' favoritism in relation to the

Coleman describes his evaluation

as

core

group. For this matter,

follows:

So noticeable is the

preference given to these three that had it not been for the
incarnation of selflessness in the person of Christ, it could well have precipitated
feelings of resentment on the part of the other apostles. The fact that there is no
record of the disciples complaining about the preeminence of the three, though
they did murmur about other things, is proof that where preference is shown in the
right spirit and for the right reason offense need not arise.
of the

core

group,

exist within Jesus' way of being with the

core

group.

Thus, instead of concentrating
to think if any

In this

core

implications

regard,

group before

question,

networks and into
cope with

some

Second, Rogers
33

34

have the

organizing the

we can use

following maimer:

we

any favoritism

on

diffusion

inquiry:

was

new

investigate the

answer

to this

ideas leads them out of a local circle of peer

social

relationships."^^ However, innovators must

they must be ready to accept a high degree

says that "the innovator must also be

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 3 1

willing

to

accept

of uncertainty.
an

3^

36

occasional

.

In his

Everett

need

Jesus' intention of being with the

book. Diffusion of Innovations, Everett Rogers categorizes the following five classes
ideas and technologies: innovator, early adopter, early majority, late majority, and laggards.

35

we

theory.^"* Rogers describes the concept of innovators in the

cosmopolite

risks. First,

preference

Twelve? In order to

"Their interest in
more

What

or

Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York,

Ibid., 283.

44

NY: Free

Press, 2003), 282.

to

adopt

new

PhD in

setback when
had been
the
1

disciples

of John the

No hesitation

innovators based

on

was

Baptist. They had been searching

was

the

core

group

core

group

might be

made to follow Jesus,

core

group

for the Truth. When John

they immediately received Jesus

Rogers' concept,

can

Christ

as

be

(John

categorized

as

called risk takers. In this

being with the Master possibly

high intimacy.
However, their insight

Therefore, Richard Peace

culture."^^
that time
new

inevitably happens."^ The

as

observed. In this vein, if the

situation, when the decision
created

unsuccessflil,

idea proves

introduced them to Jesus,

Baptist

:41).

a new

Namsik Kim
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It

as

seems

well.

on

Jesus

says, "Jesus

as

Christ

was

was

still

the Rabbi to his

to be similar to the format that John the

So, the

direction for their
On the other

core

group

lives, based

hand, based

band members of Jesus

began to

on

on

might expect the

the

Gospel

engage in

not

disciples based
Baptist

as

experienced.
on

Jewish

and Pharisees had at

Master to share

their conviction of Jesus

knowledge

or

Christ.

of John, at the initial-association stage the

a new

leaming style. They had never

experienced

it before. While

class. It

unlike the ancient traditions. Alexander C.

was

informative,

gaining knowledge,

Jesus

was

with them without

Purdy describes

in the

dismissing
following

quote this characteristic of Jesus' way of being with the disciples:
Jesus

was

nor even a

3^

39

4�

teacher who left the classroom after he had delivered his lecture,
demonstrator who parted from his students when some healing had

not

a

been

successfiilly accomplished. They

after

day."*^

Richard Peace, Conversion in the New Testament

all lived

together hour after hour and day

(Grand Rapids,

MI: Eerdmans

Publishing, 1999),

Ibid.

Alexander C.

Purdy, Jesus

'

with the

People (New York,

45

NY: The Womans

Press, 1926), 106.

164.
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out that Jesus had

Thus, Coleman points
says that "the natural
contrast to the

informality

of this

an

informal educational

teaching method

only

for

Coppedge

of Jesus stood in

formal, almost scholastic procedures of the scribes.""** So,

indicates that Jesus' way of association with the band
not

style when he

transferring knowledge but also

was

and

maturity
leaming also
of life. Some

occurs

when

with another.

I thmk this

train his

for life transference. In this

describes the concept of life transference in the

Life transference

designed to

striking

disciples

regard,

Allan

following manner:

person shares

wisdom, knowledge, experience,
in stmctured situations,
Although leaming
a

occurs

place in informal situations during the normal everyday living
things are easier caught than taught. This principle, "life

takes

transference," where

one

life is shared with another, is based

on

the concept of

modeling."*^
For

discipleship training,

them. This strategy

was

not

only did he teach the disciples,

suitable for the time that the

have any formal schools such

as

seminaries

or

but Jesus also lived with

disciples

were

living. They did not

periodic membership

classes in which to

enroll."^^
Jesus'

being with the disciples influenced them to change their life styles.

longer Jesus stayed with the disciples,

they were supposed to
the

following

do for the

the

more

they could know who

kingdom of God."*"^

Jesus

was

The

and what

Coleman describes this strategy in

manner:

By this association,

the

disciples came to understand more about their Lord.
Knowledge was not communicated to them in

To be

with Him was to know Him.

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 41.
Allan

1989),

Coppedge,

The Biblical Principles

ofDiscipleship (Grand Rapids,

61.

43

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 38.

44

Ibid., 40.

46
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Asbury Press,
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abstract

cold

regulations;
walked among them/^

dogmas

of One who
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or

it

was

Association
After the first stage

enlisted to Jesus' band for

ministry

toward the

King" (John

as

6: 15). Even

created

a

Coleman describes the

political

manner:

"Many

ministry was acceptable,
the

reasons.

issue: "To take him

though Jesus dispensed lots

problem was superficial popular support.
following

Stage

the initial-association stage, the rest of the Twelve

discipleship.

masses

taught through the living personality

Coleman describes this

comparatively

few seemed to have

to make him

teaching,

tendency

of the multitudes believed in Christ in the

but

Fnst, Jesus'

by ft)rce,

of blessings and

were

sense

the

in the

that his divine

grasped the meaning

of

gospel.""*^
Three

more reasons

trying to impress
tempted to

the

follow

a

exist. Second, Coleman

crowd, but to usher in

religious movement

a

rightly observes,

"Jesus

was

not

kingdom.""*^ The multitude can be easily

if they find

some

promise

for their welfare.

Third, Coleman describes that without full dedication to God and trustworthy leaders,

"they would
could not

soon

provide

Robert Coleman,

fall into confiision and

individual

Evangelism

in

care

despair."

Fourth, Coleman

says that Jesus

to the multitude without leaders who could

Perspective (Harrisburg,

Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 34.
Ibid., 34.

47
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replace

Publications, 1975), 54.
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Thus, the Synoptic Gospels show
Jesus met Matthew

Twelve members

(Matt 9:9-13;

Mark 2: 13-17 Luke

point at the moment when
From that

5:27-32).

following manner: "Fellowship

unintermpted attendance

abandonment of secular

following

kind of tuming

appeared (Matt 10:1-4, Mark 3:13-19, Luke 6:12-16).

the second stage in the
an

a

His person,

on

all of the

point

Bmce describes

with Christ assumed the form of

involving entire,

or

at least

habitual

occupations."^^ Thus, Coppedge describes the event in the

manner:

Under the

new

and

covenant lies

a

key element that is

at the same time both

an

living in the presence of God in the person of Jesus and
in-depth relationship with Him. When Jesus says to the disciples,
"Follow me," He is binding them to an intimate relationship with Himself
objective
developing

Here is

based

a

on

a means:

an

difference from Hellenistic/Jewish traditions. His

being with the

Twelve is not

contract but covenant.

In this covenant stage, Jesus' way of association became

fiilly established

extended to the Twelve.

Superficially we might

traditions made

and Socrates and Jewish educational tradition based

by Plato

see

and

similarities between Hellenistic
on

family

ties, because Jesus associated with the Twelve in order to have intellectual and inner

fellowship. However,
and union

were

as

the term association

indicates, connectedness, companionship,

specifically accentuated in the relationships

between Jesus and the

Bmce, The Training of The Twelve,! I.
5'
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Coppedge,
'to

The Biblical Principles

connect,' 'to join

actively

in

Webster's

of Discipleship,

48.

companion, partner, or ally,' 'to unite; combine,' and 'person who shares
business, enterprise, or undertaking; partner; colleague; fellow worker.' See

as a

anything
Encyclopedia Unabridged Dictionary
as a

of the

English Language.
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Twelve. Jesus' life commenced being shared with the Twelve while
three

years.^^
In the initial-association stage, the

was

defmed

as a

of the Twelve's

insights

on

(Matt 16:15). The identity

Jewish tradition. Rather their

as a

that the

only way a

father-child

surrounded

by

5^

5^

question:

''Who

was

publicly revealed to

mere

students of the law

{apostelld, anooxsXkG))

John 13:33;

properly rear a family

in the

21:5).

is to be with

following manner:

will of God is

for

Coleman

explains

them.^"* Eckhard

"The inner circle of the Twelve is

being flilfilled."^^

In this manner, Coleman

hand to observe and to listen," while Jesus did

worldly life.

55

Christ

the

another group of supporters who also follow Jesus, whom Jesus describes

family in which the

Thus,

54

can

same

adhered to their master.

53

as

to be sent forth

relationship (Mark 10:24,

father

Schnabel describes the

at

group

vein, the Gospels describe the upgraded relationship between Jesus and the

Twelve

his

of Jesus

responded to

not called to become

calling was

core

evangelism.
In this

as

they were

and the

But in the association stage, the transition

Jesus occurred when Peter

the Twelve. This indicates that

world

relationship between Jesus

master-disciple relationship.

do you say I am?"

or

bemg with them for

once

called

Coleman

by Jesus,

explains

the Twelve

how

The Twelve

explains

that the

were

inwardly

"disciples

were

public ministry.^^

were

obligated to

be

distinguished from

they had to give up their individual

lives for God,

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 41.
Ibid., 46.
Eckhard J. Schnabel,

Rengstorf, ''juartjETea,

Early Christian
"

Mission

(Downers Grove,

423.

Coleman, 777e Master Plan ofEvangelism, 45.
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close

IL:

InterVarsity, 2004),

273.
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surrendering

of their whole lives

absolutely to

the

sovereignty

of Jesus.

CO

Compromises
serve

were

not

an

and

option,

as

the

Gospel

of Luke says, "No servant

two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the

to one, and

despise

the other. You cannot

serve

other;

God and mammon"

submission is not easy. Jesus intended to train the Twelve for the
While
comfort the
service too

being with the Master,

sorrowing,
small,

no

and

sacrifice too great, when it

life. For

example,

prayer life

that Jesus often let his

as a

disciple

was one

disciples

see

else he will hold

was

kingdom

of God.

of the Master's

him

sick,

The Master considered

rendered for the

of Christ

by using

This

(Luke 16:13).

the Twelve watched Jesus minister to the

preach the Gospel to the poor.

Jesus demonstrated how to live

or

can

glory

no

of God.^^

certain tools in one's

examples. Surely

it

was no

daily

accident

conversing with the Father.

Another aspect of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve is that he lived with

the

Scripture

of the Old Testament.

his followers the
never

ceased to

Scripture
disciples
people

5'

59

meaning

use

for

of some passage from what

example

of how to live

know

as

disciples

to

as

impress upon

the Bible. He

Living with the

of Christ. In this process, the

absorbing scripture without even knowing they were being trained to win

God.^^

This

was a

divine tool of Jesus'

Ibid., 50.
Ibid., 63.
Ibid., 73.
Ibid., 76.

"

we now

the Old Testament in his conversation with them.

shows the best
were

Often, he would take special pains

Ibid., 77.

50

teaching style.
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Another characteristic of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve

Being with the Master led the disciples
calling
holy

of God. For

is

so

the nest, Jesus

sheep

Like

a

people

mother

in the midst of wolves"

and reunion

were

deployed with

When the

disciples

supposed to rejoice
of their

Lord, but he

of the

of Jesus, Peter wanted to stay at the

was

tempted to ignore his calling.

out into the world to

try their wings.^^ They

out of

were

sent

part of the training that helped the disciples realize

discipleship training.

(the seventy), they were

tasted the joy of ministry,
names were

Once

excited

by reports

they were advised to

written in heaven

again,

when

of triumph.^"^

recall that

(Luke 10:20)

they

they were

instead of a list

accomplishments.^^ The Master wamed them that the disciples were supposed to

caution

instmction

conceming
on

any

pride

derived from their

the mindset for Christian

ministry

accomplishments.

This

contributed to their needed

specific
adjustments

after the Pentecost.
In the process of interaction with the

Master, the disciples

lessons from the Master about how to cope with frustration. The

experienced triumph,

"

This

often cannot recall their commission for the

Master for

other groups

that their

regardless

(Matt. 10:16).

were a

they needed to be with the

transfiguration

sending.

eagle teaching her young to fly by pushing them

pushed his disciples

Sending

use

that

powerfiil

kingdom of God.

that

after the

site. He dedicated himself to the

syndrome

"as

example,

to think of clinging to the Master

was

but

they also faced unsatisfying results

Ibid., 84.

^4

Ibid., 90.

^5

Ibid.
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were

able to get

disciples

sometimes

that led them to the

PhD in

experience

of discouragement. The Master

equipped and trust in

God's faithfulness
continue

disciples were obligated to
This

requirement was

Spirit,

the

make them

disciples

though they

from

pieces

The

took ye

regular basis

Master

disciples

were

political

still

were

earthly men while

were

due to the

In other

still

words,

were

to calculate "how many baskets full of

In this sense, the Twelve

privilege

were

stuck in

were

earthly

unity with others

encouraged to be
desires.

in Christ.

disciples

However,

could consider

of proximity with Jesus. Since

they might

religious power, during the period of the ministry of Jesus,
on

their views toward other Christ-followers. The Master did

make themselves humble.

supervised to

of the

Jesus made every effort to

not allow them to have hierarchical minds and be authoritarians. But instead

supposed to

Spirit.

Jesus the Master reminded them of

not to establish rank. But the

corrected

filling

experienced God the Provider, they

trained to maintain

and

filled with the

struggling between bread and spirituality.

up?" (Mark 8:19).

was

being

because without the

physical needs. At this stage,

were

and

indicates the

facing physical needs, they tended to forget spiritual

thus

were

unique beings

be interested in

In

Supervisor instructed them to be re-

in vain.

the Pharisees and Sadducees

disciples

being with the
themselves

disciples

the

through prayer and fasting.^^ This

God, thus encouraging them

heavenly men while

the

on a

saw, touched and

concemed about their

broken

the

heavenly men.

lessons. The

provision

to be met

as

walking with God

disciples' ministry could be

Additionally,

even

Namsik Kim
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eliminate any

they were

Also, when facing political issues, the disciples

hostility toward humans

Ibid., 91.
Ibid., 93.
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and instead focus

on

saving
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adversaries regardless of ethnicity, nationality, and culture.
In the association stage,

implications were evident for the Twelve

absence of the Master. The Twelve
how to work for the

68

were

Kingdom of God.

made

Jesus

knowledgeable

after the

about who Jesus

taught them how to

live

as

was

disciples

and

of Christ

after his Ascension.

Ongoing-Association Stage
After the

betrayal by the

ascension of the Master,

disciples

were

messengers' voices:

the

sky?

the

same

same

Pentecost

on

"Men of Galilee,

seen

prayer

(Acts 2:1-4).

constantly.

Master seemed

This had

him go into heaven"

(Acts 1:14).

Then the

Spirit is

the

stand here

(Acts 1:11).

Spirit finally baptized the

looking

come

The Twelve

already been revealed to

the Twelve

who maintains

or even

as

develops

of Jesus

into

back in

along with

Twelve at

Jesus indicated the

disciples

the

they heard

Twelve, the Spirit maintained their being with the

For the

one

and

longer possible. However,

they said, why do you

of being connected with the vine in order to become
Thus the

no

Jesus, who has been taken from you into heaven, will

way you have

others focused

being with the

along with the crucifixion, resurrection,

invited to the next stage of association with the Master when

the

This

Twelve

Master

necessity

(John 15:1-8).

the connectedness with the

Master.

The Twelve
Master

finally experienced ongoing-association (being

through the Spirit)

even

unique characteristic of Jesus'

connected with the

after the ascension of the Master. This shows the most

way of association with the Twelve. Bruce describes the

Ibid.
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the last and

on

by their Master from the mass

highest stage

of His

of discipleship when

followers, and formed into

a

they were

select

band,

to

apostleship."^^

be trained for the great work of the

Time had to pass until the Twelve reached this stage, because the conversion

point of the

Twelve

was

not sudden but

gradual

in the

Gospels.

Paul. Richard Peace describes the conversion of the Twelve

fiilly understood Jesus'

death and

resurrection.^^ But,

as

It

was

unlike the

case

of

incomplete unless they

after the ascension of the

Master,

at

Pentecost the Twelve seemed to show their entire transformation and commitment to the

Great Commission.
In the

ongoing-association stage,

However, they still

were

with the Master

Spirit (Acts 10:38, 44; 13:52; 21:4).
were

to

evangelize

stopped in the

and

disciple

the

the Twelve

Within the

people

being was

sent to the world.

through habitual prayers (Acts 3:1)
apostleship

for the

and the

Kingdom of God, they

of God. Thus, Jesus' way of association

Twelve's ministries. This leads

with the Twelve. Since His

obviously were

us

never

to redefine Jesus' way of association

not limited to his

in

body, the Spirit took the place

Jesus' shoes to be with the Twelve.

Being

they were

with the

Spirit made

mathetes of Jesus

association stage, the term

regard,

as

the Twelve also redefine their

as

disciples.

If

learners, adherents, and apprentices in the ongoing-

disciple

for the Twelve could be redefined

T.W. Mason suggests that Jesus used the term, in

Bmce., The Training

identity

of The Twelve,

12.

Peace., Conversion in the New Testament, 280.
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as

the sent. In this

Hebrew/Aramaic, 'shewalya'
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for His

disciples/*

doctrine,

but rather

Discipleship
work of the

this

He

as a

was

master-craftsman whom
m a

m

the

with

ongomg-association stage,

preach 'togetherness'

togetherness.

As

was

new

we

have

have

was

we

'2

'3

thought
the

disciples

Spirit who

By the

same

on

togetherness when he

was

a

image

were

says;

our

genuine integrated

able to achieve

genuine integrated
to be with

token, it was the Spirit who led the fellowship

Constantly being with the

Master

was

the

highest

finely polished that

of Christ."^"*

called to

reproduce

His likeness

throughout the

Church

being

early Church would contuiue to expand in an ever

cfrcumference until the multitudes

might know

Teaching ofJesus, 2nd

ed.

As

a

in

some

similar way the

result of this strategy, the

(Cambridge: Cambridge University, Press, 1935),

Ibid., 239-40.
'

create

observed, the primary character who led the Twelve

around the world. So, the

Purdy, Jesus With

obligated to

Bruce describes the reason, "The mirrors must be

reflect the

T.W. Manson, The

were

out methods of

the Twelve, 111.

Bmce, The Training of The Twelve, 13.
'5

teacher of right

have devised ways of making

opportunity that they had known with the Master.
''

as a

concept of 'being with the Master.' In

should be based

until

converts and the Twelve.

designed to

enlargmg

we

Jesus himself.

priority for them.

The

until

In this case, it

togetherness."

gathered

much

College, but apprenticeship to the

the Twelve

converts based on the same

new

togetherness fruitful,

with the

so

they were to follow and imitate.

Rabbinical

regard, Purdy thinks this fellowship

the Master

their Master not

Kingdom."^^

"It is useless to

are

thinks, "Jesus

not matriculation

was

Plus,

fellowship

Namsik Kim

Studies
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Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 102.
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early
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Church

expanded. Every day thereafter others were added to

spread the good news

5:42).

We

can

were

in the

watch this

If we try to

Twelve

Temple,

meaning

training.

regard,

us

we

of the

reproduction,

term

of being with the

All activities such

eating together eventually were

Schnabel reminds

church,

the Christians

as

in the streets, and from house to house

precisely define the

to convey the

association. In this

the

(Acts

2:

47;

powerftil reproduction principle throughout church history.

more

oi mathetesI 'shewalya'

and

Namsik Kim

Studies

as

say that the

worship together, praying together,

for the conveyance of the

in his

might

Master, which was the foundation

need to recall the numerical

meaning

we

meaning

symbolism

of Jesus' way of

of the Twelve.

following explanation:

Symbolism of the Number Twelve: the Twelve are to be seen as a symbol of
Israel; they represent the hope for Israel's eschatological restoration. Jesus'
twelve disciples are, in the words of Joachim Gnillka, "the spiritual ancestors of
the people of God that awaits restoration. The number twelve is a sign of hope. In
the Qumran community twelve lay leaders symbolized, in a similar manner, the
claim of the Essenes to be the eschatological covenant community.
The fact that the Twelve
that the

new

Israel

was

were

transformed for the

created.

Thus,

Jesus

catalysts for this. They were obligated to
converts. That could be

it

a

climactic

implies

convey

knowledge was

metaphor

play the role

everything they were taught to

about

at the

"The Twelve

manner

same

disciples

are

or

of

the

new

the salvation

being with the Master as

called to contribute in both

to the restoration of God's

time the

success

the

disciples

271.
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a

fiindamental

people promised by the prophets,

of their mission.

Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 265.

''Ibid.,

Twelve to

the

Thus, Schnabel describes the role of the Twelve in the early Church in the

following manner:
and

expected the

doctrine, lessons from the Master's teaching,

issue. But, the fiindamental
of Christ.

Kingdom of God became

"^^

and

PhD in
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The Tw^elve shared with the

Spirit

and

new

reproduced this practice. Thus,

converts how to be with the Master

Schnabel describes

a

through the

part of this practice in the

following manner:
The believers in Jerusalem shared meals in

their

daily

meals, took place

breaking

on

no

longer appeared

hierarchical leaders of the
all

but to the Master.

sense

as

They were not placed as

they were called, they were

they did not belong to

Simply being with the

the

is concemed.

after Acts 6:2.

Early Church. Rather,

the world. I think

over

of

The

of bread in the Eucharistic

The Twelve

evangelize

private houses and on the occasion
temple.
public assemblies, accompanied by shared
a daily basis, which was not
necessarily the case as far as

visits to the

any

the
sent to

territory or institution,

Master could not be limited. The

ongoing-

association with the Master continued.
After three hundred years, in the fourth century,

religion
a

of Rome.

faithfiil remnant,

was

choked

Through the ensuing Dark Ages,
especially in

some

and

it survived in the

orders. But,

religious

by rigid ecclesiastical policies

Christianity became

eighteenth centuries, evangelical revivals brought discipleship

Obviously,

the

expansion

The

of the

Origin

of Jesus'

In the Hellenistic/Jewish

was

simply

a

tasked-oriented

kingdom

traditions,

a

master-disciple

Both

Ibid., 414.
'9

Coleman, Evangelism

on

the

Cutting Edge,

vital

of

discipleship

In the seventeenth and

into greater

prominence.^^

of God continues.

Way of Being with

relationship.

simple discipline

generally,

spiritual apathy.

the state

133.
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givers

the Twelve

or a

father-child

relationship

and receivers had tasks after

being
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together.

In

of Jesus' way with the

thinking

work for the

Kingdom

transformed,

and

complete
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of God. While

assigned to

work for the

follow the Great Commission. Then
association with the Twelve

association be understood

these

reason

more

on

His

They had the

task to

relationship between the Master and the
reproduction

might raise questions:

for

making disciples

of disciples

Twelve

seems

to

Was Jesus' way of

questions

are

initiative,

or

for

evangelism?

only for the

task

important is

most church leaders

Jesus' way of association with the Twelve

However, based

of God.

for the Great Commission? If so, should Jesus' way of

only

only

we

want to be connected with the Twelve

The

Kingdom

task-oriented. In this sense,

as

to

bemg with the Master, the Twelve were informed,

within their lifetimes. So, the

could be considered

Twelve, obviously they were also called

as a

I think His

even

Did Jesus

really

after His ascension?

might regard

part of task-oriented relationship.

being with the

Twelve tells

us

something

than the task. In this sense, unless the nature of Jesus' way of association is

clarified, church leaders might miss the important components in discipling strategies for

today.
In this

vein, in order to tmderstand the

nature of Jesus' way of association with the

Twelve, the origin of the principle of association should be discussed.
with the

origin

of the

principle

of association,

we can

to the

of the triune God. The

(Gen 1:1, John 1:1: 14:16). Thus,
source

of the

principle

need to recall that association is about

infer that Jesus' way of relationships with the Twelve is linked

relationship. Thus,
relationships

we

In order to deal

in

reason

thinking

of association

can

connectedness of the Triune God needs

is the

of the

names

of God reveals the

relationships

of the triune

be inferred. Therefore, the

to be discussed.
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meaning

Trinity

God, the
of the

First, the connectedness of the
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triune God will be identified. Second, what is included in the
connectedness of the triune God will be discussed.
associated with his
Israelites will be

people

in the Old

in order to

the

the association of the

meaning

of Immanuel

the

m

on

the

identify how God

Testament, the relationship between God

investigated. Fourth,

investigated. Fifth,

Third,

circle based

mner

and the

Gospels will be

Spirit in the early Church will be described.

The Triune God

Elohim

(C!''n'^^^),

His

plural name reminds us

of the three persons of God: the

Father, the Son, and the Spirit (Gen 1:1, John 1:1; 14:16). The relationships of the Triune
God

are

unbreakably related to

relationship

fulfilled based

was

Coppedge believes
Gospels
God

as

were

well

on

that Immanuel
the entire New

another.^^

messianic

In the New

Testament, the Father-Son

prophecy (Mt 1:23,

(God with us)

Testament.^*

as

The

the

name

Gospel

Is

7:14).

of Jesus

was

Allan

revealed in the

of Matthew declares that if

the Father of Israel in the Old Testament, then in the New Testament, Jesus

the Son, the

Coppedge

as

one

representative

of God

replaced the role

of the Father to the New

Israel,

as

as

states.

The nature of the

relationship

between God the Father

(Mt 7:21, 10:32-33, 13:50,

18:10, 20:23, 25:43, 25:29, 39, 42) and Jesus the Son of God is,

as

the

family terms

indicate, evident when the Son of God called God 'Abba' (Mark 14:36). The Father-Son

Allan

Coppedge,

^'

Ibid., 27.

�2

Ibid.

The God Who Is Triune

(Downers Grove,

59

IL:

InterVarsity Press, 2007),

25.
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relationship

is not task-oriented.

relationship

as

into

Therefore, Coppedge describes the

follows: "The intimate

perspective

relationship between

when toward the end of his time with

may know and understand that the Father is in

14:10-11,

perspective,

the

indispensable to understanding the nature

life

by the Spirit (Matt

(Luke 4:1-4, 18;

disciples (John
the

14:

Is

not for

The

The

new

more

Scriptures

84

Ibid., 32.

in the Father'"

(John 10:38,

and the

Spirit is

of Jesus' way of association. Jesus

was

1, 20; Luke 1:35). The Spirit was with Jesus for his entire
Jesus introduces the

Spirit as the

prophecy that Jesus' physical

Counselor to his

absence would be

(John 14:16-17, 26; 15:26; 16:7-15).

teachings

or

directions. Rather,

describe the
are

relationship

evil, know how

will your Father who is in heaven

means

Ibid., 29.

am

relationship between Jesus

Coppedge

replaced with

The

Spirit's

thinks that

"the

between the Father and the

to

give good gifts

to your

give the Holy Spirit to

one

Spirit

of

the two persons

are

the

those who ask him"
In

evidence, "The Spirit of your

closely identified. This of course parallels

60

as

children, how

Spirit of your Father speaking through you" (Mt 10:20).

interpreting these passages, Coppedge emphasizes

^3

and I

Jesus says, 'That you

16:13-14).^"*

(Luke 11:13); and,

Father

disciples,

comes

is to remind the Twelve of Jesus' words after His ascension

follows: "If you then, who
much

:

the Twelve

Spirit's major offices

(John 14:26,

1

61:1-2).

16).

Spirit was given to

replacement is
the

Jesus and the Father

17:21).^^

In the Trinitarian

conceived

me

nature of the

the

PhD in
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significant Old Testament data that identifies
Jesus introduces that God is
double

meaning.

explains

the

Spirit with the Spnit of Yahweh."^^

Spirit (John 4:24). Coppedge thinks

One is God is

a

relationship further,

spiritual being.

this statement has

The other is God is the

describes in the

nature between the Father and the

following manner the

a

Spirit. Thus,

"If Jesus' statement includes the second

strong affirmation of the shared divine

Coppedge

this

meaning,

he

it is

a

Spnit."^^

Trinitarian view of the divine

three persons of God:
The

all three divine persons are intimately involved in the Gospel's
narratives of Jesus' life. Sometimes all three are grouped together, but often only

Trinity

�

two of them

are

�

described in their

relationship

to each other. There

are

four kinds

of Trinitarian passage: those that discuss 1) Jesus' relationship to the Father, 2)
Jesus' relationship to the Spirit, 3) the Spirit's relationship to the Father and 4) the

interweaving of these four kinds of Trinitarian
passages and their implications stand behind the development of the doctrine
the Trinity in the early church.
relationship

The
are

this

relationships

of the three persons of God

identified in the

point, however,

answer

to the

of all three. The

Scriptures (Figure 1).
we

question:

The Father

At

need to seek the
What is the nature of

the connectedness of the triune God? To find

the

answer

to this

question,

I will discuss the

nature of God because this process is

directly

association with the Twelve.

*5

Ibid.

Ibid., 32.
�'

of

Ibid., 33.
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The Nature of God's Love

John reveals the nature of God: "God is love"
term love is derived from agape

cause

(dyd7ir|). Analysis

(1

John

4:8).

In this passage, the

of the term may draw

us nearer

to the

of the connectedness of the Triune God.
In the Old

Testament, the original word for love is aheb (iunK), which was used to

describe God's love for Israel
racham

(on*]),

reports, "In

which

means

(Deut 4:37).

to

expression of the

love of God is

love, have compassion (used forty-seven times). Stauffer

most cases this restricts the

it is often to the love of God. In most

?im.)"^^ Thus,

Another

concept of love

to that of pity for the

God alone is called the merciftil

cases

Stauffer describes the love of God in the Old Testament

"For the authors the love of God is

love for Him is

quite strictly

always

a

correlative of His

love for His person, not

only

as

needy,

and

(rachum,

the

following:

personal nature, just as

for His Word

or

Law

or

temple, etc."^^
Another

common

term, chesed (700) stands for God's love in terms of steadfast

love. This word is translated

"compassion." Coppedge

as

"mercy," "grace," "loyalty," "loving-kindness,"

describes the term chesed

(IQD) implying the

and

nature of three

persons in God when he says:

The steadfast love

(hesed)

of God is related to his Trinitarian

being not only

through his fatherhood. Though hesed in the Old
Testament is an introductory picture of God as Father, it prepares the way for an
expanded Trinitarian perspective in the New Testament. The steadfast love of
God as an expression of his fatherhood is seen in God's promise to David (2 Sam
through his

holiness but also

"ayaTiao)" in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel,
Bromiley, tr. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1977), 22.

Ethelbert Stauffer,

ed.,Geoffrey
�9

W.

Ibid., 23.
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7:14-15)^^
In addition to

this, Oord describes that chesed (TOD) implies God's steadfast love for

others/*
In the New

Testament, Jesus showed how God demonstrated love. Through the

crucifixion, His love

was

given

vein, Stauffer describes Jesus

experience

it

a new

and

in the Old Testament

God

is released.

incarnated in Jesus.

tangible

striking that in this passage

as

of sins, and in those who

"^^

Descriptions

Therefore,

for his entire life. In this

indication of object, the
confined to the First

freedom from sin and judgment. In this

"bringing forgiveness

ayaTtav in Luke 7:47

by interpreting
It is

as

humanity for

overflowing love

were

made the love of God

to

we

of the love of God

may say that Jesus himself

vein, Stauffer denotes the love of

follows:

ayaTtav is twice used without any precise
this absolute use of the verb is otherwise

more so as

Epistle

of John. It

brings

out the

more

clearly what

is at issue

in Lk.7:47, namely that a new life is awakened and the person now has love, is
filled with it, and is guided by it in all his actions, rather than that he is to show it

people. Love here is a spontaneous movement up to the One by
released (cf Also the absolute use of ayajcrj in Ep. Ar., 229 and Mt.

to such and such

whom it is

24:12, where the orientation
Since Anders

seems

provides

�

92

93

Thomas

list

as

and Eros

distinguishes

(ayajirj)

is central to

explaining

follows:

The God Who Is Triune, 158.

Jay Oord,

The Nature

of Love (St. Louis,

MS: Chalice Press,

Stauffer, "ayaTtato", 47.
Ibid.
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God's love from

theologians

God's love.

Agape is spontaneous and unmotivated.
Agape is indifferent to value.

^�Coppedge,
9'

a

dominant).^^

to describe God's unconditional love. Some

believe that the term agape

�

God is also

Nygren's use of the words Agape

human love, agape

agape

on

2010), 130.

Nygren's

view of

PhD in
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is creative.
is the initiator of fellowship with

undergirded by Luther's theology of love:

express Christian

eventually,

we

some

do not need Jesus

as

problems.

have to pay for
us

our

nothing

If we follow

Nygren's concept of

the Redeemer. Of course, biblical writers

describe the self-sacrificial form of love: "No
one's life for one's friends"

"Creatures contribute

love."^^

This view of Nygren includes
agape,

God.^"*

one

has greater love than

(John 15:12-13). However,

this does not

this,

mean

sins. On behalf of us, Jesus had to be crucified for

our

to

that

lay down
we

do not

sin in order for

to be connected with God.

Also in the Old Testament, unlike

limited and conditional based
Thomas Oord says that

on

his covenant, rather than

"although

of in the Old Testament

was

Nygren's concept of God's love,

only

God
for

being universal.

expressed love through covenants,

particular people who kept these

God's love is

In this

vein,

the love

spoken

covenants

(Ps.l03:17)."^^
Additionally,

biblical writers describe the

and God and Abraham

relationship
agape,

we

as

philia (firiendship).

David and Jonathan

cannot

How

explain

can we

then

(1

Sam.

relationships between God and Moses

This term also is written to

20). Thus,

if God's love is

explain the

only expressed as

other aspects of God's love.

explain Jesus' attitude toward

Oord, The Nature of Love, 35.
Ibid., 37.
Ibid., 39.
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problem is God's initiating agape?^

But Oord

suggests that God has desires {eros), which

Why then

do

we

or

means

reason

impure motives/^

is that

In this

quotation of Hosea

"God desires that

have this kind of stumblhig block to

Thomas Oord points out that the
contain immoral

that Matthew's

sees

love."^^

understanding God's

we assume eros

regard,

we

love?

and philia somehow

Kenneth Collins adds holiness to the

concept of love. By introducing Wesley's perspective, in understanding God's love,
Collins thinks that the tension between holiness and love exists

as

he

as

follows:

considers the infinite distance between us and him in terms of the divine
holiness�a holiness that separates and distinguishes. On the other hand, he
underscores the communicability and the other-directedness of love, its
outreaching embrace. Holiness creates distance; love seeks communion.

Wesley

Obviously,

this indicates that the concept of unmotivated

explain the

nature of God.

On top of Oord's stance

holy agape,

eros, and philia

whether intentional action

are

or

The biblical writer says, "No

on

God's

one

is

good

biblical writers say that God's love is

24:19). So,
philia

we can

say that any

unconditional agape cannot

love, if we add Collin's concept of holiness,

possible to explain

motivation is

or

God's love. Thus,

good or not,

love

depending

might be holy

impure.

except God alone" (Mark 10:18). Other

�

holy because He

typology of the

is

holy (Leviticus 19:2;

love of God such

as

Joshua

agape, eros, and

is pure.
How then does God's love work in the Triune God? In

particular

in John's

Ibid., 43.
Ibid., 29.
^

or

on

Kenneth Collins, Tiieology

of John Wesley (Nashville,

65

TN:

Abingdon Press, 2007),

21.
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expression of the love of God, the Son of God is central. Stauffer describes this in the

following manner:
John

constantly speaks

concentrated

John

on

of the love of the Father for the Son. All love is

Him. He is

wholly

the Mediator of the love of God. In contrast,
(John 14:31). He

of the love of the Son for the Father

hardly
speaks
emphasizes the more strongly however, the love of the Son for those whom the
Father has given Him, for His "friends." Through the Son the love of God reaches
the world of men.*^*
ever

This indicates that the full
is

love of God is

those who believe in Him.

granted to

God in the

self-giving

following

Here is

a

between

Coppedge

given to

Jesus. Sacrificial love also

describes the multidimensional love of

manner:

multifaceted dimension of shared love

Father, Son, and Spirit. Families

expressive

referred to

of shared love
unit:

family
solidarity (in
parallel
analogy of
one body with multiple members). Unity and diversity are the common
experience of most family relationships, and this may help us conceive the
Triune God.*^^
with several members who

are

Thus, Anthony Kelly describes that "God
communicated in the

Spirit.

(the

new

delineated. The
biblical time.

Israel),

reason

'

2

3

as

Being-in-Love" incarnated

relationships

(who symbolize the Israelites),

The

of the Triune

and the

is I think the Triune God assocaited with His
to show the

principle

people

of association has

Triune God.

The God Who Is Triune, 147.

Anthony Kelly,

Jesus and

as

Stauffer, "ayaTtaco," 52-53.

Coppedge,

one

to Paul's

early

each role of the Triune God at each biblical time needs to be

Thus, the purpose is

continuity from the

as a

close

In order to understand how the

God affected the Israelites, the Twelve
Church

are

in

Trinity of Love (Wilmington,

DW: Michael

66

Glazier, 1989), 148.

at each

originality and
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The Father to Israel

Of the three persons in the

Israelites. His

exclusively the

Godhead, the Father made relationships with

being with the

Old Testament, the election of Israel
is not
the

so

much the

ground

object of divine

of election.

"*^"^

In this

election

partiality in his

According
Israelites based

to

on

intentional,

subject in the

as

not

mean

purpose. In the

on

According to Blauw,
service asked for

vein, election is designated to
favoritism

serve

even

"Israel

by God

on

God's purpose.

though sometimes

God

choice of Israel to the exclusion of others

Christopher Wright,

the

was

active service.

implies

Therefore, God's election of Israel does
showed his

Israelites

the

apostle Paul interprets

God's election of the

following
The

four

reasons:

"the

promise

.Tesus

of

Spirit

God," "the faith of Abraham,"
the

deeper intention

of God that

is "the universal mission of God
to bless for all who have faith

like Abraham," and "the

implications
faith like

Vibrant

saving

(Obedience+
Commitment)

for all who have

Abraham."*^^ Thus,

The
The

Prophets
God's election
nations

are

implies

eligible

Christopher Wright,

Figure

to be chosen and blessed

Roger E. Hedlund, The
1985), 37.
105

that all

Mission

The Mission

of the Church

Israelites
2-The Father to the Israelites

by God, according to

in the World

of God (Downers Grove,

67

IL:

God's

(Grand Rapids,

promise

and

MI: Baker Book

InterVarsity Press, 2006),

193.

House,
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faith in God. Wright adds, "God's mission is

meaning

of being chosen

Just

by God is

the Israelites

as

were

to be blessed

called to be

nations, those who have faith like Abraham,

God.*^^ Thus,
the

he gave the

Even

or a

children of God

be connected with God. Worse

were

or

called to

�

with the

God's universal

Promised Land.

God

priests

The

were

sovereignty

by showing how

Important to note,

what

a

and

Apostle

holy nation,

holy nations

of

John reveals this in

to those who believed in his name,

children bom not of natural

spiritual

(John

1:12-13

descent,

nor

NIV).

an

obstacle to the

and ethical failures.

This

means

related to the universal purpose of God for

over

creation.

Thus, the Israelites in Exodus

God himself led his nation and

we

all

Israelites, the Israelites frequently failed to

of the nations because of their

serve

called to be

him,

Old Testament.

of priests and

still, the Israelites often were

that the Israelites in the Old Testament

the nations

kingdom

husband's will, but bom of God"

though the Father was

evangelization

are

"Yet to all who received

right to become

of human decision

a

blessings flow."*^^ The

by God in the

(Figure 2).*^^

God's election is in progress

following manner:

to make His

find here is the Father made

people

a

to the

decision to be

with the Israelites.

Therefore, God showed the prototype of the chosen people through the Israelites.
From Exodus

Ibid.,

203.

Wright,
The

The Mission

figure

Wright,
"�

19:5-6, the meaning of segulla is that "Yahweh has chosen

is

of God,

inspired by

The Mission

224.

Dr. Eunice L. Irwin

of God, 241.

Ibid., 255.
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relationship with God,
and restore their

112

Egypt,

being with Israel
the Israelites

Since the Israelites

God. From two references
human

"kinsman

(Ex 6:6,

common

protector"

or

".

is based

were

slaves in
15: 13),

as

the

people

God

Egypt, they were traded

we see

oppression

bought (Ex

and

possessed by

the Hebrew word ga al used. The

role of go el in the Israelite

or

in it that

was

who is

in

a

any bond of human

community?

particular need."**"* Thus, go

slaves, and provides

an

and accepts

a

interest of

el avenges

heir.**^
as

go el in the

bond between himself and Israel that is

kinship,

A go el is

responsible to protect the

vein, Wright describes the role of God

"Yahweh affirms

as

following

close and

obligation that comes

from

as

manner:

committed

taking Israel

as

as

his

family."**^ Thus, God strongly showed his right as a kinsman to the secular world in

order to

save

the Israelites.

Deliverance from

'"Ibid.,

slavery included restoration of Israel to

256.

Ibid., 266.
Ibid.

"'Ibid.
"5

from

the concept of ga al. After

on

identified

.family champion,

.

blood, redeems lands
In this

"2

were

family or another member

own

people

subject of this verb is go e/.**^
What is the

shed

kingship."*** Through this special

identity {Imago Dei).

deliverance from

15:16).

to his worldwide

God showed his intention to deliver his

This intentional

the
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Ibid, 267.

�'^Ibid.
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to be with

God.**^ During the process

of deliverance fi-om

presented his power and presence before Egypt and other nations.

reputation spread

over

all nations and

peoples (Joshua 2:9). Thus,

His

God achieved several

purposes in the deliverance of the Israelites.

First, God created massive conversions

through the

spread His name

deliverance of Israel. Also, God

proclaimed His triumph over Egypt. Fourth,
And

lastly,

God led the Israelites to the

God

to other nations.

Third, God

completed His task in a holistic way.

knowledge, service,

and

worship

of the

living

God."'
The Israelites

were

the seed of Abraham until

The first act that Abraham did for God

Egypt.

was

to

they

lost their

worship

God

identity as

as soon as

slaves in

he arrived

at the Promised Land. This action was to show Abraham's reaction to the Father's

intentional

Israel's

being with him.

identity

After

approximately

from slaves to the

people

four hundred years, God

changed

of God.

Furthermore, God did not merely change their identity from slaves
but also from sinners to

worshippers.

only through evangelism
is their

deepest problem

adds his claim about the

can we

and is

In

spiritual

freemen,

spiritual interpretation, Wright points out,

bring people

basically

to

deliverance from their

"For

slavery to sin, which

spiritual."**^ At this point, Roger E. Hedlund

status of the Israelites in the

following manner:

question whether the Israelites who came out of Egj^Jt were
monotheists. In spite of the miracles of God in their midst and his acts on their
behalf in the exodus, again and again the people showed their tendency to revert
It is

a

moot

"'Ibid.

"'Ibid.,
119

271.

Ibid., 277.
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practices/^^

to pagan

This fact indicates that the Israelites had

struggled with their old practices until they got

their

holy nation

new

As the

identity as worshippers.

to commit themselves to the Lord.

nations

in

majestic

In the

Him. Even

deity.

Their

the Israelites

identity was

was

not

eliminated,

even

In Matthew

God with

meaning

us.

In

the Son of God

God

of (isvo)

was

on

as

supposed

proclaim Yahweh to
among the

wonders?"

God's

were

Who

(Exod.l5:l 1).
firm, alone in God,

redemption

retum to sinful

gods?

the

as

and their call to

habits,

being with them,

to become

the

identity of

though their nationality disappeared.

Immanuel to the Twelve

named

abide in

(to

introducing Jesus

as

Immanuel

(E|j,|iav0sX). E|j,}xav0E?i

something).*^* Matthew describes E|i^av0sX as

Immanuel,

we can see

physically was with Israel and the world.

two dimensions.

Second is the

new

First,

Jesus

dimension of

being with his people again.
In the Old

7:

1:23, Jesus

as

to

called to stand

covenant and intentional

Jesus

includes the

based

so as

thee, O Lord,

were

though they often were tempted to

backsliders, because of God's
the Israelites

is like

holiness, terrible in deeds, doing

polytheistic world,

their monotheistic
serve

They celebrated Him

speaking the following words: "Who

is like thee,

of God, the Israelites

14-16).

rebellion

Testament, Immanuel

The author of Matthew

against

was aware

God. Thus, God's

Hedlund, The Mission of the Church

God's

or

being

of Israel's

(Isaiah

painful history that derived from

being with Israel was

in the

is related to judgment

not

only

a

blessing,

but also

an

World, 49.

Hauck,"n8va)" in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel, ed.,Geoffrey
Bromiley, tr. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1977), 576.
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indispensible punishment based on Israel's misbehaviors.
he says, "We have every

reason

to believe that the

name

Van Dunn

explains

this when

had been associated with Israel's

rebellion and failure, that 'God with us' reminded the faithfiil Jew of disobedience,
and judgment.

punishment,

"*^^

However, the author of Matthew redefines Immanuel
than the

Judge

in the Old Testament. Van Dunn offers

When Matthew took the

a

as

the Redeemer rather

clear definition of Immanuel:

Immanuel from the

religious heritage

of his

people
Christ, he did not defme Jesus according
to the way that name had been used in the past. Instead, he redefined Immanuel in
terms of the new experience of God's redemptive presence that Jesus had brought
to

interpret

to his

In this

people.

vein, Jesus' being with the

Twelve

can

be

seen

looking through

a

in detail

who

if

as

microscope

process of discipleship
same

name

what God had done in Jesus

as

training.

God

were

can

the

symbol

be read

redemptive

the

At the

of the tribes of

as a

works with

process of
a macro

perspective.
His

being with the

paradigm

Van

JG

TA

Twelve

changed the

Figure 3-Jesus

to The Jews and GentUes

of divine presence. The relational presence of Jesus with his Twelve and his

people changed the

'23

Spirit

time, Jesus' being with the Twelve,

Israel,

old

The

Bogard Dunn,

conventional

God with Us

paradigm

(Nashville,

of the divine presence at the

TN: Graded

Ibid.
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Press, 1967), 69.
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Jerusalem (Matthew 18:20). David Kupp describes this in the
presence is the focus of his

commissions them to

a

people's gatherings (18.20);

he

following

dies,

manner:

"His

reappears and

powerfiil, authoritative mission undergirded by his presence

(28.16ff.)."*^"^
As God the Father intended to stay with the Israelites in the Old Testament, Jesus

himself intentionally
of God

people
is the
new

was

to be with the Twelve in order to restore the

through reconciliation derived from the

tuming point
the

identity as

of history,

some

was

not based

rejection of Jesus,

.

sort of redefinition of the

and the

people

on

is

the

cross as

physically was

with his

people,

on

with us,

beyond death.

Jesus demonstrated

Even

though the

fellowship

with the

A,aov

people.

as

Jews.

Thus,

Van

auTou)."*^^

For the first

time, the

Twelve, and showed his love

through the Resurrection,

fulfilled in his Twelve and other followers. Thus, Jesus

fully

the Savior would have

their birth

(xov

trained the

the climax. Even after his cmcifixion,

as

3).*^^ Jesus himself

magi's acceptance, already

of Jesus

Immanuel contains the divine will to be with his

incamated God

(Figure

those who believe in Jesus

of God, which

people

Dunn describes that ". .their

anticipate

as

cross

identity of the

his

kept his promise,

term koinonia did not appear in the

name

God

Gospels,

Twelve, which was later practiced in the early

Church.
Since the Old Testament, God the Father
with his

people.

David D.

constantly had

showed his will to be

His covenant with Israel and His commands for Israel

Kupp, Mattiiew's Emmanuel (New York,

T. A stands for the

apostles.

J.G

'2^

Kupp, Matthew 's Emmanuel,

'2'

Ibid., 61.

means

NY:

Cambridge Press, 1996),

Jews and Gentiles.

56.
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them in the format of the

of God. In order to do so, Israel

was

called to

maintain the status of connectedness with God. Furthermore, Israel

as a

priestly nation

was

supposed to
In the

nations

Kingdom

serve as a

Gospels,

type of channel that would convey God's love

to all nations.

Immanuel himself showed his intention to be connected with all

(Matthew 28:19-20).

(John 15:6), being with the

Since disconnection with God

Master is the

causes

serious crises

on

indispensible requirement.

However, the Twelve, the nations,

or

any tribes

are

still not

eligible to be

coimected with Him unless He opens the door. So, without his divine will to love

people

cannot reach him with their sins

the ultimate

performance

considerations
we

on

Gospels,

relationships

initiative.

even

his

being with the

before the cmcifixion.
us

to meditate

us

first,

Twelve is

Theological

on

the

quality of being

disciples.
Jesus is the initiator of rebuilding the

intention with the Twelve
broken

(John 4:19). Thus,

Jesus' way of association instmct

need to make with
In the

of God's love

earth

was

not

only to disciple

community

of God. His

the Twelve but also to restore their

with God. In order to do so, he had to let his love flow under God's

Thus, Jesus' call

love and holiness with

to the Twelve

was

his

self-giving

love in order to share God's

them.*^^ Coppedge explains thusly:

being and his being (ousia) is identified with his holiness, then
implications follow. Holiness is transformed from a static quality to a
relational category. The Triune person's shared holiness must be understood
within a communion of relationships, and love is set in the forefront. This self129
giving love becomes so central that God is described as love (1 John 4:8, 16).
If God is

a

social

certain

In the broader perspective, since the Twelve have the symbolic status of the Israelites, which can be
extended to the all nations (tribes). His intention to share God's love and holiness with the Twelve is not
limited to only the twelve persons.

Coppedge,

God Who Is Triune, 172.
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as

perspective
the

for

v^as

to make with the Twelve

Thus, in understanding the Great Commission,

making disciples.

The three persons in God

baptismal formula in the process

of making

However, Coppedge reminds us, "Those who

Thus their commitment to Jesus involves

a

can

need to

be

disciples.

want to be

understand that he connects them with both the Father and the

we

disciples

of Jesus must

Spirit as well

as

himself

commitment to all three persons of the Triune

Therefore, Coppedge believes that in the Great Conmaission, the quality of

God."

relationships

of the Triune God needs to be

performed by making disciples,

as

he

explains:
description of the way people leam to relate to God.
with
an
understanding of who God is (Triune) and then wraps our
begins
him within becoming disciples of Jesus. From this point on,
with
relationship
therefore, being a disciple of Jesus means being a disciple of the Triune God.*^*
The Great Commission is

In this

a

regard, being with Immanuel was designed for the

the nature of God, and love

symbol

of a

new

Israel

through the

new

'3"

Day.

As Jesus stated

community

represented the

the Church

Spirit was upon the disciples

(John 20:21-23),

of Christ in the

they could practice

connectedness of the Triune God.

Spirit to

After the ascension of Christ, the
Pentecost

so

Redeemer. The Twelve who

participated in the

The

Twelve

It

early Church.

Ibid., 37.
Ibid., 38.
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on

initiative to launch the
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the Triune God to those who beheved in Christ
of joining the Christian

Additionally,
follower of Christ

community,

the

baptism

when the

statement: "It

there

something inadequate

Spirit
But

was

due to the

of the

Spirit is

was

spiritual gifts

about

Barclay reminds
of the

experience

us

a

of this in the

Holy Spirit did not come that

baptism (Acts 19: 1-7)."*^^

that often

In the process

necessary element to become

a

William

(Act 16:31).

baptism were the requirements.

conversion and

(Acts 2:38; 8:16-17).

following

the Savior

as

Some may focus

on

the

regarded as the proof of baptism of the Spirit.

are

instead, the baptism of the Spirit was the requirement to be constantly connected with

the Triune God.

Therefore, followers of Christ need to experience relationships with the

three persons in God in the
The term koinonia

The inward

participation in the

any cultic meals and

to

social

has two aspects of meaning, inward and outward.

Lord's

Supper,

never

pass his

fellowship,

Additionally, participating

and

lips,

which

in

maybe

fellowship

even

to

means

means

family

Christians should avoid
the

following

individual believers. It broadens out into the

Barclay, Tuming to God (Grand Rapids,

love."

suffering

"Meat

135

suffering.

is not restricted to

spiritual fellowship

MI: Baker Book

case:

good bye to

involvement in Christ's

with Christ's

Basically,

something."

and he had therefore to say

in koinonia also

Hauck describes, "For Paul

William

someone

ceremonies.*^"* In this vein, Barclay offers

offered to idols could

friendship,

(Koivcovia)

which is called koinonia.

of the term is "to share with

meaning

this stands for

community,

in

suffering of the whole

House, 1964), 52.

Hauck, "Koivcovia" in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel, ed.,Geoffrey
W.
'34

'35

Bromiley,

tr.

(Grand Rapids,

MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans

Ibid., 805.

Barclay, Turning

to

God, 67-68.
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Publishing, 1977),

804.
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community both within itself and with
to bear

a

certain

degree

Christ. As the

community was

not

give

some a

always

Hauck evaluates this

between the

fellowship

community has

original

as

share in

something."*^^ Fellowship

inward but also outward. From

viewpoint, those who had spiritual instructions

community.

of Christ the

sufferings."*^^

of His

Another aspect of koinonia is "to
with the Christian

body

a narrow

shared their materials with the

follows: "It expresses at the

Jewish Christian

congregation

deepest level

and the Gentile

the

missionary

congregations."*^^
The
of Christ

Spirit provides

(Eph 4:3).

the power to maintain the connectedness among the followers

Since the

Spirit

is

omnipresent,

were

not limited to be in the presence of the

Peter

was

tempted to stay on the

the

Spirit in

apostles

certain

and followers of Christ

areas or

communities. As

mount of
The Father

transfiguration,

most

likely

Jesus

those who

experienced koinonia wanted to stay together.
However,

as

the term koinonia indicates, the

Spirit encouraged

followers of Christ to be in

pursuit of inward

and outward

this sense, the term koinonia

fellowship.

was

describe financial support for

In

used to

evangelism (Phil

1:5,4:15; cf Gal 6:6). Thus, P.T. Obrien

pig^^e

Hauck, "KOivcovia," 806.
'"

138

N.C.

Ibid., 808.
Ibid.
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reports, "The Macedonians assisted the poverty-striclcen saints of the Jemsalem church

by their contribution,
In

a

broader

humanity, but also
and

Abel,

that is their

perspective,

to restore the

Isaac and

generosity (2

not

a

people

and

koinonia with
to be

one

perceived

achieve two

{laos

charismatic

major tasks: 1)

God with

of people like Cain

4).*"^^ Howard Snyder

a

city or culture

and within the

larger

4).*"** For this purpose, the Church is called to perform

(Figure

Church is to grow and

community.

designed to reconcile

identity in this unified, complementary rh3^hm of

community, both within

another

as a

is koinonia

Ishmael, and the Jews and Gentiles (Figure

a

worldwide context"

8:4)."*^^

dismpted horizontal relationships

delineates that "the church finds its

being

only

Cor

of God). In order to

practice koinonia,

the Church needs

organism that interacts with the Holy Spirit in

the Church is to be the redeemed

community,

expand throughout the world and demonstrate tme

and

order to

2)

the

Christian

142

In the New

Testament, the importance of communal life in Christ through the

small group that consisted of the Twelve is

emphasized in the following evidences: 1)

the

concept of people of God, 2) the model of Christ with his disciples, 3) the example of the

early church,
first

priority

P.T.

and

4)

the

explicit teachings

is the edification of the

of Jesus and the

community

apostles.

^"^^

In

of believers. The second

koinonia, the

priority is to

Obrien, "Fellowship" in Dictionary of Paul and His Letters (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity

Press, 1993), 294
"�

CD.

means

Howard
"2

''3

Christian

Snyder,

The

discipler.

N.C. stands for

new

convert.

Community of the King (Downers Grove,

Ibid., 69.

Ibid., 74.

78

IL:

InterVarsity Press, 1977),

57.
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the Great Commission.

are

the

Snyder perceives that fellowship

agencies needed to equip Christians.*'*'*

koinonia, each part of the body of Christ is called to

his/her call. A hierarchical system does not exist in the
and all functions such

as

God

depending

are

equivalent.

(witness)

but each
The

identity to be restored.*"*^ Thus, according to the

is the

priority

rather than

of the Church. In his

perspective, evangelism is

kerygma (preaching).*'*^ Witnessing

is based

transformation, sanctification, and community dedication to
reminds us,

"Evangelism takes place through the

though Snyder does

not mention

in the New Testament, Christian

life of the

The

community was based on

Kingdom conmiunity

toward the world
the Church that

is not

by embracing social

can

a

only

on

maturia

personal

call of God.

witnessing

typology of community,

small groups constmcted the Church that grew and

Snyder

conmiunity."*'*^

from the

primitive church

small groups. In this

concems.

setting,

reproduced.

inward but also must fiinction

outwardly

Snyder emphasizes the prophetic role

alert the world in terms of the

Scriptures

so

that "the

prophetic

of the

gospel

are

totally interwoven in the

Ibid., 75.
Ibid., 94.
101.

Ibid., 103.
Ibid., 116.

79

of

and

�

evangelistic dimensions

Ibid.,

on

lessons, the major ingredient of koinonia is evangelism. Snyder asserts that

evangelism

Even

serve

community of Christ,

and pastor

apostle, prophet, teacher,

functional view of the church enables its
Master's

and

life and witness."

148
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point for the apostles was to be constantly connected with the Spirit.

being with the Spirit,

elected deacons who

apostles

were

concentrated

were

the connectedness with the
reach the

able to administer the

on

says that the

regard,

new

in

and education for

problem.

constantly
new

though we understand the

role in

lost

discipling new converts to

ftinctions of the Church

spiritual growth,

his

explanation only touches

responsible

converts

are

body

connected with the

Barclay points out,

contact with the

between the

new

of 'God with us' within the

with the

Spirit,

more

the

of Christ is

new

or

disciples

for this issue.

Spirit, they easily turn into

nominal

"Too often there is far too little effort to

Church is unbreakable. The

Church.*^* Thus,

disciples

the surface of

converts

entrant into the Christian faith and

Spirit and the

promise

the

The

Spirit.

worship,

are

connect with the

living

In

in the Church, Tertullian

help

relationship

Triune

a

disciplers (the apostles)

The fiindamental fiinction of the Church is to

Christians. In this vein,

The

If the

Then the

convert should have "God for his Father and the Church for his

fellowship,

maintain

preaching.

explaining the reason to participate

Even

Unless

prayer and

Therefore, they

early Church (Acts 6:1-6).

Spirit, they would not play

mother."*"*^

to

not effective.

apostles' ministry was

Spirit,

In this

the

the

the

nearer

know about Him while

Church."*
Spirit

Christian

fiilfills the

disciplers stay

being together.

summation, regarding of Coleman's principle of association in relation to the

God, the origniality of the principle is from the Triune God, Also, it is the Triune

Barclay, Turning to God,

78.

Ibid., 82.
The definition of the Church follows Matthew 18:20.
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God who initiated and practiced the
not

only

about

discipleship but also

God in the Church.

Finally,

about incarnation of the connectedness of the Triune

of association, Christian

have

Christian

disciplers

reasons

limitations. In this

spiritual presence

recognize

are

to associate with

for

required to practice

being with the Master,

discipleship

regard,

being with the Twelve,
the exact conversion

that Jesus' way of association

candidates from
and

was

disciplers

even

congregations
aspiration
of the

for

based

corporeal

and

feel free from any burden about

significance

Twelve in the

of Jesus' way of

through the Spirit.
Gospels

is observed in Acts.

the

disciplers need to

as we

Thus,

We

do with

we can

say

choose

disciple

following three factors: teachability,

God.*^^ As observed,

discipleship

physical

by the Spirit.

Christian
on

can

after his ascension

point of the

fulfilled

disciple trainees.

Conceming the size

trainees. However, still many

since Jesus' way of association includes both the

of the Master, Christian

In order to

Christian

often afraid of Jesus' way of association due to their

Paul, but the obvious transformation of the Twelve

availability,

are

Discipleship

limitations in the process of discipling. The

association is in
do not

for

investigating theological supports

disciplers

physical

disciplers

Therefore, in

by walking with the Spirit.

Implications
In

principle of association is

the nature of association is the love of God.

practicing Coleman's principle
love of God

Coleman's

principle. Next,

Jesus first

group. Christian

smaller for effectiveness.

Coleman, Tiie Master Plan of Evangelism, 29.
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disciplers

with the

can

core

group.

make the groups
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ourselves into every one,

will pour ourselves."

leaders based

on

1 53

have to choose

relationships

into

Therefore, Coleman also suggests practical methods

the small group

First, the church needs

we

setting

as

to

bellows

to pray for God to lift them

spiritually. Second, the church
receptive hearts, especially those drawn to church leadership. Third,
leaders need to keep a low profile; they do not have to reveal their
all, but need to set up specific plans for making disciples.*^"*

should notice
the church

strategy

to

If Christian

disciplers

alone

attempted to Christianize*^^

the converts, their

attempt would be in vain. The reason? Without being with the Master through the Spirit,
institutional instructions

priority is
Christian
the

can

hardly reproduce

to form a core group for

disciplers

followers of Christ. Thus, I think the

discipleship training.

The

relationship between

and trainees should be related to the model Jesus demonstrated with

Twelve, like the spiritual-child relationship and friendship. The

them is for

discipleship by transferring biblical knowledge

vein, Philip Jacob Spener emphasizes "a religion of heart
demands for

a

holiness with

faith that expresses itself in life and

a

M. Scott

for the

fostering

and Christian

as

well

as

to be with

lifestyle.

In this

the head and

activity, cultivation

tendency toward perfectionism, upgrading

private meetings

reason

of personal

of laity, recommendation of

of piety."*^^

Boren, Missional Small Groups (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2010), 103

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY. March 14, 201 1.
'55

The term Christianize can be used positively and negatively. However, I use this term to express the side
effects from the Christianization of the Roman Empire, which usually contains political and institutional
issues far from the biblical lessons.

'5^Philip
1967),

Jacob

Spener,

Pia

Desideria, ed., Theodore G. Tappert,

19.

82

tr.

(Philadelphia ,PA:

Fortress Press,
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Thus, the relationship between Christian disciplers and the

converts

should be

filled with koinonia, which is the reflection of God's love, the nature of the Triune God.
In

the

practicing koinonia,

emphasized.
The

answers.

means

What

are

obligations

those

primary root

of new converts should be informed and

obligations?

of conversion in the Old Testament is shub

to tum back or retum. In the New

(to tum,

tum

around,

tum

The definition of conversion contains the
which

Testament, conversion is epistrepho, STEiaxpecpo)

back), metamelomai, p.�Ta|j,�X,o|iai (to change

one's

mind,

regret, repent), and metanoeo, jXExavos� (to change one's mind, repent, be converted).
William

conversion, such

Barclay describes

how several

epistrephein (eTEiaxpecpeiv)

as

distinction between conversion and the
different terms
term

proselyte was

used to refer to

a

and

strephein,

proselyte. Therefore,

are

but

connected to

explains

in the New

a

clear

Testament,

used for conversion based upon the definition of the terms.

are

aparche (d7iapxr|)

terminologies

used for those who switched from Judaism to

was

used

as a

word for the first finit.

First, the

Christianity. Second,

Third, neophutos (veocpuxoq )

was

recent convert.

Conversion

means

one's attention to God.

to tum the mind. In this case, the

meaning

Therefore, both physically and mentally,

totally tum

to God. In this sense,

strephein

perspective

of ephistrephein and

strephein,

tuming^rom something,

and second is

a

was

used for the

to tum

tuming

to

implies

a

is to

mentally tum

to be converted is to

physical tumaround.*^^
two-way

God. Thus,

In the

tum. First is a

Barclay describes,

'5'Frederick J. Gaiser, "A Biblical Theology of Conversion," Handboolc ofReligious Conversion, eds.,
Malony and Samuel Southard (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1992), 93-94.

Newton

'^Villiam Barclay, Turning

'59ibid.,

to

Go^/ (Grand

Rapids,

ML Baker Book House,

22.

83

1964),

15.

H
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tuming

of man

[sicj's

heart and hfe in the dnection of God."*^^
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important. Thus,

constantly met to hear the apostle's teaching

and trainees

1 Pet

(John 10:14-16;

with trainees is

and share their

that the

(Acts 4:36-37), Barclay reports

pursue

Conceming new converts,

being with the

early Christians attended the Temple

a new

converts for

two elements of holiness and

in Greek and kadosh

koinonia, inwardly the

Spirit.

one

convert

was

another

for

worship

drawn to smaller sects in order to

personal piety.
In

hagios

daily

2:5; Eph 2:21-22; 1 Tim 3:15). While being together, eatmg

together (Acts 20:7,1 1), praying together (Acts 10:9), sharing things with

daily.

Christian

Based

on

Christian

evangelism.

(t/np)

converts

are

the holiness of the

disciples. Evangelism
fellowship

is the

discipleship,

in Hebrew

new

77.

'"ibid.,

78.

'^^ibid.,

58.

need to pay attention to the

holiness, Barclay describes that both
mean

converts,

of the

new

difference.

Thus, based

they

can

be involved in

on

84

by the

reproduction

convert. As koinonia indicated

outwardly shared with the undiscipled.

'^�Ibid., 25.
'^'ibid.,

we

to pursue the difference initiated and sustained

obligation

should be

For

I think

of

earlier,
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chapter seeks

Aspects

of The

to ansv^er the

question:

way of association in then

pursued Jesus'

Principle

chapter,

association. Two

friend)

will be evaluated.

principle

from church

by focusing

history. First,

on

the Celtic

the

in church

principle

history.

of

model, anamchara (soul

Second, Wesley's class meeting in the perspective of the

of association will be discussed.

The

Principle

While the

of Association in the Celtic Pattern of Discipleship

Holy Roman Empire massively reproduced nominal Christians,*

Christianity represented a good example

of evangelizing unbelievers and

converts in order to make followers of Christ. In the

instance of a young

Celtic Christian
Patrick

'

The purpose of this is

applied to discipleship

two cases will be discussed

cases are

What Icuid of churches and Qiristians

discipleship strategies?

to show how Jesus' way of association has been

In this

of Association

man

who had been

captured

into

beginning

of Celtic

slavery ended as

a

Celtic

discipling new

Christianity,
major force

an

of

growth.

was

the

one

who reached the Irish and assimilated mto Irish culture in

meaning of the Christianization of the Roman Empire is that Christianity became a state religion. In
religion in the Roman Empire, Michael Green reports, "It was not necessary that people
should believe in the ancient gods. Belief was a private matter." See, Evangelism in the Early Church, 57.
In this vein, Christianization of the Roman Empire possibly means all Roman citizens or even slaves
automatically became Christians regardless of their private beliefs.
The

terms of the state
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view. Unlilce the

Holy Roman Church's mission policy^,

and understood their culture

relationships with the Celts

with his team in order to build Christian
Roman Church

Christian

produced institutional religious leaders,

of Celtic

In the Celtic

In

addition,

he worked

community with unbelievers. While the Holy

community reproduced disciples

ongoing revival

folly.

he established

the belief is held that the Celtic

of Christ who became

catalysts

for the

Christianity.'*

pattem of discipleship, the principle of association was apphed

soul-friend system, which functioned

as

the fiindamental strategy for Celtic

to the

discipleship.

Thus, worth investigating is how the Celtic Christians practiced the principle of
association in their

discipling strategy. Therefore,

discussed. Second, the soul-friend system based

Third, characteristics of the Celtic

Finally,

the

implications

for

was

2

was a

Journey

reared in northeast

to

"Roman."

discipleship

England

stated.

in the late fourth century. He

the Roman

a

belonged

occupation of England,

Thus, culturally, Patrick was

kind of nominal Christian at

will be discussed.

Evangelism

people. However, during

family had gone

Celtic. Patrick

Celtic monasteries will be delineated.

discipleship today will be

to the Britons of the "Celtic"

his Christian

on

way of association for

Patrick's
St. Patrick

first Patrick's contribution will be

young age. Even

more

Roman than

though he

knew the

descriptions are attempts to understand the world not as the missionary or scientist does, but as the
people do. It is based on a distinction made by Kenneth Pike between emic (particular, inside, and
organized) and etic (generalized, outside, and comparative) views of reality (1954).
Emic

native

3

George Hunter categorizes the Roman vs Celtic model of evangelism. He says that decision-making for
required prior to fellowship. See, George Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism (Nashville, TN:
Abingdon Press, 2000), 53.
faith is

4

George Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism, (Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2000), 23.
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openly criticized the clergy and,

"in the company of other alienated and

ungovemed youth, he lived toward the wild side."^
At

sold into

sixteen, Patrick was kidnapped by

a

band of Celtic

pkates

from freland and

slavery. George Hunter reports the following three profound changes

Patrick's life

during his

in

years of enslavement:

"The

periods when Patrick was isolated in the wilderness herding cattle
connected him with what theologians call the "natural revelation of God," 2)
Patrick could understand the Irish Celtic people, their language, and culture, and
3) "Patrick came to love his captors, to identify with them, and to hope for their
reconciliation to God."^
1)

Patrick had
He

a

chance to escape after six years of enslavement and went back to

trained for the

was

priesthood.

the "Macedonian Call" to
with his

superiors,

history's

first

was

One

night at the

evangelize the

ordained

as a

Celtic

bishop,

missionary bishop. Why was

as

peoples

and then

appointed to

Empire,

Ireland

culture.^

summarized in the

The

following

perspective

as

Christian

important?

Roman Christians

barbarians, the so-called four-feet-beasts because they were

view of Roman

experienced

of Ireland. He shared his vision

his outreach to the Celts

After the Christianization of the Roman
Celts

age of forty-eight, Patrick

England.

regarded the

not civilized in the

of the Roman Church leaders

can

be

manner:

population had to be civilized
is, that some degree of civilization
Christianized,
"enough" already
was a prerequisite to Christianization. Once a sufficiently civilized population
became Christian, they were expected in time to read and speak Latin, to
adopt other Roman customs, and to do church "the Roman way."^
Roman Christian leaders assumed that

5

a

that

to be

Ibid., 13.

^Ibid.,

14.

'

Richard Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion

^

Hunter, Celtic Way of Evangelism, 1 7.

(LA, CA: University of Califomia Press, 1999),

87
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leaders assumed that

reaching the uncivilized,

as

the Celts

impossible.

In this sense, Patrick's mission to Ireland seemed

evangelizing the

such

Celts. However,

familiar with the Celtic

during his

impossible

enslavement in

language that between 200,000

as

far

as

Ireland, Patrick became

and 500,000

commonly spoke.

Furthermore, since Patrick was well accustomed to their indigenous culture, he could be

accordmgly

incamated with the Celts, without

evangelize
Celtic

the

in Ireland.

indigenous

any

boundary between his

people was helpfiil

George

Roman

Celts.^

way of Christianization and the culture of the

Also the belief system of the Celtic

having

in order for Patrick to

Hunter reports junction

points between the

religion and Christianity in the following manner:
No other

religion could have engaged the Irish people's love for heroism, stories,
and legends like Christianity. Some of Christianity's value and virtues essentially
matched or fiilfilled ideals in Irish piety and folklore. Irish Christianity was able
to deeply affirm, and fulfill, the Irish love for nature and their belief in the
closeness of the divine.*^

In order to reach the

Christian

women)

Celtics, Patrick along with his companions (priest, seminarians, and

from

England engaged the king

prayed

for the sick and the

During

this

apostolic ministry,

invite them to their group

9

�0

possessed,

opinion leaders.

the missionaries could win the

fellowship

Patrick's team

counseled people, and intervened in

in order to

Ibid., 19
Ibid., 20.

"Ibid.,

and

21.
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with them, and break bread

together.

meantime, Patrick's band members tried to reach the responsive people's

friends and relatives. Patrick's mission team spent weeks and months with the tribe. His
team founded

were

a

church that

baptized into

people,

the faith. Also Hunter reports that

who would

another tribal

provided public services,

one

day be priests

settlement,

to

plant

or

approach.
Annals
1000

He

baptized many thousands

of the Four Masters,

priests. Also

within his

"typically

nuns, would join the

another

Patrick dedicated himself to this

in which the church's first converts
one or

two of their young

entourage

as

it moved to

church."*^

apostolic ministry by implementing the
of converts; up to tens of thousands.

Patrick's mission

planted

group

According to

about 700 churches and ordained

lifetime, approximately thirty to forty

of Ireland's 150 tribes

became Christian.
In Patrick's transformation from

we see

the three

profound prayer,

following principles
a

growth

in cultural

God's call. Then Patrick restored
discriminated
barriers and

against

a

nominal Christian to

evolve:

an

understanding,

and

an

issues

increase in the

the unreachable

by Roman Christianity.

prejudice conceming racial

awakened

Christian,

awakening developed from private

apostolic ministry to

and alienated

an

and

assurance

people who

of

were

Patrick broke the cultural

by using terms

from the

perspective

of the

Kingdom of God.
The Celtic

Being

'2

Ibid., 22.

'3

Ibid., 23.

Christian

means a

Community for Discipleship

radical

change

89
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being
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community.

In order to achieve this

of the

Patrick's

Before Roman Christianization, believers

church in order to share their faith and

catalyst

goal,

expansion

superstition (superstitio)

of Christianity while
in the Roman

This

lifestyle.

successors

established

a

gathered at a house

small-group conmiunity became a

Christianity was

considered to be

Empire.*"*

After the Christianization of the Roman

Empire,

Roman Christians built

monasteries in the east in order to be alienated from the materialism of the Roman

Empire
were

and the

corruption of the

Church. The Celtic monasteries in the west however

established to reach the pagan world,

win souls.
abbots

or

*^

lay abbesses, including farmers, scholars,
based

on a

featured. The Celtic
same

almost

fellowship

Christianity

Christianity,

was

stress individual

and craftsman. Thus Celtic

the

following characteristics

a

of Celtic

matter of corporate

Christianity was

and formation

Michael Green,

were

Christian

Evangelism

in the

(Mark 1:35, 36, 7:24), spirituality

involvement."*^ This

based

based

for faith

on

was

on

fact indicates that the

community-orientation,

while

F.

spiritual

individualism.

the

principle

Early Church (Grand Rapids,

of association

MI: Wm. B.

applied to

Eerdmans, 2004), 39.

Ibid., 28.

Graydon

were

community-oriented in approaching the

responsibility

In the Celtic monastery, how

�5

lay

time, in light of spirituality, Graydon Snyder describes that "in terms of

always

development

"

filled with

'we' of early Christian prayers shifted to 'I.' While the Jesus tradition did

occasionally
was

was

lay movement.

In the monastery of Celtic

life. At the

and fiinction in order to

The Celtic monastery, unlike the eastem monasteries,

Christianity was

piety the

expand Christianity,

Snyder, Irish Jesus Roman Jesus (Harrisburg,

90

PA:

Trinity Press, 2002),

130.
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discipleship strategy? Following are specific instructions
candidates for Christian
order to be awakened

Church because the

by the

everything.*^

seeker to

"develop

The cell

was

called

in silence and in one's

sin and the

this process in the
their hearts,

experience personal isolation in

belief was that isolation in
a

'soul

of conversion.

following manner: "They recognize
a

holy desire

cell enabled Celtic Christians

space,' which was designed for the

necessity of forgiveness through

longing with

a

depths greater intimacy with God."*^

practice was performed as the process

insight on

into

advised to

discipleship. First,

wisdom of the desert fathers and mothers of the Eastem

prevailing

to realize

This

discipleship were

for

that their

own

Thus,

new

Celtic converts got

Christ. Edward Sellner describes
God

as an

intimate

companion of

lives be transformed from

dry clay

fne."*^
In the soul space,

relationship

a

candidate of Celtic

between God and the candidate

self-awakening before

candidate to

himself^herself through

ultimate

goal

of this

practice

as a

focused

on

the

process of conversion. This includes

God. Therefore, Celtic Christians

self-realization and
renew

Christianity solely

being with the Master in the

is well described in the

encouraged a

soul space. The

Breastplate Prayer (or the Loricd)

as

follows:
Christ with me, Christ before me, Christ behind me, Christ m me, Christ beneath
me, Christ above me, Christ right of me, Christ to left of me, Christ where I lie,
Christ where I sit, Christ where I arise, Christ in the heart of every person who
thinks of me! Christ in every eye that

''

2�

me! Christ in every

ear

that hears

Hunter, Celtic Way ofEvangelism, 48.
Edward Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend

'9

sees

(Norte

Dame:

IN, Ave Maria Press, 1995), 82.

Ibid.

Edward W. Stimson, Renewal in Christ (New York, NY: Vantage Press, 1979), 37.
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The practice of being connected with God in the soul space

lives
one

as

was

extended to their

daily

Celtic Christians. Their perception and confession of the presence of Christ

of the

major motivations

for

pursuit

of the

was

godly life.

If this type of personal isolation is

The

Spirit

interpreted by using Figure 5/* personal
isolation in

a

soul space

categorized as

might be

the initial-association with

the Master. In the initial-association stage,
for the C-D
seemed to

E

CD

relation, the

experience

new

convert

N.C.

<

�

isolation for
Figure 5-The Spirit

awakening.

In

a

soul space, the

new

convert

seemed to be in the process of transformation from
life. As

a

result, the Breastplate Prayer tells

us

relationship.

In

a

soul space,

the C factor: "He loved

principle

royal priesthood,

required to

a

discipleship

holy nation,

restore his/her

self-centered to

relationship

convert was

new

own

this stance

on

might be expressed

royal priesthood

convert.

fi-om the
are a

tendency was

more

2'

N.C.

convert.

Discipler.

means new

92

of the

new

convert. This

chosen

the

encounter

people,

new

a

convert

first. This type of discipleship shows

shows that Celtic

movements to clericalism. This
C.D. stands for Christian

new

special possession..." Therefore,

discipleship

&

Christ-centered

encouraged to

believed in 1 Peter 2:9: "But you

God's

Disciplers

prioritized before the

was

the strong confession that the Master has the initiative to transform

Additionally,

a

(1 John 4:19)," namely the Spirit's initiative

first

of association. Then the D factor

indicates that Celtic

was

us

therefore, the

a

how Christ centered the

This shows that the restoration of the C-D
E-F

to Christian

New Converts

a

soul

(Mark 3:14).

discipleship preferred lay

emphasized in the E-F relationship

in
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soul-friend system.

Second,
which

called

was

with whom

whom

in the Celtic monastery, Celtic Christians had

anamchara, that is, "soul friend"

they were vulnerable

they received penance;

and

describes that anamchara is defined

counselor, confessor,

or

Anamchara
transformation for

was so

a

washing.

Christian

as

head; is like the

discipling.

It

was

This relation

discipler

valuable to Celtic

Figure

rather

and

water of a

the

as a

relation, the

a

Sellner

as

the

convert.

of soul-friend is

soul friend is like

neither

of

good

for

a

drinking

body
nor

for

Therefore, anamchara emerged in
E factor did not fiinction

as

top-down

peer-based discipling.

This is in contrast to the Roman church's

discipleship.

Because of clericalism,

the Roman church seemed to believe in the sequence from the E factor to D factor.
tended to

from

confidante, teacher,

be understood

importance

soul friend."

5. In the E-F

they made confession;

Christianity for a life-long process

polluted lake,
a

superior director but "a peer

can

a new

follows: "For anyone without

That is the person without

the E-F relation in

"^^

sanctification.^"^ Therefore,

analogically described
without

a

companionship system,

supported and challenged them."^^

"a person who acts

as

spiritual guide.

association stage between

a

to whom

accountable,

who both

^not

�

a

neglect the importance

of the C and F factors.

They

Considering the similarities

between contemporary churches and the Roman Church, hierarchical tension has been

provoked by human

convention. Church

22

Hunter, Cehic Way ofEvangelism, 48.

23

Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend, 149.

24

Ibid., 14.

25

Ibid., 22.
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cliurcli

can

be maintained

interrupted. As

be

a

clericalism. But revitalization of lay leaders

by

result, the Church possibly becomes

bureaucratic institution. In this vein, Paul Stevens points

Reformation is still

an

ongoing

issue.

an

aristocratic

out that the Protestant

He thinks the Church has

replaced the

mass

with

preachuig.^^
At this

point,

we

process of liberating the

pastor

can

is

laity

laity,

be considered

role of being

part-time

explains diversity
of the laos

in

(people)

coalescence
no

such

that of being

must

move

comes

thing

merger."

as an

comes

27

28

29

30

Trinity

of the

lay people play the

that the "co-existence of clergy and

-

a

people

In this

example.

from

clergy.

Stevens

He says, "The

in communion with God

identity
-

and the

God.""^^

the concept of laos is firrther

interlaminate, and pour life into

explained: "Being

one

another without

vein, Stevens finds crucial principles of community: 1)

individual member exists,

Paul Stevens, The Other Six

as an

from communion with

explanations,

all members of the laos of God

2^

fliU-time minister while

explains

In the

pastor? The identity

beyond the separation of laity

from the

that members of Christ

or

a

of the

identity

unity by showing the Trinity

In another of his

means

what is the true

problem of a pastor's identity.

phenomenon."^^ In order to accomplish the concept of

vocation of the laos also

laos

as

face the

ministers. Stevens

a more common

community the Church

fiindamentally

belong

to one

Days (Grand Rapids,

2)

no

hierarchy

of ministries exists, and

another, minister

MI: Wilham B.

Ibid.

Ibid., 51.
Ibid., 56.

Ibid., 62.
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another, need

Eerdman, 2000), 46.
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and contribute to the rich

Likewise in Celtic

unity

(1

Peter

2:9).

This

This horizontal

tendency was

kleros, the laity, which includes
In this

the

were

relationship

sustained

a

have their

in Cehic

by the

'lot,' 'share,'

a

result,

a

Christian

or

between

lay

as

Greek word in the New

'portion assigned to
F factor

Celtic

new

Christianity

the association stage seemed to

marginal peoples

leadership

in church

Testament,

someone.

(Figure 5)

'^^

in the soul-

convert.

stands for stronger

and confiision in order to step forward in

Sellner says, "Celtic Christian

anamchara for their

Christianity was biblically based

Christians. E-F relations enabled Celtic Christians to

struggles, dilemmas,
F relations

own

discipler also was possibly encouraged to pursue

due to the influence of the

Spirit (B factor)

Therefore, the soul-friend in

and

supposed to

vein, Celtic discipleship contributed to restoring the

friend system. As

whole/*

of the

ministry

discipleship, equality was emphasized in the soul-friend

system. Thus, both laity and clergy

spiritual journeys.

and

life, its

strengthen the B

invites the frill

sacraments and

relationships

heartily share their

discipleship. Therefore,

and D factors. In this vein

participation of laity,

women,

decision-making."^^

I think these characteristics indicate how well Celtic Christians understood and

practiced Jesus' way
seemed to

practice both vertical

with Christian

3'

association with the

answer

long

this

did soul friends

question,

the

origin

(E-F relations)

Ibid., 32.

33

Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend, 216.

association

and disbelievers.

in Celtic

discipleship

last? In

of the soul-friend system should be discussed.

Ibid., 64.

32

words, Celtic Christians

Spirit and horizontal

colleagues including new converts, seekers,

Then how

order to

of association with the Twelve. In other

95
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influenced

was

Christianity.

by both the

Sellner describes the

Celtic pagan

origin

religion and the belief in

of anamchara when he says,

Friendship with the saints and appreciation of them as living soul fiiends had its
origins in the pagan Celts' deep respect for the dead. It was also rooted, of course,
in the ancient Christian belief that all those who die ui Christ live
eternally with
him. This latter belief was probably accepted immediately by the Celts when
they
were baptized by Patrick and other
wandering saints, precisely because their first
mentors, the druids and druidesses, had taught them that the soul was immortal
and that their daily life was bounded by a world inhabited by spnits.^"*

Therefore, the relationship

of soul-friend

By maintaining the soul-friend relationship,

process.

of "healing and reconciliation with
death."

temporary but instead

not

was

35

a

the Celtic Christians

life-long
were

God, others, and oneself in preparation for

in

pursuit

one's

Therefore, simply in order to accomplish Figure 5, Celtic discipleship

emphasized E-F

relations

on

the top of A-B and C-D relations.

Third, the Celtic pattem of discipleship
soul friends

(E-F relations)

became

small group consisted of ten

or

more

fewer

was

on

the small group.

Therefore,

and active in the small group. This

specific

people.

based

Hunter

explains

this in the

following

manner:

Small groups were prescribed in Rule #21 of the Benedictine Rule: if the
community is rather large, some brothers chosen for their good repute and
will take

all affairs

according

care

The deans selected should be the kind of men with whom the abbot

confidently

In this

share the burdens of his

proximity with ten

or

holy

of their groups of ten, managing
They
to the commandments of God and the order of their abbot.

life should be made deans.

fewer

[sic]

people, intimacy might be

Ibid., 158.
Ibid., 182.
Hunter, The Celtic Way ofEvangelism, 129.
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were

possible without A-B

not

and C-D relations. This

means

that the

small-group system did not pursue only numerical growth. Rather, they kept the principle
of association for

helped new

spiritual growth while numerical growth was

converts to

The

experience koinonia (Figure 5).

small-group ministry that was

interwoven

accelerated conununal life in Christ. Therefore,
another about their

toil

of believers

was

community

life

through small
confession to

and

daily,

our

strength,

daily read."^^

made. Hence, Howard

are

they were

agencies

in

individual

and

our

soul-friend system

able to interact with

neighbor as ourselves;"

Snyder rightly describes

equipping Christians/^
deeper level

one

love God with the whole

In this process, the edification of the

groups could engage in the
an

by the

daily spiritual struggles. They sought "to

heart and the whole mind and all

"pray daily,

ongoing.^^ This strategy

In this

that

regard,

of inner

and to

community

fellowship

and

Celtic Christians

transformation, rather than

priest."^^

Fourth, the macro-community for discipleship training was well established

on

top of the micro-community. Even with the soul-friend system and the small-group
centered
was

also

ministry

of Celtic

important. Therefore,

macro-community

3'

3^

39

'0

Christianity, reaching the

for

Richard Lovelace

discipleship

in the

lost outside the

rightly describes

following manner:

"The

community of Christ

the

importance

restructuring

of the

of the

Sellner, Tiie Celtic Soul Friend, 124.
Ibid., 135.
Howard A.

Snyder,

The

Community of the King (Downers Grove,

In relation to Coleman's

the

principle

principle

IL:

InterVarsity Press 1978),

75.

of association, Coleman did not really distinguish two dimensions of
principle of association has two dimension such as vertical and

of association. I think the

horizontal dimension. Jesus' way of association with the Twelve is of course top-down association. At the
same time, however, we need to recall His incamational approach to the Twelve. This implies that it is
essential for Christian to vertically associate with the Triune God and horizontally with human beings.
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local congregation inwardly, forming it into
be

accompanied by

outward

an

cellular work of microcommunities, must

a

restructuring of its

and contact with

awareness

macrocommunities.""**
In this

Celtic

vein, these associative evangelistic elements
The Celtic

Christianity.

unbelievers. Unbelievers
what

Christianity was

were

exposed to

like and how Christians lived. The

us, "Celtic

was

regard,

the

ongoing-association stage

new

for

reason

because the Christians also

Christianity was

stuck in the inner circle of Christianity.

a

faith that

They actively

Celtic

Christianity

system will help

us

experienced marginality.

emerged

at the

margins

of

into the

(Mark 28:19-20).

System

discipling new

This basic unit of the Celtic

in Britain.

able to

interacted with outsiders of the

of disciples

The soul-friend system contributed to

they were

strongly encouraged to step

converts were

reproduction

that

Christianity.""*^ Therefore, they were not

Characteristics of the Soul-Friend

discipleship strategy.

and

these macroconmiunities in order to observe

Britain, continental Europe, and institutional

Church. In this

strongly emerged in

community consisted of believers, disciples, seekers,

share their lives with outsiders

So, Sellner reminds

were

converts in the Celtic

community

influenced the

expansion

of

Therefore, investigation of the features of the soul-friend

understand how the

principle of association was contextualized.

purpose of this section is to show how the

principle

of association became

practical

The
in the

soul-friend system.

"

Richard F. Lovelace, Dynamics of Spiritual Life (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press 1979), 227.

42

Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend, 141.
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First, personal piety was emphasized in the soul-friend system. Sellner reports,
"The anamchara

was

to make

some

prudential discernment, taking into

account the

expected holiness of the individual.""^^ As sanctification {hagiasmos, aymafjioq)

means

road to

the

holiness,

practice

of personal

the

spiritual

the

piety

Finally,

the soul friend

piety in private prayer and devotion were

fiigitive priest.

was

seen as a

immediately repents,
satisfaction, and
were

so

penance

remedy:

willingly

was

considered

as a

if anyone has sinned

be whole."

Patrick

was

how to live

endured

developing

influenced

as a

by

Christian.

martyrdom.

From

For

example,

serious issue. Sellner describes,

by thought in his

he shall beat his breast and seek

demonstration called

legacy.
on

crucial part in

a

emphasized personal piety.

not allowed at the Lord's Table until

public

Patrick's

converted to the faith for which he

personal piety,

"Penance is

was

Then he received instructions

this tradition, Celtic Christians
For

companion on the way to holmess. Thus,

life of Celtic Christians. This

of a

he

was a

the

pardon from

Celtic Christians

heart and

God and make

guilty

of serious sins

they had made their true penitence evident by a

exomologesis.

Exomologesis then is a discipline which leads man to prostrate and humble
himself It prescribes a way of life, which, even in the matter of food and
clothing appeals to pity. It bids him to lie in sackcloth and ashes, to cover his
body with filthy rags, to plunge his soul into sorrow, to exchange sin for fasting,
that you sigh and weep and groan day and night to the Lord your God, that you
prostrate yourself at the feet of the priests and kneel before the beloved of God
making all the brethren commissioned ambassadors of your prayer for pardon."*^

This event cannot

'3

44

45

replace

the crucifixion of Christ

Ibid., 185.
Ibid., 188.
Hunter, Tiie Celtic Way

of Evangelism,

55.
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or

dilute the

meaning

of the

cross.
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as a

seriously

Celtic Christians dealt with the

personal

community matter in which they made their knowledge of then sin and

repentance evident.

Additionally,

in the process of penitence, the role of the soul friend

Selhier describes, "The
their roles
in their
not

as

reconciling

was

and confessors

so

that

work with monks, nuns, and

accomplished alone.

With

a

soul friend,

a

they,

in tum, could be

more

effective

laypeople.""^^ Thus, personal piety was

transformational life for

in reconciliation with God and His

ongoing both

offer assistance to soul friends in

penitential were designed to

spiritual guides

important.

was

people. Therefore,

closely related to being with God through individual prayer

discipleship was

Celtic

personal piety

and the soul friend

system.
In this

vein,

a

soul friend

mainly played the role

to pursue association with the Master. In order to do

with the

new

convert

(E factor). At the

each other to stay with the

God

Spirit.

(Gen 2:17). Therefore,

soul friend system would

system

was

supposed to

was a

practice

of the

time,

reason

inevitably collapse.

was

verse

is

a

this,

a

soul friend

soul friend

simply that sin

if relationships with the Master
In this

was

new

convert

intentionally was

responsible to help

creates disconnection with

were

broken due to

sin, the

vein, each member of the soul-friend

pursuit of being with the Master.

be in

Second, koinonia

The

same

of encouraging the

the nature of the soul-friend system. The soul friend system

"in

humility value

others above

yourselves" (Philippians 2:3).

Thus, Celtic Christians pursued horizontal relationships between clergy and laity. At the
same

4^

token, they had equal relationships beyond social rank and

Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend, 185.
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profound respect

and

sometimes,

relationships

for each other's

Sellner

Additionally,
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an

are

wisdom, regardless of any

describes, "They share

intuitive

sense

characterized by great

of the

Koinonia is the outcome of intimate

common

age

values,

potential leadership

or

mutuality:

a

gender differences.""*^

a conunon

of younger

vision of reality,

proteges.""*^

relationships with the Master and other Christian

colleagues.
In order to maintain soul friend system

association with the Triune God
center of the soul-friend

Celtic Christians
and

were

was

as

horizontal association, vertical

necessary. To do so, biblical education

system. Since copies of the Bible

were scarce

saturated with biblical truth from avid

and

was

at the

expensive,

reading, studying, copying,

memorizing."*^ Their enthusiasm for leaming the Bible showed in their early

educational system. Sellner reports,

second characteristic of Celtic
both

genders

were seven

were

years

friend system

often

spirituality which was

given to

are

related to the

the love of leaming. Students of

the monasteries for formation and education when

old."^^ Therefore,

was

"Reading, knowledge, wisdom�all

Celtic Christians' biblical

derived from their constant

leaming

and

fellowship

practice

they

in the soul-

of the Bible.

Plus, the soul-friend system also includes exhortation, rebuking, and correction.
order to be

constantly connected with each other through the Spirit,

necessary. In this

weakness in
4'

4^

a

vein, soul friendship

was

this process

In

was

emphasized more when they found spiritual

soul friend. Sellner describes, "This is sometimes the most difficuh aspect

Ibid, 205.
Ibid, 206.

'9

Hunter, Tiie Ceitic Way ofEvangeiism, Al.

5�

Sellner, The Celtic Soul Friend, 135.
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relationship,

superficial, stunted,
invited

and

but without that

eventually lost."^*
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someone as a
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quality the friendship

In this

relationships between

Third, the soul-friend system contained
an

outward

factor.^^

In other

Christian
friends

for

discipleship

living was

were

in

pursued.

evangelistic

an

The

pursuit of

cohesive.^^

soul fi-iends

the soul-friend system

but also outward

to live without

effort. Koinonia also has

pursued not only inward

evangelistic practice.

dichotomy between

Crucial to Celtic

life and faith. In this

pursuit of self-renewal by demonstrating their allegiance

This seemed to contribute to
the Roman

were

words, the principle of association was also applied to the

undiscipled in the community. Thus,
fellowship

become

vein, when the soul-friend system

friend, authentic relationships

Master made the

can soon

church, they did not

developing

create any

to Christ.

the Celtic way of winning souls. Unlike

religious

conflicts

or

shows of military power.

Instead, they understood the indigenous religions and tried to fmd junction points
did. Edward Stimson evaluates
manner:

"Evangelical

faith

was

evangelical

word and deed to free minds that

disciples,

and

so

faith in the Celtic Church in the

eagerly shared,

but

they might abide

know the tmth that makes and

in His word and become

keeps

men

unique
5'

"

question

in the

history

is to show how the

principle

of the Church.

Ibid., 207.
Ibid., 209.

"

See the definition of icoinonia in

54

Stimson, Renewal In Christ, 46.

chapter

3.
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as

they

following

by graciously commending

Christ in

truly His

free."^"^

How then did the Celtic way of association contribute to
to raise this

soul

regard,

evangelism?

of association made Celtic

The

reason

Christianity
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After the Christianization of the Roman

(including the Celts) were

working, leaming,

Celts rediscovered the
was

with

enough in order to be

people
a

and

praying. Following the example

principle

of association in

of fellowship in Acts, the

Christianity. However,

outside of Celtic monasteries became

a

their association

evangelistic

association

catalyst for conversion.

result, Christian witnesses were reproduced from communal life in Celtic

Christianity.
soul

believed that country folk

Christianized until Patrick

not limited to Christians but extended to unbelievers. This

As

as

no one

evangelism/^ After Patrick, Celtic Christians shared with others

reached the Celts with
while

civilized

Empire,

Hunter

explains

that

through

small groups, the

community's life,

and roles

friends, Celtic Christians observed and gained experience in ministry and were

able to witness to

pre-Christian people.^^ Thus, through community life,

faith became

contagious

Celtic

who

people

practice

of the

were

principle

and weakness toward

community as

to unbelievers. Patrick's association for

considered to be barbarians
of association

idolatry.

helped the

the Christian

evangelism impacted

by the Holy Roman Empire.

Celtic

Hunter summarizes the

people to change

goals

their

The

lifestyle

of the Celtic Christian

follows:

community's purposes for you were to root your consciousness in the gospel
and the scriptures; to help you experience the presence of the Triune God and an
empowered life; to help you discover and fiilfill your vocation; and to give you
experience in ministry with seekers.^^
The

Celtic Christians

55

were

evangelicals

who

were

fascinated about

"

associating with

seekers

George Hunter, "Jonah Complex, (MP3 of sermon, Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY, May
09, 2009), accessed July 30, 2010, http://www.asburvseminarv.edu/community/chapel.
5^

Hunter, The Celtic Way ofEvangelism, 48.
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souls

winning

superiority.

as a

Unlike the

team,

us

of the

a one

of the

significances

early church tradition.

Empire, early Christians
Even while

of any cultural

regardless

prejudices

Holy Roman Empire, they did not require

for Christianization. This is

This reminds
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or

feelings

of

civilization and

literacy

of the Celtic way of association.

Before the Christianization of the Roman

had shared their faith with seekers at

being persecuted by Roman pagans,

home, church, and work.

their faith became

more

contagious.

However, after the Christianization of the Roman Empire, association with the

undiscipled was
Celtic

limited. Hunter shows the difference

in their

style

evangelistic

associating with people (who
message;

2)

efforts. First, the features of the Roman

seemed

civilized) were

and

by comparing Roman style

as

follows:

"1)

Invite them to decide to believe in Christ and become

style

of

Present the Christian

Christians; 3) If they
CO

decide

positively,

required

a

religious

This
was

the

welcome them into the church and its

Holy Roman Empire

friendly policy with Poland.
Prince Gottschalk. As

as a

techniques

German
As

5^

59

lead to unwanted risk. For

example,

a

style

a

The

Eastem

Europe

in the tenth century. To control the balance between

hostility of the Wends and the potential hostility of the Danes,

German

This Roman

decision before association.

evangelistic policy may

under the

fellowship."

evangelization

of the Wends

was

German mlers had

getting worse

a

due to

warlord, Richard Fletcher describes Gottschalk as using "Anglo-

of lordship and he

attempted to impose what the Wends

looked upon

religion."^^
resuh, the Wends stood against Christianity and alien lordship.

Worse

still,

Ibid., 53.
Richard Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion

(Berkeley,

104

LA:

University of Califomia Press, 1999),

437.
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they developed an organized and militant pagan faith.

Since

the

Europe was limited. As

ruling family, evangelizing pagans

"Wendish

paganism

became

more

in northeastern

isolated," Fletcher

Christianity was

attacked

result of the Cmsade in the

name

Jemsalem.

following manner:

Dobin."^*

in

Christianity.

some

some

even

and Saxon armies. Fletcher describes the

"Christian

Wends

were

The tension between

of the Wendish Cmsade in northem

Therefore,

discipleship

by the Danish fleets

burnt down and

temple was

token of surrender at
in the

result,

in the twelfth century, the Wendish Cmsade occurred. The Wendish

prince, Nyklot was

heathen

a

emphasizes.^^ Additionally, the

conversion of the Pomeranians made the Wends tum away from

Finally,

confined to

though the

captives were

a

dunked in the waters of baptism in

Christianity

Europe

once

potential to

and

again

Roman model worked for

way, this model has the

freed and

result in

paganism

led to

war

after the Cmsade to

evangelism and

religious

conflict and

syncretism.
In contrast, the Celtic way of association seemed to minimize risk. Hunter

summarizes the differences in the

following manner:

1) You first establish community with people, or bring them into the
fellowship of your community of faith. 2) Within fellowship, you engage
in conversation, ministry, prayer, and worship. 3) In time, as they discover
that they now believe, you invite them to commit.^^

The remarkable difference of the Celtic model is to embrace unbelievers first.

Celtic model based

on

soul-friend

fellowship

showed the strong merit:

Ibid., 442.

Ibid.,447.
Hunter, The Celtic Way of Evangelism, 53.
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comes
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believing."^^ For their evangelistic effort, they did not artificially encapsulate
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unbelievers. They just demonstrated Christlikeness in their daily lives.
In

summation, by investigating biblical lessons for discipleship, Celtic

Christianity was shaped by its
Patrick's Irish Church. Also,
and

discipled unbehevers.

system the Celtic Church

own

contextualized Christian tradition

stemming

from

they created their own discipleship style when they reached

Because of the
set their

principle

of association in the Celtic soul-friend

indigenous Christianity

and

discipleship apart

from the

Holy Roman Church.

The

Implications

Celtic ways of discipleship
doable.

clearly

for

show

us

Discipleship
how the

principle

First, when Patrick tried to biblically implement evangelism, inevitably he

followed the

principle

cultures and

languages.

without cultural

of association for
Patrick and his

prejudice

and

discipleship.^"*

evangelistic

Patrick understood the Celtic

team

were

ready to embrace

civilization. Patrick and his

demanding

broke down the walls of prejudice. Then Patrick's contextualized

led the Celts, who

were

This reminds

us

regarded as barbarians,
of how to

practice

personalities,

Eventually

"

^4

many churches tend to

many churches often

cause

the

institutional

Ibid.,63.
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of association

evangelism today.

Instead of embracing their

authority

undiscipled to become

Ibid.,54.

team

gospel.

incamational association for

use

the Celts

evangelistic

principle

to interact with the

Many church leaders often neglect individuals' characteristics.
own

of association is

to teach them.

alienated from the
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nature of Christianity. In this

circumstance, Patriclc and his evangelistic

good example

of association.

of the

practice

team show

us a

Second, Celtic Christians knew how to associate with the indigenous. They tried
to establish concordant

gospel.

relationships

This strategy increased the

with the unchurched

first, instead of presenting the

possibility of receptivity toward the gospel.

to say, many churches

perform the Roman way of association.

consider

from the soul-friend system.

using lessons

be the first step in the process of sharing
leads to the

necessity

It would be

Needless

good to

Namely, building companionship

vulnerability with one

another that

can

eventually

of God.

Third, the effectiveness of the soul-friend system contributed to developing
cohesion for commitment that led to revival in Celtic
churches imitate the small group
groups without

principle, they mostly adopt the typology

fliUy understanding the dynamics

ministry. Celtic Christians

group

ministry for confessional meetings
a

result, they encouraged

Christ. In this

principle

regard.

Hunter reports

of association in the

of the

principle

many

of small

of association in small-

facilitated cohesion in the soul-friend system and small-

group

desires. As

Christianity. Although

one

on

in order to share their
another to become

vulnerability

gradually

and sinfiil

sanctified in

the effectiveness of the small group based

on

the

following manner:

(1) A person's view of Reality is largely shaped, and maintained, within the
community into which once has been socialized. (2) In a pluralistic society, the
possibility of conversion, that is, changing the way one perceives essential
Reality, is opened up through conversations with people who live with a
contrasting view of Reality, and (3) one adopts and internalizes the new
worldview through resocialization into a community sharing that new
worldview.

^5

Ibid., 99.
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the constant and close

converts to

participate

relationships

in transformational life

In the revival of Celtic

Christianity,

groups in the Church leads to the normal

witnessing to

others should be done

fellowship. Thus,
community

as a

an

a secure answer

going astray doctrinally,

"One of the

of cell

Church.^^ For this purpose,

link in the life

following

important ftinctions

accepted group
cycle

for the risk of division that

in the

proliferation

team in order to demonstrate conununal

Snyder asserts,

indispensable

that the

of the

growth

encouraged the

followers of Christ.

as

we can see

is the maintenance of discipline and

true koinonia is

provides

Howard

in the soul-friend system

of church

might

of Christian

standards and

building

grov^h." Also, Snyder

increase the

potential

for

manner:

Fearfiil local church leaders fail to realize that a ministry of small groups and cell
multiplication, started and coordinated by the local church, is much more likely
form

independently when the

Therefore, the Church is responsible for training potential small

group leaders for fiiture

to

stay

church

ministry based

on

fails to

on

doctrinally than groups which
provide this kind of leadership.^^

the track

Jesus'

making

of disciples.

Fourth, soul-friend relationships need to be developed in discipleship strategies
for Christlikeness. Jesus chose

effective
human

training.

beings.

observe

one

Close

a

making disciples,

proximity provides opportunity to

In the soul-friend

of the

few for

in terms of the

discipline

to live as

The

Community of the King,

Hunter, The Celtic Way

125.

ofEvangelism,

131.
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principle

TN:

we

of association. The Celtic

Christians who

George Hunter, The Apostolic Congregation (Nashville,

Snyder,

observe intemal issues of

system of the Celtic Church and its conmiunity,

good examples

Christians had freedom and

and he limited the numbers for

actively interacted with

Abingdon Press, 2009),

16-20.
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God at every moment. Therefore,

they refused to

have

the faith. In this sense, the Celtic ways of discipleship

become

disciples

significances

of Celtic

discipleship

is how the

and

The

discipleship

Principle

companions

as

of Association in

After the revival of Celtic

principle
band

principle

small group

conmiunity ministry, they actively contextualized the principle

evangelism

became vehicles

of association

ministry,

resulting

and

of association for

of God.

Wesley's Small-Group Ministry

Christianity, John Wesley initiated the practice

of association in his small group

meetings

instead, lived

might enable the undiscipled to

applied to their strategy. Through the soul-friend system,

macro

faith but

of Christ.

One of the

was

superficial

ministry.

As

we

of the

know, class meetings and

in the birth and revival of Methodism. In this

section, first, how Wesley experienced association with Peter Bohler for his spiritual

growth will be

growth to

discussed.

small group

Second, how the principle

ministry

investigated. Third, Wesley's

such

as

was

applied

from his

societies, class meetings, and bands will be

small group

ministry will be

evaluated in terms of practical

the

principle

of association. This is to show how the

association became

practical

in

perspectives

on

expanded analysis

The

of Wesley's

Principle

Wesley's

practice

ministry

for

discipleship,

case.

of the

principle

it is worth

This process

principle

of Association in

In order to understand the

spiritual

contribute to

Wesley's Spiritual

investigating

how

of

showing

an

of association.

of association in
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principle

Growth

Wesley's small-group

Wesley experienced the principle
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spiritual development,

such

Obviously, prior to his Aldersgate experience

in

as

with the

May 1738,

experience
John

of conversion.

Wesley had been an

ardent Christian. Devout Christian parents reared him. His faith seemed firm
create

a

Holy Club

Christian faith

was

However,
storm while he

in order to share his faith with other Christians.

strong enough

the Moravians

challenged by the Moravians'
"Our

saying,

women

reaction to the storm.

and children

the situation in the

His

missionary.
a severe

unbelievably calmed by prayers. Wesley was

not afraid to

are

They

die."^^

interested in the Moravians' faith because their faith

Tyson reports

a

Additionally,

the way to America in 1736, he faced fear of death due to

on

saw

to go to America as

enough to

was

shared their faith with him,
From this

experience, he was

different from his faith. John H.

following manner:

Wesley was twenty-two, his religious practice was largely outward and
perfunctory. He said his prayers, attended church, read Scriptures, received the
Eucharist three times each year. While he knew himself to be guilty of sin, these
Until

"known sins"

morality

or

heritage,

transformed

Therefore, debates

experience.
experience

For

rather

unremarkable, and he exercised

in connection with

Due to his Christian

challenged

were

example,

was a

a

he had

fairly routine

Christian label

a

by the Spirit prior to
on

Christian

his status

as a

the

on

on

all

a

very decent

conmiitment.^^

his chest, but his heart

was

not

Aldersgate experience.

Christian exist

on

Richard Heitzentrater insists that the

conversion based

over

his claim that

the axis of the

May

Wesley was

1738

now a

Aldersgate

Aldersgate

Christian

^^Kenneth J. Collins, "John Wesley and the Fear of Death as a Standard of Conversion", Conversion in
Wesieyan Tradition, eds. Kenneth J. Collins and John H Tyson (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 2001), 59.

tiie

Tyson, "John Wesley's Conversion at Aldersgate", Conversion in tlie Wesleyan Tradition, eds.
Kenneth J. Collins and John H Tyson (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 2001), 30.

'Ojohn

H.
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whereas before he had

not

been/* Yet,

conversion process before 1738, based

spiritual life

and the

spiritual struggles
Towlson' s

Wesley's

after

on

the fact that

m

assurance

Christianity

Wesley's ongoing

and his lack of reference to that

experience support

of salvation that resulted in his doctrine of salvation/"*

debate,

we

observe the fiindamental tension between cultural

and the nature of Christianity.

Christian status, the obvious

Susanna sensed that "John

[Wesley]

spiritual development was

in demand.

Right after his
Peter Bohler

on

1738.

point is

that in

cannot make

events occurred. In

faith alone after

In

April 1738, Wesley

boundary on
mother

disappointing mission trip, Wesley met Moravian

The

encouraged by Bohler to keep preaching.
justification by

clear

more."^^ Therefi)re, Wesley's

relationship with Bohler caused Wesley's
and

Bohler, the following

Febmary 1738, Wesley was stmggling with his

on

a

August 1725, Wesley's

needed to trust God

retum from the

Febmary 7,

Although we

spiritual awakening. During the meetings between Wesley

In March

lack of faith but

realizing the necessity

of forgiveness and justification.

encountered instantaneous conversion

through living witnesses

Higgins Matthaei, "Conversion: Possibility and Expectation," Conversion in the Wesleyan
Tradition, eds. Kenneth J. Collins and John H Tyson (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2001), 197.

'3

Sondra

"Conversion:

Possibility

and

Expectation,"

197.

Ibid.

''ibid.,
'5

Higgins Matthaei,

198.

Ibid., 204.

'^Sondra Higgins Matthaei, "Conversion: Possibility

and

Ill

was

1738, Wesley commenced preaching

Sondra

'2

the

Wesley was deeply involved in

Maximin Piette maintains that

Aldersgate

Wesley was

argument/^ J. Earnest Ratterbury concludes that Aldersgate experience was

From this

Wesley's

Holy Club/^

Chfford Towlson argues that

Expectation",

199.

of
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God's work of grace. He believed in the instantaneous conversion of Paul's conversion

experience.

In

May 1738, Wesley experienced that his heart was strangely warmed at

Aldersgate. According to
power of sin"

As

a

and after the

through this

experience.^^

Aldersgate experience.

never

sinful desires,
someone

as

as

afraid of death.^^

well

as

fear, and does

not have

based

the notion in the

a new

on

was a

vital

Additionally,

difference from before

difference? Kenneth Collins

after justification and

or

she is not

he

regeneration at Aldersgate,

emphasizes freedom from guilt and

fiilly converted,

heart.^^ Wesley believed that
Martin Robins and

the notion of a crisis

following

Christians before his crisis
this

big

big

from fear of punishment and the wrath of God.

spirit of bondage.^^ Therefore,
was

we can see a

What is the

being that

is afraid of death, he

conversion

Collins, Wesley found "freedom from the guilt and the

result, from Wesley's conversion,

describes the difference

Wesley was

Kenneth

manner:

Therefore, if

delivered from the

spirit of

fear of death is linked with the

Dwight Smith evaluate that Wesley's

experience

of conversion.

They describe

"Wesley never imagined that they had not been

experience

of the heart

key to unlocking true-holiness."

strangely warmed but

did believe that

81

''ibid., 203.
'^

'9

'0

Kenneth J. Collins, "John

Wesley

and the Fear of Death

as a

Standard of Conversion", 60.

Ibid., 61.
Ibid., 64.

^'Martin

Robins and

Dwight Smith, Invading Secular Space (Grand Rapids,

55.
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MI: Monarch

Books, 2003),
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indicates, the association
The

between Wesley and Peter Bohler played

important role

in

This association

us

of the

soul-friend system in the Celtic Church
well

as

life.

transforming Wesley's

simply reminds

as

Jesus' way of association with the

Twelve.

Through

dramatic

change

association with
occurred in

Spirit

an

Wesley

^ohler

Bohler,

Figure 6-Wesley

Wesley's spiritual joumey.

Christian, for his spiritual growth, Bohler,

as

his

Even

and Bohler

though Wesley was

companion, helped Wesley to

a

reinforce

his faith.
In this

in the

vein, David H.C. Read

following manner:

rediscovery of the gospel

"The

accentuates the

evangelical understanding

such

being with

a

For

peer

as

to become

conversion and transformation,

of conversion is

as

little Children."

theological

82

interactions

a

development
constant

Spnit will

For

are

spiritual

required while

peer mentor like Bohler.

Wesley,

in his transformational

mentoring system derived

know God

of spiritual

of grace and openness to the reforms which the

prompt in those who keep tuming again

growth

continuity

as a

from the

principle

Christian. However, still he

better. In this sense, Peter Bohler

was

life, he experienced the importance of the

the

was

of association. He

to

to be connected with someone who knew

right person

^2

surely was able

for his

spiritual growth.

David H.C. Read, "The Evangelical Protestant Understanding of Conversion," Handbook ofReligious
Conversion, eds. H Newton Malony and Samuel Southard (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press,

1992),

143.
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the

of Association in

principle

is realized. Therefore,

ministry

evangelistic

for

Group Ministry

of association emerges when the

Christian

deliberately or naturally

discipleship

small group

Small

Wesley's

based

on

ministry was

soul-friend system. Since Aldersgate,

the

principle

necessity of disciple

disciplers organize

small

of association. This pattem of

found in Jesus' way of association and the Celtic

Wesley

faced the

same

pattem in his evangelistic

ministry.
Class
In order to make

a

contact

Meeting

point with unbelievers, Wesley did open-air preaching
QO

in the

field, which was regarded

Wesley's approach, however,

as

the most effective way of evangelism at that time.

in addition to his

for didache

generated

class

meetings

Wesley's

class

meeting system worked

One of the

reasons

for

training.
for

organizing

kerygmatic evangelistic

This

can

nurturing

that, the

meetings

more

was

to win souls. On

important reason was

continuing spiritual growth.

professed that "my aim
personal holiness,
cannot

Once

awakened sinners and

class

secure

Wesle]^^

In other
Figure 7-Wesley

Snyder, Radical Wesley,

Spirit

top of

being holy myself I

Early Methodist

converts.

for

promote real holiness in others."

David Watson, The

new

Wesley

in life is to

for without

message, he

be called the association stage.

The

and band

Class

Meeting (Nashville,

14.

114

In

TN:

and New Converts

Disciple Resources, 1995),

149.
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words, from Figure 7, for the
could be firm

In his

week for

relationship, Wesley knew that the A-B relationship

only in holiness. Therefore,

Wesley to continually pursue

fellowship,

E-F

the motivation of winning souls seemed to lead

holiness in his

ministry, Wesley's

class

spiritual

meeting took care

and inward holiness. In the class

approximately an hour,

problems and/or needs.^^ Thus,
find the state of your soul this

a

each member shared their

when

class

they met,

the

were

one

another.

that the class

meeting was

a

leader closed the

and the

for restoration of the C-D

discipleship. They

(new converts)

Spirit. During

sanctification.

By checking their spiritual

self-renewal to reach Christlikeness. For this process,

necessary.

Therefore, Wesley

issued small cards

or

set

specific

rules for the class

tickets to each class member.

meeting.

Snyder describes

follows:

person's

name, the

date, and the signature of Wesley

or one

of

preachers. It was the member's proof of membership and admitted him or her
the quarterly love feast. Thus it was primarily membership in the class that

his

^5

Finally,

seemed to be involved in the association stage for

The card bore the
to

"How do you

participation in the

example, Wesley
as

question was given:

any

their

pursuing

encapsulation was

the details

spiritual progress, plus

each

evening?"^^ After interactions with one another, they sang

together on the road to holiness, namely

status, they

For

explains

between N.C.

meeting, they

walked

development,

benediction.^^

This process

relationship

of spiritual

meeting that normally met one evening

songs for God and shared prayer requests with

meeting with

life.

Ibid., 55.
Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 97.
Ibid.
The term benediction here does not

mean

clergy's benediction.
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constituted membersiiip in the Methodist society, not vice versa. Unfaithfiil
members did not get the ticlcets renewed for the next quarter and thus were
excluded from the feast. Wesley understood these tickets in the early Christian
sense

In order to

member

of letters of conunendation.^^

accomplish inward holiness, integrity was required

was

evaluated and

rules for the class
made

a

meeting was

grow

exclusion. All

decision to be Christians
Since the class

Jesus

encouraged to

were

meeting was

did, Wesley did not hesitate

a

contributions to

Wesley were

in

to carry out such

clarifying

encourage
In

horizontal
class

new

core

value of the

and

relationships
show this

of accountability based
of the class

90

91

Snyder,

Radical

club,

in the

discipline.

spiritual

In this

manner:

leading him

rules for the class.

sense,

as

vein, Snyder

"The two great

into the

of saving

experience

life-in-community"^� In this vein, Wesley

of association in the class

principle

of association,

Wesley,

Wesley

seemed to

among class leaders and members. The

tendency.

meeting

in order to

on a

was

emphasize

following

One of the characteristics of the class

the

features of the

meeting was

that

process of mutual response and support. The second feature

meeting was centrality based on

small group movement

^9

specific

converts to reach inward holiness.

practicing the principle

meeting

follow

following

faith, and in providing him models of Christian
rediscovered the

Each

people were welcomed, but those who

recreational

evaluates the Moravians' contributions in the

meeting.

The distinctive feature of the

accordingly.

supposed to

not

for the class

that

a

class

leadership.

lay person could play the

57.

Ibid, 45.
Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 98.
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toward his class members under the

This indicates that while

relationship became
position

could be

cohesive for

pastors'

mstruction.
and C-D

pursuing A-B

mutuality

and

accountability. Additionally, Wesley's

replaced with other lay leaders for discipleship training.
claim

relationship, Snyder reports Wesley's

on

the class

meeting

something not easily explained in the fellowship

"There is

the E-F

relationships,

society of living

Christians.

"^^

The

of the

in the

For the E-F

following manner:

Spirit,

which

we

enjoy

of association that could be understood

in

a

as

instruction, life-long relationship, companionship, and family oriented membership,

emerged in Wesley's

class

principle

meeting.
Band

We

might easily

assume

that

experienced spiritual companionship

Wesley created the band meeting because
with Bohler.

Naturally,

he

due to the influence of the

Moravian, Bohler, Wesley started investigating pietism in Germany. What he found was

Philip

Jacob

Spener 's small

group

ministry for discipleship.

In the fourteenth century, the Moravian church

schism. While

they called themselves

pietism revitalized

was

92

93

Snyder,

the father of pietism,

Radical

Wesley,

Philip Jacob Spener,

and

Thirty Years War hindered the movement of

were

expelled from Bohemia.

Nevertheless, Philip Jacob Spener who
as

practice

Christianity performed by the Moravians. Finally, freedom of faith

removed and the Moravians

known

persecuted by a papal

Unitas Fratrum, their Christian

Christians. In 1620, the

the restoration of early

was

organized

was

the German Lutheran

small groups for

theologian

disciplined fellowship.^^ After

56.

Pia Desideria, tr. & ed. Theodore G.
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Tappert (Philadelphia,

PA: Fortress
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finishing his theology study and ordination, he

This small group commenced at

collegia pietatis.
Sunday

sermon was

discussed at this

private meeting enabled the
explains

started

meeting

and

attendants to realize

the Moravians' small group in the
Within these classes there

a

a

private meeting,

Spener 's

home with prayer. The

devotional book

piety

the so-called

was

read.^^

This

and holiness. David Watson

fi)llowing manner:

mutual

oversight for the fiirtherance of spiritual
growth,
being
daily by one of the class to provide
exhortation and to take note of the state of his or her soul, in addition to frequent
meetings of the classes and of the leaders, all for the purpose of spfritual
was a

each member

visited

direction.

After

the

retuming

marginalized who

from

were

Germany, Wesley

commenced his small group

considered "a part of machinery in the

new

ministry

for

industrial

system."^^ Therefore, he organized bands for them. The new converts were involved in
small groups for

pastoral care.^^

By organizing bands, Wesley partly followed the Moravian tradition.
Moravian tradition, the initial classification of the Hermhut
twofold division.
became known

as

Groups

were

divided

choirs, adopting

a

according

1964), 8.

95

Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 75.

Spener,

Pia

gender,

residential pattem

Within choirs, those who wished to fiirther their

9'

to

Desideria, 14.

9^

Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 11.

9'

Snyder, Radical Wesley,

33.

Ibid., 36.
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Unlike Moravian

tradition, however, Wesley modified this system

eliminating band "monitors."
Instead, band members were expected to keep from doing evil, and to
concentrate

questions

were

With what

said,

temptations have you met?

These

development.

Watson

intimate

groupings,

because

they were

testify to
one

'0'

meetings

focused

was a

true

last

meeting?
thought,

not?"*^^

on

mutual

meetings

fellowship

following manner:

spirit

was

of mutual

"There

confession,

spiritual

were more

not least

experienced 'justifying
in

and

faith' and could

Wesley's perspective,

to establish "accountable

discipleship"

society members.

discipleship

was a

spiritual development were based on continuity for the long term.

is not

accomplished

Hebrews

(Acts 2:46;

less structured but

at once, constant connection with fellow

more

10:25). Therefore,

intensive

exchange,

Snyder,

Radical

Wesley,

disciples

Watson reports, "In the

due in

large part to

60.

Watson, Class Leaders, 26.
Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 95.
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bands,

the greater

restriction of membership to those who wanted and

Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting, 78.

'0�

or

spiritual lives."*^* Therefore,

of the band

intimacy afforded by Wesley's
99

our

fr)llowing

you delivered? What have you

restricted to members who had

major goals

of Christ is crucial
there

were

the bands in the

in which there

The bands for

Since

explains

the 'new birth' in their

of the

among

How

the

meeting,

led band members to self-evaluate/examine their Christian lives.

questions

informal structure, band

on

In the band

raised: "What known sins have you committed since

done, of which you doubt whether it be sin

or

Based

good works, including charity work.

on
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of closer

union."*^^ Additionally,

in

band system, the

Wesley's

penitent band system existed for those who needed special attention due
to live

on

as

followers of Christ. This

Saturday

penitent band provided special

to lack of

ability

instructions and advice

evenings.*^"* Wesley describes this band meeting as follows:

At this

hour, all hynrns, exhortations, and prayers are adapted to their
circumstances; being wholly suited to those who did see God, but have now lost
sight of the light of his countenance; and who moum after him, and refiise to be
comforted till they know he has healed their backsliding. By applying both
threats and promises of God to these real, not nominal, penitents, and by crying
to God in their behalf, we endeavored to bring them back to the great "Shepherd
and Bishop of their souls;" not by any of the fopperies of the Roman Church,
although, in some measure, countenanced by antiquity. In prescribing hair-shirts,
and bodily austerities, we durst not follow even the ancient Church; although we
had unawares, both in dividing oi Triaxoi, the believers, from the rest of the
society, and in separating the penitents from them, and appointing a peculiar
service for them.

The bands

as

units for

Wesley's society

The

Spirit

consisted of this kind of companionship. Their

relationships

were

not

temporal.

change behavior, people
intensive

or

temporal

become the cmcial

In order to

took time because

consultations could not

help

transformation. In this sense, based
mutual

relationships,

'0'

on

Figure

close and

the band system focused

However, in this system,
103

B.M

for those who needed

on

most often the

Christian

intimacy

8-Band Members

maturity.

and mutual

fellowship

lead

Ibid., 116.

Henderson, A Model for Making Disciples (Nappanee, IN: Francis Asbury Press, 1997), 125.
(Wesley, Works III 1979)
D. Michael

John

Wesley, "A Plain Account of the People Called Methodist," Works,
Company, 1979), 260.

Book House
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VIII

(Grand Rapids,

MI: Baker
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people

to

stay together

to make their

newcomers

as a

own norms

usually

feel

setting,

ones.

'shewalya' indicates,*^^
one

of the

of and bear

Therefore,

most

the
all

participants tend

circumstance,

marginalized leave.

disciples

of Christ

As T.W.
to make

are

major differences between Jesus' disciples

If Wesley's band

meeting had been

significant meaning

stuck in

of spiritual

a

one

another's burdens.

truth in

love, they

The main theme in the

development.
to take care

that

meeting was

grew in God in every aspect. Howard

and

self-satisfactory

result. Christian fellowship allowed for the ability of members

a

speaking the

1 06

in their inner circles. In this

enjoy being

the bands could have lost the
As

(Figure 8).

marginalized. Eventually,

of Christ. That is

Jewish/Hellenistic

closed group

and

Mason's term of disciple,

disciples
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by

Snyder reports

as

follows:
Such

discipline produced a rapidly growing body of eamest adherents.

After

thirty years, in 1768, Methodism had 40 circuits and 27,341 members. Ten years
later the numbers had grown to 60 circuits and 66,375 members. By 1798, seven
years after

Wesley's death,

the totals had jumped to 149 circuits.

.

.

101,712

members.
We

can see

ministry

being

during

Snyder's report that the

seems

of Wesley's

from

in

an

slower than church leaders expect

a mass

movement in

England.

Its

today.

Watson describes the

manner:

growth rate

"Early Methodism was

growth rate was

less than fourteen

a

far

week

thirty years."*

abbreviation for band members.

T.W. Manson, The

Teaching ofJesus, 2nd

Snyder, Radical Wesley,

ed.

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935),

94.

Ibid, 54
"0

growth of Wesley's small-group

small-group ministry in the following

its first

B.M. is

numerical

Watson, Class Leaders, 4.
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token, George Hunter provides the crucial principles of Wesley's

strategies

as

folio v^s:

The power is available to awaken people in any settmg; to awaken
and enroll them in classes were the two objectives in field

people
preaching and the

.

witness of laity.
2.

Awakened

people experience grace and faith from the mmistry of the cellsa class
meeting or society worship, but more often in their
solitude in hours following a meeting.
Once gained, faith is maintained within the
fellowship of class and society.
Wesley observed that people, who, for whatever reasons, dropped out of the
fellowship, typically experienced the erosion of faith.
People also grow toward completeness in Christian love within the
fellowships, especially a second type of cell called the "bands," which
Wesley created for people serious about "moving on toward perfection."***
sometimes in

3.

4.

These lead

ministry.

to assume how class leaders

us

Their role

England's policy.

was

making disciples.

The Church of England

neglected making disciples.

played
This

was

This resulted in

a

was

cmcial role in

Wesley's

small group

in contrast to the Church of

interested in numerical

growth. Thus they

increasing nominality in the

Church of

England.
In the

meantime, cmcial interactions for spiritual growth occurred in seekers, the

awakened, and new

meeting,

we

converts in

Wesley's

small groups. In the

need to pay attention to the class leaders'

growth

practice

of the

of the class

principle

of

association.

Class Leader

When Jesus
leaders of the

discipled his Twelve,

early church,

taught, preached,

he grew leaders for world

evangelism. As

his Twelve imitated their Master's role in the church.

and healed the sick. At the

same

Hunter, To Spread Power, 126.
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time,
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implement

They

small
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called ecclesiolae in ecclesia

grow small group

and mentors. The

leaders.**^

problem is,

mind, faith, and spirit for small group

question,

we

need to

explore

how does

1

.

exhort

inquire

as

willing
2.

as

create

a

were

big church),

called to be

leader to have the

Jesus did? In order to

same

answer

the tradition of Wesley's class leaders in the class

on

over one

shepherds,

this

meetings.

another in love. In addition to

the leaders' shoulders

as

stated in the

following manner:

The class leaders
order to

one

movement

pastoral oversight, Wesley put duties

General Rules in the

churches in the

Small group leaders

Class leaders took the role of watching

this

(little

to

each person in his class, once a week at the least, in
how their souls prosper, and advise, reprove, comf3rt, or
see

occasion may require. The class leaders receive what
give toward the relief of the poor.

The class leaders meet the Minister and the stewards of the

they are

Society once

a

week in order to inform the minister of any that are sick, or of any that are
disorderly and will not be reproved. To pay to the stewards what they have
received of their several classes in the week
In

Wesleyan tradition,

the class leaders

in the system of Methodism. In this

following manner:
so

again,

because

"Class leaders

they both

share

the class leaders

were

meetings played

a

were

supposed to

"3

call to

pastoral

a

and

can

do

leadership."**"^

part in making disciples. They were with their

able to grow other

new

be well trained in both

Watson, Class Leaders, 22.

Ibid, 28.

'"ibid,

crucial role

Watson describes the class leader in the

converts and seekers.

theological

and

aspects. In this vein, Watson describes the qualification of class leader

"2

a

provided strong coUegiality for clergy then,

As co-pastors, class leaders took

members until their members

mentors for class

as

vein,

preceding.**^

xvi.
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lucid views of doctrinal

religious duties."**^
In Acts

church.

6:3-8,

Lay leaders

Paul describes

lay leaders

master of theology, well

more

This

find the

we

are

men

is based

on

the biblical lessons.

be fiill of the

a

clear conscience.

criteria of lay leaders in 1

worthy of respect, sincere,

Paul's
be

women

regard,

accomplish koinonia.
healthy examples

guides,

not

hold of the

grace, and power.

3: 8-12. In that passage,

indulging

family matters.

in much

deep

wine, and not

truths of the faith

The

lay leaders' wives

are

to

talkers, but temperate and trustworthy in
are

leaders

required to

are

community

lead small groups and to

supposed to prove themselves

life. As

as

Wesley emphasizes inward

class leaders influence the members in the groups in

dimensions.

were

were

considered peer

fit for those who needed

spiritual journeys. Watson, therefore,

to follow his

teachings

more

guides, companions,

belonging

and

Watson, Tiie Eariy Metliodist Class Meeting, 102.
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mainly

deepen their relationship

faithfiilly

in the

and

co-

companionship

describes that class leaders

"to show their class members how to

Christ; how

"5

lay

and

vein, class leaders

pastors. Class leaders

as

family

meeting,

spiritual and corporeal

their

for

sanctified leaders

To do so, the

in both

holiness in the class

In this

care

of respect, not malicious

In this

Timothy

early

should first be tested.

qualifications include

worthy

everything.

They

of lay leaders in the

Spirit, wisdom, faith,

pursuing dishonest gain. Also, lay leaders must keep
with

sacred

truth, of Christian experience, and of moral

specific qualifications

supposed to

specific

should be

emphasis

acquainted with the

world; how

to

in

fiinctioned

with Jesus

practice the
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that

Additionally,

keep

as

them open to the grace and power of the

companions,

class leaders

process of discipleship. Watson says, "The

class leader
the

as a

fellow traveler in the Christian

hills and

same

"Class leaders
of the

valleys, the

and

disappointments
Finally,

image

as

are

same

with their members in the

were

of guide is

helpfiil

life, who shares the

obstacles and

Holy Spuit."

in

identifying the

same

accomplishments,

the

joumey,

same

satisfactions."**^

co-pastors, class leaders participated in pastoral ministry

accountable to the

charge

conference and work under the

as

follows:

supervision

pastor."**^ Therefore, clergy and lay leaders were incorporated together for the

Kingdom

of God. This combination would be

more

effective for

small-group ministry.

According to sociologist Robert Wuthnow, small-group participants prefer being
groups without

Therefore,

clergy because

Watson

emphasizes

leaders will often be better
among church

disciples,

the

promising.

sometimes

clergy tend to manipulate the

the role of class leader in the

placed than the pastor to

practice

In the

of the

principle

of association

relationship between

and vulnerabilities while

Wesley's

small group

"Watson,

Class Leaders, 75.

praying together.

following manner:

Based

on

ministry experienced revival.

Sharing Journey (New York,

NY: Free Press,

Watson, Class Leaders, 78.
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leader system is

accountable

77.

Robert Wuthnow,

discipleship

members, they share their

"'Ibid.
"9

"Class

example."*^^ In order to make

through the lay

class leaders and

in

groups.**^

motivate and encourage

members, because they will be leading by

problems

'"Ibid,

with

1994), 91.

relationships,
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happened repeatedly.
is based

on a

gap between

conflicts with the powers of darkness.
the

3)

national

new

of the

and

thinking

on

example,

of the

cycle

life and

even

in the

of spiritual revival.

though Wesley's

following manner:

work."*^^

leaders and the

institutional

priority is

reproduce

Regardless

and

enculturation,

or

train

of cultural and

lay leaders

is

one

paradigm change

small group movement resulted in the birth of the

reproduce disciples

In other

of Christ, who would work

as

tragedy was

price

of this

clergy

vital component of congregational

in

dismptive

is dominant, the

principle

new

connection among believers. If only
converts and seekers will be lost.

Therefore,

of association in the office of lay leaders in

strategies.*"^"*

Richard F. Lovelace,

Dynamics ofSpiritual Life (Downers Grove,

Ibid., 63.
Watson, Class Leaders, 50.

Ibid,

as a

that the

words, the absence of the principle of association through lay

clergy resulted

authority

"The

the loss of class leaders

to recover the

discipleship

'24

renewal pattem is in

contexts and eras, absence of people of God leads to deflation of revival.

leadership proved to be

'23

spiritual

leaders, caused dismption of revival. David Watson reports the loss of lay

leadership

'2'

cyclical

generation, 2) popular apostasy

of revival, failure to

Methodist denomination, the failure to
class

The sequence of a

is

restoration."*^^

major hindrances

depending

new

generations. Another reason

affliction, 4) popular repentance and agonized prayer, and 5) the raisuig up of

leadership
In

For

appearance of a

following: "1)

This movement has not been continuous but

XX.
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Implications
From

Wesley's

case, the

principle

for

Discipleship

of association

was

actively applied to

Wesley's

small group

principle

of association matters to those want to be connected for existential and

ontological
are

issues

ministry for spiritual growth.

today.

in the

given identities.

emotional support will often tum to

or

of making

friends,

In

that still Coleman's

Watson

mobility of life, people
points

following manner: "Many people finding themselves

companionship
new

implies

In the twenty first century because of the

distracted and confused about their

tendency

This

or

sharing

mutual

experience,

organized
or

out this

in need of

small groups

avoiding

as a means

loneliness."

addition, since people prefer credibility and authenticity through close relationship, the

undiscipled can possibly be encouraged to

be connected with Christian

connection

creates

provides belonging. Belonging

intimacy.

disciplers.

The

In the process, life

transference becomes natural. Watson describes the absence of life transference

as

follows:

belong to congregations, and may even attend worship on a regular
basis, without a major adjustment to their lifestyle. Attending church is not a
usual activity. This means that many church members in the United States do not
join congregations in order to be more accountable for their Christian living in the
world.*^^

People

In this

regard,

may

the Church

ought to

recover

the

principle

of association in

discipleship

strategies.
'"

Gideon

Hauser and

Sjoberg, "Theory and Research in Urban Sociology," The Study of Urbanization ed., Philip
Loe F. Schnore (New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons, 1965), 160.

Watson, Class Leaders, xix.

Ibid, xvii.
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Wesley's practice,

the Church has

leaders in discipleship strategies. They
for care, prayer, and

Plus, this practice

Wesley's

fellowship.

can

encourage the

small groups,

embrace others
small group,
nominal

as

we can

practice

is derived from the

undiscipled today,

we

of association.
in

expect cultural diversity due

and social class

language, ethnicity,

even

though

and culture. Plus, when

to

small group

people try to

invisible barriers exist among small group members. In the

also have various

properly

spiritual
we

statuses such as awakened

members,

need to think of differences in the subcultures

communicate to address this matter.

vein, Hunter shares the sub-cultural understanding of the undiscipled by

using Ralph Winter's

depending

on

three

categories.

Hunter classifies the El level into El -A,

subcultures. At the El -A

level,

group communicates with his/her intimates such

friends.

principle

members

undiscipled to feel Christianity. Additionally,

Christians, and seekers. Thus,

In this

D

same

family,

of the small group and

or

constantly interrelated with class

background, personal worldview,

members may have the

role of class

diversity in unity existed.

In small groups for the

educational

This

were

good reason to reform the

In the small group, the communicator

Christian communicator in the small

a

as

relatives, colleagues, and close

can

easily

introduce the

gospel to

holders. The members at this level also interact with the communicator without
At the El-B

B, C,

El -A

delay.

level, small group members share similar socioeconomic class,

Ralph Winter categorizes evangelism levels as El, E2, and E3 (E stands for evangelism) related to
regarding evangelism. In his definition. El occurs in the same culture. In this category,
evangelism is between the church and the unchurched. E2 is related to different culture and language.
However, this category includes the same cultural family, for example, westem culture. E3 is to reach very
different cultures and languages such as Asian or African culture from westem culture. See Hunter, To
Spread Power, 161.
cultural distance

Hunter, To Spread Power, 167.
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education, vocation, needs, lifestyles, backgrounds,
values, attitudes,
the small group.

and beliefs with

one

another.*^^

They can raise questions during

aesthetic

preferences,

El-B holders
small group

can

and

maybe

actively participate

in

meetings. According to

Hunter, in this level the Christian conununicator shares his/her personal testimony with
them.

and the

At the El-C

level, subcultural differences exist between the Christian discipler

undiscipled.

Hunter

points

out

differences such

class, etc."*^* Because of these differences,

adapt to

the

recipients'

should make

sure

that she

At the El-D

multicultural

or

is

he is

more

is

complex than El-C.

that will make communication

recipient,

a

Christian

Erasmus

God's Word. The first

eamed in prayer.

'''Ibid.,
'33

1

It will

discipler

and included.

Therefore,

Hunter evaluates that "the how of

require

initial

proving, interviewing,

possible."*^^ In this regard, in order to associate with the

out two

trained and

requirements
is

speaking

secular matters,

a

equipped.

for effective association in order to convey

requirement

pure heart that

comes

from God alone and

can

be

oo

In

on

a

speaker does

not prove his/her pure

168.

Patricia Bizzell and Bmce

Present

Christian

needs, points of contact, and the appropriate responses

discipler should be

points

a

to know how to

mixed within the church.

required to evangelize.

discover felt

experimenting to

discipler needs

welcomed, answered,
are

"lifestyle, customs, education,

In this process,

languages.

level, different cultures

understanding

reaching them
and

subcultures and

Christian

a

as

(Boston,

Herzberg,

MA: Bedford/St.

eds. The Rhetoric Tradition:

Martin's, 2001), 586.
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pretend to be

can

innocent and reliable to their audience for political

social matters. However, for conveyance of God's

eam

divine

approve

authority while practicing impurity.

Christian

a

discipler 's ethos,

she

or

he

Word,

a

Christian

discipler cannot

When God and his/her conscience should
can

properly

connect with the

new

converts for life transference.

The second

undiscipled's
experience

condition and

the

before God

responded,

"I will

Making

a

circumstances.*^"*

and the

by pleading, "Lord,

help

you

disciple

Usually, people

start the first

a

thoughtfiil regarding the

our

knowledge,

For

never

example,

been

we can

subjectively

it is believed that God
Moses confessed his

eloquent." However,

God

speak and teach you what to say" (Exodus 4:10-11).

is to

change

one's life. It

discipled

think that

requires

fiill dedication to the Lord.

should invest time and energy without

they are

trained

by Bible study.

In

fact, they just

step of discipleship by gaining knowledge of the Bible. Thus, the

undiscipled should pay

through

I have

to be

sharing the gospel,

ability to be thoughtfiil.

Those who want to be trained and
hindrance.

In

intervention. In addition to

Spirit's

provides inspiration
inability

requirement of a Christian discipler is

small group

attention to the fact that

through Jesus'

they

are

required to

way of association.

Ibid.
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5. Practical Aspects of the

The

investigation

revitalization of the

of the

principle

Jewish/Hellenistic tradition
association

clearly

discipleship,

evangelism*

with the Master. In this vein, worth
association with

case

of association in

on

show that

theological

Principle

reminds

principle

of the

necessity of
Unlike

the characteristics of Jesus' way of

is

directly linked to

life transference

by being

the characteristics of Jesus' way of

In the process, the

with the Master should be debunked. This is to seek the
the

us

discipleship strategies today.

investigating are

practical perspectives.

of Association

practical implications

tangible

lessons in order to

Gospels,

the outcomes of Jesus' way of association with the Twelve

the Twelve's conversion to Jesus and commitment to the

Kingdom

of God. In

an

of Mark, Richard Peace describes three components of the Twelve's conversion

insight, tuming, and transformation.^

As

tuming

conversion

'

a

result, they dedicated themselves

were

analysis

including

to the Lord

Kingdom of God.
However, the issue is whether

cause

apply

of association to different contexts of discipleship.

In the

for the

of being

or

not

only insight

to God and transformation without

was

or

information

being with the

on

Jesus

can

Master. The Twelve's

gradual.^ That means that being with the Master was the cmcial

evangelize is to spread the
according to the Scriptures, and
that as the reigning Lord he now offers the forgiveness of sins and the liberating gift of the Spirit to all who
repent and believe." See, Michael Cassidy, "The Nature of Evangelism", the Ne w Face of Evangelism, ed.
C. Rene Padilla (Downers Grove,IL: InterVarsity, 1976), 70.
The Lausanne Movement defines

good news

2

3

evangelism

that Jesus Christ died for

our

in the

sins and

was

Richard Peace, Conversion in tlie New Testament,

following

manner:

"To

raised from the dead

(Grand Rapids,

Ibid., 309.
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component for the Twelve's
which is
was

tuming

usually considered as

led to be with Ananias for

Conceming the

a

and transformation. Even with Paul's

sudden conversion

right

Spirit was

a

Twelve's

commitment, in Acts they heavily depend

on

the

Spirit

ongoing-association stage, being

in

thinking

of Jesus' prayer: "I in them and you in

me

�

so

that

they

brought to complete unity" (John 17:23), being with the Master not only means

discipleship training

for the

Kingdom

of God but also

Twelve. This indicates that the group of Twelve
rather is

more

closely

Along this
theories

can

Kohutian

I will

considered

a

was

the

means

not

implications of being with

theory to clarify the implications

answers

delineated. Second, how

being with the

will be discussed with

lens of group

twinship

being with the Master,

transference will be

Being

group, but

for the

question:

What

the Master? In the process of
group

dynamic theory,

of being with the Master in

Therefore, first of all, the implications of being with the

imitation while

Jesus and the

only a task-oriented

employ religious psychological theories,

a

unity between

relational group.

line of thinking, I will seek the

explain

investigation,

and

Paul

cmcial element to make their commitment constant.

Additionally,
may be

encountering Jesus,

personal follow-up (Acts 9:17-19).

for their entire ministries. As earlier mentioned, at the
with the

after

conversion,

a

and

practical way.

Master for conversion will be

Master would affect the Twelve's commitment

dynamic

theories. Third, in order to

the Kohutian theories of mirroring,

explain
identification,

employed.

with the Master

Many religious psychologists believe

as

Conversion

that conversion

132
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some
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motifs. Conversion motifs based

Norman Skonovd argue that
sununarized into
different.

several criteria

differing perceptions

descriptions

They provide

on

be

can

and

categorized.

descriptions

of qualities that show conversion

six motifs of conversion:

John Lofland and

of conversion

are

to be

experiences

uitellectual, mystical, experimental,

affectional, emotional, and coercive.
First, intellectual conversion gives the person
information about

leaming

religious

or

organizations."^
induced

conversion has

potential

emerged

converts to

or

other

the conversion

a

in

religious

rituals

or

sudden and traumatic burst of insight

experiences.^ Third, experimental

paranormal

in the twentieth century with

experience theology, ritual,

Fourth the affectional motif stresses

explore alternatives by

prior to participation

Second, mystical conversion is

by visions, voices,

way to

issues from books, TV, articles, lectures,

spiritual

and other media. In this case, belief occurs

a

and

a

"show me"

organization,

interpersonal bonds

as

mentality

in order for

if the system is

the most

tme.^

important factor

in

process.^ Fifth, emotional pressure drives revivalism conversion during
Q

revival

meetings

coercive motif is

torture, and

a

case

Lewis R. Rambo,

emotionally powerfiil

terror in order to

gain

Understanding Religious

Conversion

5lbid.,15.

'

Ibid.

Ibid.

'ibid.
9

control

preaching. Sixth,

over a

of the Twelve's conversion is related to the

1993),14.

^

music and

kind of re-programming of personal belief through

psychological

The
'

that feature

Ibid.
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(New Heaven,

a

brainwashing,

person's life.^

experimental

CT: Yale

conversion

University Press,
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because Jesus did demonstrate his teaching and love
reminded them of Jesus' lessons that
commitment. Unlike other

opportunity

to

disciples

really experience

eventually led to

and the

constantly be with the

on

the

cross.

This demonstration

each of their conversion and

multitude, the Twelve

Master. While

for their conversion? In order to

given

were

an

being with the Master, what did they

answer

this

question,

Rambo's

encapsulation theory is helpful.

Encapsulation

According

to

Mark,

Jesus

in

Being

required the

with the Master

Twelve be with him

Jewish/Hellenistic tradition, the Twelve did not have to attend
from it.

Rather, they were

to be with the Master. This

between Jesus and the Twelve that

multitude and

marginalized.

than the Twelve

distinguishable

case

according to John,

personal reasons (John 6:66)

demon-possessed man was rejected to join this

getting

into the

boat, the

Jesus did not let

man

who had been

him, but said,

teachability, availability,
'0

and

aspiration

Robert Coleman, The Master Plan

more

join the

disciples

inner circle of

disciples who stopped following

not in the inner circle.

Additionally,

group. Mark reports, "As Jesus

own

Lord has done for you, and how he has had mercy
of the

Jesus had

demon-possessed begged to

go home to your

Conceming qualifications

be dismissed

or

created the inner circle

not allowed to

some

were

class

Unlike

from the association with the

example, according to Luke,

(Luke 10:1). However, they were

the Twelve. In another
Jesus due to

For

was

practice

a

(Mark 3:14).

people

on

the

was

go with him.

and tell them how much the

you" (Mark 5:18-19).

Twelve, Coleman suggests three elements;

for

God.*^ However,

of Evangelism (Grand Rapids,

134

MI:

as

mentioned above,

Fleming H.Revell,1964),

even

29.
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followers of Jesus met those
the Twelve. What

as were

For this matter, Mark
In his

was

the

elements, they were not in the iimer circle of

missing

element?

clearly reports that the Twelve were

Master

(Mark 3:14).

occurs

eight times. Interestingly,

'd)oiv'

expression,
John

uses

means

this term

'might be.'
only

allowed to be with the

In the

gospels,

for union with Jesus

this term
17:

(John

11, 19, 2 Iff, 21, 22, 23, 24). Conceming the Twelve, Mark 3:14 clearly indicates that

they got clear permission to be with the
inner circle for the Twelve
this

a

kind of favoritism?

"if individuals

intended to

are

According to Coleman,
the world would be

being with the

conversion? For effective

makes

a

potential

begin

or

strengthen the process

contains control

revival camp,

people might be feeling

'3

"

actually mean

to Jesus? Was

discipleship

on

In other

for the Twelve's

or

persuaded into

manipulative
a

a

in

capsule)."

a

He purports, "In this

self-contained worlds in

Technically,

intention. For

example,

certain pressure because of an

Encapsulation," (http://www.thefreedictionary.com 2013)
Understanding Religious

Conversion

the term
in

taking part

encapsulation

accessed

April, 5,

2013.

(New Heaven, CT: Yale University Press,

1993),103.
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12

encapsulation process possibly

occur.

of conversion."*^

(as

encapsulation

31.

Lewis Rambo,

was,

words, Jesus

Lewis Rambo suggests the

he thinks the

convert is invited or/and

encapsulation

'2

nearer

policy

transformed."**

certain environment in order for conversion to

process,

"Ibid.,

Jesus' basic

"the condition of being enclosed

religious psychological perspective,

a

order to

Master

religious conversion,

theory. Encapsulation means
a

allowed to be

the Twelve in order to transform the entire world.

If so, what does

From

did Jesus make this

question is why

only? Why were only they

changed,

disciple

Master. The

in

a
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environment.
If we

however,
3:14)

see

Jesus' way of association witli the Twelve

Jesus' way of association

and the Twelve's

basically consisted

willingness to

not observe any kind of manipulation

follow

of the Master's

permission (Mark

(John 1:37, Matthew 9:9). Therefore, we

control in

or

through this perspective,

do

relationships between the Master and

the Twelve.

Physical Encapsulation
In

understanding encapsulation,

Rambo suggests three aspects of it

as

physical,

social, and ideological. First, conceming physical encapsulation Rambo describes,

"Physical encapsulation may be

achieved

in order to control communication such

However, the Twelve

discipleship. Rather,
multitude

were

without any

monasteries and mission

physical isolation,

or

the Twelve

or

remote

In this

areas

compounds."*"^

missional
were

compound

for

sent to the

Jesus

specifically teach his

multitude in order to

(Matthew 13:11; 16:14). Therefore, being with the

Master itself was

physical

for the Twelve.

encapsulations

regard,

Jesus used

a

metaphor for union with Jesus

vine and the branches when He says, "I

am

the

vine; you

and I in you, you will bear much fmit; apart from

5). Jesus' wish
"

distant

(Mark 3:14; 8:19). While interacting with the multitude, however,

instmctions

me

as

not isolated in any synagogue

frequently separated them from the

in

by removing people to

me

for strong attachment with the Twelve is

Ibid.
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are

in the

parable

of the

the branches. If you remain

you

can

do

nothing"(John

repeated, when He

says, "I in

15:
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me

�

so

that

they may be brought to complete unity" (John 17:23).

interpretmg those passages,

Twelve's inward
to be enclosed

relationships

by Jesus

with

himself.

Bruce Milne describes that John

Jesus.^^In

Thus, His

other

emphasized the

words, physically the Twelve seemed

presence with them

appeared to

become

physical encapsulation.

Social

Conceming
limit

social

encapsulation,

significant contact with

role."*^

The

relationships

Encapsulation

on

fellowship with

religious
were

reason

sinners

for this

issues. Jesus'

"Social

between the Master and the Twelve

provoked Pharisees conspire
The

explains,

encapsulation is

to

outsiders. This would result in othemess in status and

tradition. However, Jesus' way of actions
stance

Rambo

not conventional. For

(Mt 9:1 1), fasting (Mt 9:14),

to kill Jesus

was

were

basically

on

Jesus'

example,

and the Sabbath

(Mt 12:2)

(Mt 12:40).

that Jesus showed

perspectives

followed Jewish

quite

different

social issues such

as

perspectives

on

divorce and ethnic conflict

also far from the conventional Pharisees' view. For divorce, Jesus reminded the

Pharisees God's intention
discriminated

compliments
different

on

marriage (Mark 10:1-12).

against by the Pharisees,

Jesus

frequently

to the Gentiles about their better faith

viewpoints

from the

Also for Gentiles who
did not hesitate to

(Mark 7:28;

major Jewish religious

groups

on

Luke

7:9).

were

give
Jesus had

critical issues. He did not

Therefore, Geza Vermes describes Jesus in the following manner: "Jesus

belong

to them.

'5

Milne, The Message ofJohn, ed John Stott (Downers Grove,IL: Inter- Varsity Press, 1993), 220.

Bmce

Lewis Rambo,

Understanding Religious

Conversion

(New Heaven, CT: Yale University Press, 1993), 103
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among the

Pharisees, Essenes, Zealots

holy miracle-workers

of Galilee."

If the Twelve

belonged to

the

major Jewish religious

to be

socially

enclosed

the Twelve

were

"But be

your

on

groups.

the Master,

a

specific

they were

Gnostics, but was

also

one

of the

socially marginalized from

Furthermore, in the conversion process, they seemed

by being with the

given

or

Master. For social

encapsulation for conversion,

instruction. Thus, Jesus wamed them when he

guard against the yeast of the

Pharisees and Sadducees"

said,

(Matthew

16:11).
Therefore, the Twelve

religious

groups. What

qualifications

for

following Him,

a

are

as

required to pursue

of Christ. Jesus

kept reminding

lower the tension, the

more

subcultural deviance. The

the

churchlike the

high tension

more

traditional beliefs and

G. Veraies, Jesus the Jew

a

The

equivalent to broad

Tension is

Sons & Co Ltd,

as

"a deviant

1973),

religious

223.

Theory of Religion (New Bmnswick,

'9

sect from

organization

rehgions organization.

practices."*^ By this definition, obviously Jesus'

A

with novel beliefs and

sectiike the

sect is defined

Rodney Stark and William Sims Bainbridge,
University Press, 1996), 122.
Ibid., 124. Stark and Bainbridge distinguish

Sociologists

18

(London: William Collins

''

isolated.

Because

group is different from the social-cultural

According to Stark and Bainbridge,

"

them of qualifications for

socially

religious body.

Standard, and socially separate from them."

organization with

directly linked to

are

describe social isolation in terms of religious

Rodney Stark and William Bainbridge,

higher tension,

major

bearing his/her own cross (Mark 8:34).

self-denial and

of these unusual differences, the Twelve seemed to be

belief as follows: "The

'differences' from the

the differences? The differences

disciple

such

were

practices."

138

cult.

They define cult

as
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Rutgers

"a deviant

religious
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though Jesus respected the

sect because even

(Matthew 5:17),

Jesus

taught the

Law and Jewish tradition

Twelve different instructions. Jesus led the Twelve to

have differences from the Pharisees' conventional

lifestyle.

However, this social encapsulation was released when Jesus

Symbolically,

Peter's denial

(Matthew 26: 70, 72,75)

detachment with the Master. Since Jesus' social

was

under arrest.

declared the uiunediate social

encapsulation was directly

linked to His

being with the Twelve,

the crisis of his absence seemed to weaken the social

encapsulation process.

This also indicates that the Twelve's conversion process seemed

to cease. Worse

still, their backsliding to the old life seemed

process due to the absence of the Master

created social

encapsulation (John 21: 5-14). Thus,

encapsulation, being with the
social

(John 21 :3).

encapsulation

Master

is related to

was

the

a

failure of the conversion

Yet reunion with Jesus

again

in order to create and maintain social

pivotal

element.

Additionally, creating

ideological encapsulation.

Ideological Encapsulation
Conceming ideological encapsulation,

encapsulation
adherent

describes, "Ideological

involves cultivation of a worldview and behef system that "inoculates" the

against

altemative

or

competitive systems

orientation that characterizes the
Prior to

ideology

Rambo

thinking

discussing Jesus'

of a group

way of ideological

should be defined. The axiom of Jesus'

20

Rambo, Understanding Religious, 106.

2'

WordNet 3.0, Farlex

of belief

clipart collection (New Jersey,

or

nation."

Ideology means

teaching

"an

21

encapsulation

NY: Princeton
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for the

Twelve, Jesus'

about himself possibly is the

University, 2012).
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"I

am

the way and the truth and the hfe. No

through me" (John 14:6).

Bruce Milne

interprets this

one comes

as

to the

follows: "The way

heaven in Jesus himself Faith in him shatters the barrier of sin and death, and blasts

open the road to the eternal life of the

authority

of Jesus in the

following

kingdom of God."^^

G.M

Burge describes

the

manner:

The

unique authority and identity of Jesus are expressed particularly in the Fourth
Gospel, through sayings which employ the Greek formula ego eimi ("I am"). In
some cases a simple predicate is
given ("I am the bread of hfe"), in others an
absolute usage is playing a specialized role in John's Christology. The principal
theological contribution of the "I AM" saying is therefore Christological. It
buttresses Jesus' divine status by showing that he can work, speak, and act in the
Father's stead. He is no mere human. He is the Word (logos) of God dwelling in
human flesh.^^
In the Pharisees'

Thus, they created their
masses'

crying

perspective,

own

Jesus' declaration

ideological perspective

for Jesus' crucifixion.

on

on

Thus, sometimes ideology

rationalization of a situation of serious

be based

reasons.

on

For

identity is blasphemy.

Jesus, which resulted in the

Therefore, Donald Gelpi describes this fiinction of ideology

encapsulation without manipulation.

his

as

can

be

manipulative.

"the fallacious

injustice."^"* The problem is how to set ideological

In order to do so, the motivation of ideology should

the truth in order to avoid the

distortion/manipulation of, ideology

example, Gelpi adds, "Ideologies attempt to persuade people

injustice represents

for selfish

that social

the natural order of things."

Additionally,

the

question

exists

as

to whether Jesus'

ideology is

true or false.

Milne, The Message ofJohn, 211.
23

Am", Dictionary of Jesus and The Gospeis, ed. Joel B. Green, Scot McKnight, and I.
Howard Marshall (Downers Grove, IL: InterVasity Press, 1992),354-356.
24

25

G.M

Burge,

Donald L.

"I

Gelpi,

The Conversion

Experience (Mahwah,

Ibid., 54.
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in the process of ideological

entire

prophesies (Isa 53:2-7, 61:1-3),

Jesus'

recognized Jesus

ideology (I

am

Without

as

the

the Messiah is related to

importance

the whole process is
is the

manner:

prerequisite

recmitment of new members.

course,

or

close

regard,

friendship by quoting

The

perception

pursue

of Jesus

as

Richard Peace describes the

"Conversion

experience

begins with insights.
starts."

Therefore,

are

possibly encouraged to

discem

encapsulation is directly linked to the

religious

Helen

Ebaugh

assume

Stark and

in the

Bainbridge

or a

as

well

Richard Peace, The Conversion in the New Testament
298.

Experience,

Vaughn

social network is

ideology,

of

introduced the function of

following manner:

of firiendship ties in recmitment to

2^

The Conversion

friendship

groups. For the diffusion of new

and Sharron

demonstrated that conventional religions,

Gelpi,

8:29), they had to

relationships might affect the expansion of new religious

Bainbridge applied the analysis

2'

the Messiah. If the

to intellectual conversion. Those who

Usually people

members for

new

friendship

groups. In this

as

false.^^

Another fiinction of ideological

cmcial to recmit

Jesus

16: 16,17:5; Mk

Life).

by investigating

the fulfillment of the

on

stopped even before it

in the intellectual conversion

what is tmth and

(Matt

and the Truth and the

following

as

gained insights

epistemological awakening.

ideological encapsulation
participate

the Twelve

constantly had to give the

the meantime,

ministry and his ministry

the Messiah

Way

of insight in the

insights

Jesus

to know what truth and false was. In

opportunities

identity through his

Twelve

encapsulation,

53.
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recruits."

heavily upon friendship relations

for

importance

evangehsm as

of social network for

new

George Hunter also emphasizes

the

follows:

usually have many more contacts with pre-Christian people than
church members. New Christians recall what it was like to try to

New Christians
do

longtime

make

of their lives without Jesus Christ

as Lord. Many
longtime members
and
raised
in
churches
never
knew. New Christians
forgotten,
many people
still have about them the contagion of a new discovery, and the people in their
sense

have

social network who knew them "before Christ"

are

often attracted to the faith that

change people. Moreover, new Christians have not yet had the time to
linguistically corrupted by the foreign "languages" of preachers and
theologians; they still understand and communicate in the target population's
can

become

vernacular
As

we

language.^^.

observe, social networks

information

or

or

friendships might affect the

ideologies.

However, in the process of conversion, the potentials

particular ideology.

a

Jesus'

To

ideological calling

brotherhood and social
after
1:

38-44) began to

reiterate, for the Twelve the
and

was

the first

follow Jesus. In this

regard,

for involvement

2'

to follow Jesus

personal relationships.

as

(John 1:29).

mostly

Of course,

decision. For

example,

John, Peter, Andrew, and Philip (John

Jesus.

reason

agree with

was

Yet, they had
as,

to have

a reason

to

"Look, the Lamb of God, who

This declaration made the first

disciples

thusly:

particular manner of achieving

a

firm

ideological
youth to

the demands of identity formation tend to prompt

Ebaugh and Sharron Lee Vaughn, "Ideology and Recmitment in Religious Groups,'
of Religious Researcii, Vol. 26. No.2 (Religious Research Association, Inc, 1984), 149.

Helen Rose Fuchs

Review
29

on

supposed to

are

Robert Fuller describes the process of examination of

Whatever the individual's

life,

on

such

Baptist described the

takes away the sin of the world!"

on

disciples

share their information

follow Jesus. John the

outlook

not based

reason

networking might affect the disciples'

encountering Jesus,

ideology

diffiision of new

George Hunter,

Tiie

Apostolic Congregation (Nashville,

142

TN:

Abingdon Press, 2009),

81.
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examine tlie intellectual aspect of religion; it also compels them to subject
religion to what might be called ideological critique. To be worthy of their

devotion it must be tested by the standards of logic and reason, and weighed on
the scales of scientific knowledge. During such inquiry and critical examination
secondhand faith quickly breaks down. The process of individualizing the readymade faith handed to
of intellectual

Thus,

ideology,
and

the

even

one

at

an

earlier stage in life accelerates under the

impetus

doubt.^^

though

social networks and

should be rational

ideology

Vaughn report that

a

friendship

enough to

contribute to diffusion of new

follow Jesus. In this

particular ideology might lead people to join

a

regard, Ebaugh
religious

organization.^*
Once

identity.

ideologically encapsulated,

In this sense, V.

belonging when he
change provides

Bailey Gillespie

says, "The obvious

a new sense

decision to accept Jesus'
in context of the Jewish

the

potentials usually commence gaining

thinks the conversion process creates

organizational

"^^

undergirded the
is my

perspective)

based

30

V.

emerged in the

Twelve's

body" (Mt 26:26)

Bailey Gillespie,

The

If the Twelve made

on

Jesus' exclusive

belonging to

increased the

ideology.

strong belongingness

a

event of the Last

Jesus.

intensity

Jesus.^^

physical, social,

Supper.

Particularly,

to

In this

the

The Last

and

Supper

metaphorical use

of belonging to Jesus. This

Dynamics ofReligious Conversion (Birmingham,

AL:

32

33

Ebaugh

and

Gillespie,

Vaughn, "Ideology

The

and Recmitment in

Dynamics of Religious Conversion,

Religious Groups,"

Religious

Education

155.

73.

meaning of commitment of the Twelve before the Pentecost Day was based on their own
motivations. After the Pentecost Day, the apostles' conversion and commitment were obvious.
The

143

of "This

metaphorically

Press, 1991), 241.
3'

a

ideology, naturally they would be considered a sect (or even cult

The climax of Jesus' way of encapsulation included
that

new

affiliation of the conversional

of belonging and acceptance.

circumstance, the Twelve might have had

ideological aspects

a new
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indicates tlie fulfillment of oneness between Jesus and the Twelve

17:23).

R.H. Stein

interprets

He [Jesus] has
1

:20;

Rom

come

12:1;

the bread

to

1 Cor

Jesus wished

as

(John

description as follows:

give his body-himself as a person-on their behalf (cf Phil
9:27). Later, the church would understand more fiilly what

this meant and realize that the bread represents the Incarnation when the "Word
[who] became flesh" bore our sins in his body (1 Peter 2:24) in order to achieve
the

redemption

Taking Eucharist means

oneness

to Jesus was not

belonging
bread. The

oneness

In the Last

world.^"*

of the

temporal but

with Jesus

Supper,

with the incarnation of Jesus. This indicates that
eternal

based

was

the Twelve

on

were

through his metaphorical use

His covenant

Twelve's conversion

apostles'

point was

conversions

was

precisely

not

emerged

Before the Pentecost

Day,

(Mt 26:28).

symbolically united with Jesus.

the climax of Jesus' way of encapsulation. In the

Gospels, however,

described.

encapsulated the

This

can

be

unlike Paul the

Rather, the clear

in the upper room-prayer

Jesus

of the

outcome of the

(Acts 1:13-14).

Twelve

by bemg with them.

Yet, after Pentecost Day, the apostles encapsulated themselves for the presence of the

Spirit.

From the

Spirit.

Luke
and

women

encapsulation perspective,

the

apostles'

showed their

describes, "They all joined together constantly in prayer, along with the

Mary the

In this

mother of Jesus, and with his brothers"
'

description, 'proskartered (TipoaKapTspsco)

Unlike the Twelve's attitude at the moment of Jesus' arrest,
Master in

how the

spite

34

of the Master's

apostles

The

aspiration for the

were

phrase

physical

transformed.

for "continue in

absence. This

one

144

NIV).

attend constantly.

they decided to

recurs

be with the

of the crucial

the event

as

B.

examples

of

follows:

in 2:42 and 6:4

Supper," Dictionary ofJesus and The Gospels, ed. Joel
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVasity Press, 1992), 447.

R.H. Stein, "Last

Howard Marshall

that

1:14

means to

was one

Craig Keener evaluates
prayer" is

(Act

(cf

Also

Green, Scot McKnight, and I.
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4:2), indicating that this devotion to prayer continued to
characterize the apostles (for v^hom it was a major priority, Acts 6:4) and was
meant to characterize the Christian community as a whole (2:42)/^
Rom 12: 12; Col

The

continuity of the apostles'

through the Spirit was
and

voluntarily

the

prayer

priority.

symbolically

Even

though the

was

not

ideological encapsulation

for

conversion

being with the Master,
Generally,

immediately.

from the world to
This

were

can

we

tempted to

words, sometimes

as

Disciples

room

and

of Christ.

with the Master

in the

decision-making process

everyone cannot make

even

though

some

stand firm in the faith of God

supposed to

Their

Christians tumed

retum to their old

some

were

lifestyle

some

conversion, their backsliding

in

example,
as

monotheistic in

identity was based on God's redemption and call to

had meat to eat! We

sustainable. Thus, while

35

were

lives

this

physical, social,

be observed in the Old Testament. For

(Exodus 5:1). Nevertheless,

"If only

Being

understanding conversion,

In other

phenomenon

polytheistic world.

Him

the Twelve

explains,

God, they again tumed from God to the world.

Exodus, the Israelites
the

in

conversions but also

for Conversion in

Master

invisible, the apostles

the prayer in the upper

continuity of transformational

Decision-Making

was

being with the

Christ. As Keener

temporal. Thus,

metaphorically indicates not only the disciples'

for conversion.

Master

eagerly wanted to be encapsulated in

eagerness to be with the Master

While

indicates that

of the Israelites

better off in

as

active in

were

spite

in the

a

situation

was

decision-making process

of God's presence and wonders.

Craig Keener, Acts: An Exegetical Commentary (Grand Rapids,

145

situation.

Egypt!" (Numbers 11:18). They were

backsliders, especially when

of the Israelites

was

complained about their

serve

MI: Baker

Academic, 2012),

751.

not

for
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Gospels,

after crucifixion,

similar

a

case can

be found in the Twelve's conversion process.

they had gone astray and went back to

(John 21:1-3). Disruption

of being with the Master caused their

the reunion with the Master put them back

Mark 16: 14;Luke
seems

their

24:32; John 21:7).

on

the

period

of decision

according to Tippett,
between PD and PI.

(PD),

the

for conversion

and the

point

consisting

awareness

may

occur

of realization does exist,

Thus, in the phase of PA,

results from direct

exist in

advocacy,

against

conversion.

contextualization. As

a

indigenous

church.

as

the whole

not

mean

community

and

a

(PA),

the

point of encounter
in terms of

competition. Additionally,
or

the

economic sanctions.

crisis situation.

Finally,

of a Christian

awareness

mission.^^

acceptance. At least four possibilities

Second, total acceptance

syncretism

a

of awareness

possible

evangelistic program

or

individual

can

might make

a

be achieved without

foreign religion. Third,

at least two

contextualization, by acceptors, which results

Fourth, if competitive values

are

present in the culture, possibly

Tippett, "The Cultural Anthropology of Conversion," Handbook of Religious Conversion, eds,
Malony and Samuel Southard, (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1992),195.

R.

Newton

even

is

specific stages

Between PA and PD,

as

of military conquest

result, conversion will be

modifications exist, such

3^Alan

as an

phase of PD, decision does

decision-making. First,

decision

oppression

such

period

well

as

awareness

is derived from intemal pressures in

awareness

In the

under the

of a

describes

period of incorporation (PI).

education, experiment, interaction, cooperation, and

in the

28: 16-20;

to exist.

decision-making process

Next,

(Matthew

pattem in the conversion process

a

Conceming this pattem, anthropologist Alan P. Tippett,
of the

of life

backsliding. However,

the conversion track

In both cases,

previous ways

3'lbid.,196.
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respond with acceptance
theory is applied to

If Tippett's

rejection/^

and the remainder with

the Twelve's

conversion, both

association and association stages, the Twelve seemed to be in the
In order to

potential

flilly reach the

PI

phase,

convert sometimes would

in the initial-

phase

of PA and PD.

in the process of decision-making for

Christ,

vacillation between the old and

experience

a

new

lifestyle.
Obviously,
Master

was

in the

absent. In

of the Twelve's

case

looking

at the

scene

conversion, vacillation occurred while the

of Peter's

denial, his backsliding dramatically

occurred. Three times his denial consisted of renouncement of being with the Master,
declaration of social
Master

disruption with the Master,
This

(Matthew 26:71-74).

Since PI and PD

were

caused the Twelve's

strongly

new

linked to

being with the

PA, PD, and PI, based

association with the

on

possible

proceed to

the PI

seemed to

phase,

conversion. Rambo
inner

yielding

seems

to

any association with the

happen

association

in the

phase

of PD.

the absence of the Master

experience with the

Master enabled the

Jesus' resurrection, which

apostles

Master.

to take

a

step

symbolized the permanent

apostles.
and PI, the

Particularly between PD
death is

cursing

being with the Master,

vulnerability in the entire

After reunion with the Master,
into

phenomenon

and

cause

the

assurance

apostles

that self-surrender is

of control, and

an

being with the

of Christ to enter the PI

self-surrender is necessary

explains

that

a

as a

Master

phase.

beyond

In order to

part of decision-making for

crucial component to "new

life,

an

acceptance of the authority of the group leader, group,

'Ibid., 197.
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believes the sequence of surrender is

potential

convert may first feel

conflict between

a

as

follows:

desire for surrender. Surrender entails
need for self-control and a desire to surrender and be
a

transformed. Conflict is

generally resolved through "giving up" or "giving in."
brings an experience of liberation, relief, and
breakthrough. Surrender tends to be fragile and precarious, requiring a continual
sifting through the other four elements."*^
The resolution of conflict

In this

vein, self-surrender is

part of the conversion process. The problem is

a

self-surrender cannot be maintained without

sustaining

care.

For the

Twelve, detachment

with the Master due to his arrest and crucifixion increased the crisis in their

belief In this
the

Rambo describes

of sustaining surrender to

problem

experience

regard,

a

similar situation

"post-conversion depression"

God."^*

In the

case

of the

religious

in order to

explain

Twelve, they seemed to

(John 21:1-3).

However, after reuniting with the Master, their self-surrender for conversion
seemed

fully restored (John 21:15-17). Also,

at the

ongoing-association stage

after His

ascension, the apostles of Christ flilly understood the necessity of being with the

through regular prayer in spite

of His

physical

absence

(Acts 3:1).

This

practice

similar to the Master's alienation from the multitude in order to be with God

Master

is

quite

(Matthew

26:36; Mark 1:35; Markl4:32; Luke 5:16; 6:12; 9:18; 11:1). Emilie Griffin describes the
situation

thusly,

union with God

suggests,

39

as

"Alienation

or

can

be

a

catalyst

reconciliation with

follows, how

to avoid

family

a

and

friends.""^^

In this

post-conversion depression:

Rambo, Understanding Religious Conversion,!^!.

4%id.,133.

"lbid.,136.
'2

profound desire

for

Ibid.,136.
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reality seems to be that the power of the conversion experience will
eventually dissipate for most people, and thus maintenance procedures become
important to protect a person either from severe depression or from abandonmg
the new religious commitment altogether. Some religious traditions recognize the
problem and prepare people to surrender and commit afresh in response to each
new stmggle, to have more patience with themselves and more
willingness to face
the reality that lives shaped over many years will require a long process of
reshaping according to new ideas, relationships, and life-styles."*^
The human

For the

of the Master's
the PI

phase.

apostles, they experienced vacillation
and absence. However,

being

Their conversion

was

not like

status of being with the Master with their

Conceming today's evangelism
altar call is

required.

discipleship

members

using

training

or

programs,

intensive

in the

Gospels.

Along

this

conversion

some

vein, Eddie Gibbs

and

were

in

pendulum. Rather, they maintained the

conversion, sometimes quick response

to the

required prior to fellowship. Additionally,

churches try to make

wams

from

emotionally charged atmosphere. So,
conversion should be

indicates, the Twelve

new

in

converts become church

This is far from the biblical prototype of discipleship

course.

might be pressures

Acts 1:14

regular prayer (Acts 3:1).

Sometimes decision is

so-called

an

a

as

in their conversion process in terms

voluntarily, 2)

that

psychological problems

one-on-one

encounters,

he suggests the

following

in

evangelism

small-group peers,
altematives:

the decision should be made with

and

an

1)

an awareness

of

altematives, 3) the decision should be accompanied with appropriate action, and 4) the
decision should be acted upon with

Decision-making

'3

a

fair

degree

for conversion is not

of

consistency."*"^

only to become

a

Christian but also

a

saint

Ibid.,137.

44

Eddie Gibbs, "Conversion in Evangelistic Practice," Handbook ofReligious Conversion, eds, H Newton
Malony and Samuel Southard (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1992),286.
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reason

to make the distinction betv^een

Christians do not believe they

clearly points
obligation

out

a

Christian's

of a convert for

In this manner,

are

Cliristian and

be saints.

obligation is that of beuig

sustaining

a new

supposed to

a

a

required to

be

a

saint is that

However, William Barclay

saint."*^ Barclay describes

surrender to God that leads to

covert is

a

saint

even

sanctification."^^

though the

of a saint is not well addressed in different versions of the Bible. The term,

applicable

to the new convert in

hagios (dyioq)
be

capable

means

causes a new

of being

pursuit

of holiness. The

convert to have a wrong

sanctified."*^

difference. Therefore,

Both

a new

hagios

problem

assumption that

convert is

she

(ti^np)

required to pursue this

translation

saint, is

is that the

in Greek and kadosh

the

or

ambiguity of
he would not

in Hebrew

difference

by the

Spirit."*^
The difference is the rebirth
new

creation

6:15).

The

Cor

phrase

for Christian
Christ

(2

The difference

"in Chrisf

life."^^ Thus,

(Acts 26:20).

necessary. In this
a

5:17).

(John 3:3;

means

that

can

IPeter

be drawn

being

Christ

(Rom 12:5;

The difference

a new

an

occurs

act of creation

by

a

(Gal

indispensable component

according to repentance

as

defined

by

conversion, social responsibility is

vein, real conversion is related
a

by

in Christ is

the convert must behave

In addition to this biblical

real convert should be

1:23).

to ethical and moral

ICor

aspects. Therefore,

6:18-20; Gal 5:16-24).

Therefore, decision-making for conversion should be sustained by being with the

'5

William Bar

clay, Turning

To GoJ

(Grand Rapids,

MI: Baker Book

''Ibid.

''lbid.,57.
''lbid.,58.
'9lbid.,59.
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Master in order to reacli the status of saint. Like the Twelve, many Christians
with vacillation in their

struggle

being with the

Master

summation, therefore,

own

might delay
to reach PI

conversion process.

one's

Being with the

Master

Kingdom

of all nations into

a

acquisition

Generally

not

required to

general relationships
a

knowledge

to call the Twelve was to make

not

in the

only were

relationship

An attachment with

a

sacrifice his/her life for

Christ, self-denial and self-sacrifice

between

and

master is

the Twelve
between

directly

master and

disciple

After Pentecost

Spirit (Acts 2:2-4).
commenced

between

Day,

Even

are

ongoing-association stage.

even

people

master and

tradition,

are

disciple

not

though a special

a

of

easily met

attachment

exists.

the

apostles

Master
In the

commitment to the Master for the

disciples experienced the presence

and

though the disciples

being with the

disciple,

requirements

about

required

master. In order to be a

necessary. These

master and

a

a

a

for

linked to the

of knowledge and skills. However, in the Jewish/Hellenistic

disciple was

in

reason

disciples (Matthew 28:19-20),

special bond exists.

essential.

Cohesion

as

they were given insights

of God. Since the

in

for conversion. In

provided encapsulation and helped decision-making

conversion but also conunitment.

disciple,

decision-making process

the Master

the Twelve's conversion. In the process,
Jesus and the

Also, frequent dismption

phase, being with the Master appears to be

Being with

probably

were

not

through the Spirit.

physically with the Master, they

In

chapter two,

ongoing-association stage,
Kingdom

kind of commitment to the Master in the

of God,

even

the

this is called the

apostles

showed their

though they had

Gospels based on their individual

151
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(Matthew 10:4; 20:21).
In
to be

the definition of commitment needs

understanding the apostles' commitment,

discussed. From the

sociological perspective Junyeon Lee

introduce commitment in the
From

and Alan Graefe

following manner:

sociological perspective, the concept of commitment is explained as
over some period caused by social pressure or side bet
(Becker, 1960). Therefore, behavioral consistency and outside influences are
important facets of conunitment. Extending this view, Johnson (1973) proposed
two distinct meanings: personal conunitment and behavioral commitment.
a

consistent behavior

Personal conunitment refers to

an

action. Behavioral commitment is
and cost
Marianne

individual's dedication to achieve
a

consistent

behavior,

a

line of

which consists of social

components.^^

Corey and Gerald Corey explain more

The conunitment to

about commitment in the

following:

being willing to make use of the
by
explore ways of modifying their behavior. If
are
active participants, the groundwork has
members
motivated
to
become
group
been laid for change to occur. But participants need to formulate action plans and
strategies to employ in their day-to-day existence to implement change. Members
need to leam how to evaluate the effectiveness of their plans, and the group
affords them the opportunity to plan realistically and responsibly through contact
tools offered

change

involves members

group process to

with both the other members and the group leader. It is cmcial for members to
commit themselves to following through on their plans, and the group itself can

help members develop
commitments.^*
From

a

biblical

'ap-qid (V^^K )

perspective,
is used

a

commit my

Junyeon

meal)

5'

uses

This

means

before and serve,"
In

as

used in the

description

through with their

expression

also

the term paratithemi

spirit"(Luke 23:46).

to

to

commit, the

attend to, visit and appoint. In

(TEapaxlOrjiii),

which

phrase, "Father,

of the

term

means

"to set

into your hands I

apostles' commitment,

Luke

uses

Graefe, "Psychological Commitment As A Mediator of the Relationship Between
Loyalty," http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/gtr/gtr ne289/gtr ne289 28 1 .pdf (accessed April

Lee and Alan

Involvement and

22,2013),

in the Old Testament, in

(Psalm 31:5).

the New Testament, Luke

(especially

the motivation to follow

282.

Corey and Gerald Corey, Groups
Publishing, 1997), 251.

Marianne Schneider

Brooks/Cole
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Process and Practice, 5th ed

(Pacific Grove,

CA:
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set before' as in

paratheso (7rapa0T|a(o), which means 'to
them to the Lord in whom

they had

come

By comparing both perspectives

to believe"

apostles

to maintain their commitment to the

their commitment
the

principle

is to

needed. What is the

of association? In order to

possibly can be
reason

were

made. However, in this

is cohesion in

a

group is

"the

as

another and to their group

meaning

is

sociological understanding

lasting. Thus,

in order for the

Lord, obviously different component

component?

answer

these

as a

of

How is the component related to

questions,

many

approaches

section, cohesion theory will be utilized. The

crucial component to lead conunitment. Another

clarify the apostle's bond with the
Cohesion is defined

one

a

(Acts 14:23).

of commitment, the

of commitment is temporary, while the biblical

of "they committed

writing

reason

Master.

strength

whole."^^

of the bonds
Also

individual members to

linking

Festinger defines

cohesion

as

"the total

CO

field of forces which act

on

need to be delineated in the

members to remain in the

investigation of Jesus'

group."

Two folds of cohesion

way of association with the Twelve.

First, the cohesion between Jesus and the Twelve should be discussed in order to
understand how the Twelve's commitment to Jesus occurred

Second, cohesion

among the Twelve needs to be

apostles practiced the principle
To

explain

explained

of association in the

cohesion in Jesus' group, what

early

causes

by being with the

so as

Master.

to understand how the

church.

cohesion between Jesus and the

Twelve needs to be discussed. Also, how the cohesion affected the Twelve's commitment
to Jesus will

52

53

Donelson R.

be reviewed. From the group

dynamic perspective,

Forsyth, Group Dynamics (Belmont,

CA: Wadsworth

Ibid., 150.
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cohesion is understood

Publishing, 1999),

139.
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unity, attraction,

group

First, Holey
sense

"^"^

In group

family, team,
this

and

a

group and their

unity

or

sense

working together,

community. Therefore,

"belongingness

we-ness as

and teamwork.

and Crawford define group

of belonging to

group.

Namsik Kim
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or

we-ness" is the

unity

as

"a

synthesis

of individuals'

of morale associate with
some

describe their

BoUen and

essence

Holye

of group

say,

membership

feelings

as

being

"Many theorists

in the

a

feel that

cohesion."^^ Forsyth describes

follows:

Members of cohesive groups share a heightened sense of belonging to the group
as a whole, and they recognize their similarity with other
group members. They
also show
tend to

signs of a shared social identity, for as "we-ness" emerges members
categorize themselves as group members and define themselves in terms

of their group

membership.^^

If we-ness emerges in the group, the group members often show characteristics such

as

enthusiasm, self-sacrifice, and/or active involvement.
In other

words, in order for

someone

and active involvement, cohesion that
while

being with the Master,

Gospels,

the

did

expression, Jesus

unity with the
However,

Twelve in the

54

5'

occurs

and the Twelve

necessary element. In the

Gospels,

at least

thirty

(John 15:1-5).

seven

He also

times. Jesus

prayed

for

(John 17:22).

do not observe the clear

Gospels.

a

exist between Jesus and the Twelve? In the

unity experience

between Jesus and the

In the initial-association and association stage, the Twelve

Hoyle and A.M. Crawford, "Use of Individual-Level Data
Strategies," Small Group Research Vol. 25, (1994), 477-478.

R.H.

and
55

we

Twelve

we-ness

unity is

with the Twelve

emphasized unity between Jesus
ultimate

causes

to sacrifice himself/herself with enthusiasm

Forsyth, Group Dynamics,

150.

Ibid.
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Jesus. Their motivation of the attachment

though Jesus was
observe several

introduced

scenes

in the

as

the Messiah to Peter,

Peter

The other

disciples

26:35). However,

emphasized the

away

vows were

different

am

going

situation when Peter
indicates that
their Master,

even

asking,

(Matthew 20:22).

emphasized his

not

In the

In this

regard,

group

intention for

(Matthew

dynamic

the

demonstrated in

was

predicted in the

(Matthew 26:34).

This

totally to

to

the Lord.

being with them.

apostles began to

show

between two the association stages in

theorists

distinguish

following manner:

to be unified

as

one."

details "adhesion and cohesion" in Columbia Electronic

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/ (accessed April 22,2013).
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Jesus

Therefore,

(Matthew 20:23).

adhesion from

"Adhesion is

together while maintaining

means

as

sacrifice themselves

(Acts 12:2). What is the difference

each other. Whereas, cohesion

more

(Matthew 26:33).

they had dedicated enough of themselves

outcomes of their commitments

from cohesion. Adhesion is to stick

See

Also Peter's denial

ongoing-association stage through the Spirit,

unity?

we can

Jesus said to them. Can you drink the

fully paired with the Master's

cohesion. Each concept is described in the

5'

and the Twelve

conunitment to the Master

if the Twelve believed

However, Jesus predicted the

relation to

are

they were eventually not ready to

Thus, they were

self-sacrifice

account of you, I never will"

on

perspectives between him

to drink?"

even

to conmiit themselves to the Lord.

broken at the moment of Jesus' arrest.

Matthew: "You don't know what you
cup I

John, and Philip. However,

also seemed to show then conunitment to the Master

their

beginning,

(Matthew 10:4; 20:21).

stage, they also seemed

confessed, "Even if all fall

not clear in the

about their motivation to be with the Master. John

Gospels

and James showed their ambition to Jesus
In the association

was

a

distinguished

separated being

Before the Master's

Encyclopedia,

6th Edition,

from
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crucifixion and resurrection, tlie Twelve seemed
Master. The

reason was

to show adhesion while

for them to be with the Master

being with the

part of a process

was a

to achieve

Cohesion
The Master

y

The Twelve

'

<

^

-

Adhesion

Figure 9-Cohesion

their

own

individual

the Twelve

as

goals (Figure 9).

This

and Adhesion

reason

is

why we

cannot observe

unity within

well in the initial-association and association stage.

However, after Pentecost Day, the apostles seemed to vertically reach cohesion
stage with the Master through the Spirit (Acts 1,2). Next, horizontally did they
demonstrate to be

constantly
Master

in

a

cohesive group among

pursuit

of unity with the

(Ephesians 5:3).

one

Spirit

another

in order to

This indicates that Coleman's

(Acts 2). Finally, they were

undergird their commitment to
principle

the

of association is

fiilfilled(Figure 10).
A

The Master

,,.,.�u

.

� :

^

-

^

>

^

The Twelve

B

Figure

10-A Cohesive

Second, cohesion is understood
cohesion, individual and social.

as an

attraction. Two levels of attraction exist in

At the individual

each other. In contrast, at the group

Group

level, group members

are

friendly to

level, people tend to like the group instead of the

CO

group members.

5^

In this

Forsyth, Group Dynamics,

vein, Michael Hog discerns individual attraction from social

1 50.
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attraction in cohesion in the

usually like
cohesion

one

as

typical

In the

manner:

to social attraction:

(John

6: 15). At this

in relation to group cohesion until

stage, however, they showed

In this

liking

of other group members that is based

a

point they

any group

they received the Spirit.

Master

regard, by comparing

individual attraction with

This

implies

that made the

early

how

as a

we-ness

59

60

a

among the

one-ness

Corinthians

"positive interpersonal relationships
in

body

ongoing-association

social, Forsyth describes

following manner:

"This connection
is based

on

the

unit rather than their attraction toward individual

Christians'

through the Spirit (1

emphasized

the

any social attraction

membership stability is strongest when cohesion

Third, cohesion is understood
to

In the

as

strong bond among the early Christians through the

members' attraction to the group

causes

regard themselves

Spirit.

between cohesion and

"^^

did not

identity that caused

social attraction in relation to group cohesion in the

members.

on

Twelve seemed to be attracted to the Master's social status in

Therefore, they did not have

presence of the

"While members of cohesive groups

members."^^

group

Gospels, the

the association stage

of Christ.

following

another, this personal attraction isn't group cohesion. Rather group

corresponds

their status

Namsik Kim

Studies

apostles

in Christ

was

was

achieved. One of main

the connectedness with the

12:27).

as

or

teamwork.

feelings

Forsyth explains

of

unity."^* This characteristic is

task-oriented group. A.V. Carron defines teamwork

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., 151.
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process that is reflected in the

for

tendency

group to stick

a

together and remain united in

"^^
pursuit of its goals and objectives.

In the

all nations

inherent

and Acts, the

Gospels

disciples

apostles were given the

and to be witnesses for Him

Commission. In order to be in

pursuit of the

have teamwork. In the association stage,
in

Mostly they were

one

Spirit.

not be

our own

supposed to

of every

dreams

we-ness.

teamwork in
even

as

if it

means

Pride will

good team.

The

The

means

with

one

group of people in

we-ness

we-ness

impossible.

In the

hard

as

ongoing-association stage

(Acts 1:14).

you

accord. Heidland says, "This word
an

extemally

similar action. It

is derived from Christ and maintained

in Christ caused them to work

is that teamwork for the

early

in

In the verse,

as a

team for

can

Christians to do world

thus be

by the presence

evangelism.
evangelism

temporary. To maintain the teamwork of the early Christians is

one

of

The

could

of the main

Carron, "Cohesiveness in Sports Groups: Interpretations and Considerations," Journal of Sport

Psychology,

'4

unity of a

mind."^"^

important point

'3

were

you that you don't need to work

to have we-ness in Christ

(6|xo0i)|j,a56v)

denotes the inner

A.V

page for the Great

9:46;24). Conceming

pitfall

The

1:8).

did."^^

homothumadon

'2

Luke

the top of someone else. Pride is the

Acts, the apostles began

the

same

the Twelve

"We want to chase

Without we-ness, teamwork is

with

the

Acts

however, the Twelve did not have

division, kill relationships, and tell

cause

once

over

points out,

on

goal,

same

competition (Mark 9:34;

this situation, Jim Putman

mnning

(Matthew 28:19-20;

in this task is what makes them be

problem

Great Conunission: to make

A

{\9n),

124.

Jim Putman, Church Is A Team

Sport (Grand Rapids,

MI: Baker

Books, 2008), 177- 178

Heidland, "6f.ioGupa66v in Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel, ed.,
Geoffrey W. Bromiley, tr. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pubhshing, 1977),185.
"
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issues (Eph 4:3). Therefore, they had to be reminded of being with the Master and act
one

in Christ

body

of Christ since

(Acts 8:15).

they first met Jesus.

through certain stages
Master does not
In the

members

The Twelve had been in
Until

a

process to be

they reached we-ness

in

instantly make

perspective

part of the body

a

Christ, they had to

in order to transit adhesion to cohesion. This

as

go

being with the

mean

group cohesion.

of the group

dynamic,

usually go through certain stages.

in order to reach group

Those stages

are

cohesion, group

orientation, conflict,

structure, and work. In the orientation stage, group members become acquainted with
another. If they do not get
role do not get

familiar, they

can

established, usually tension

may enhance the

feel

grows.

group's acquaintance level.^^

of sharing that enables other members to

uncomfortable.^^
However,

an

If a group

norm

one

and

ice-breaking experience

Members' self-disclosures also

are a

gain information on each member, causing

form
a

connection.^^
In the

dealing with
(Luke 9:54)

problems,

Gospels,

some

or an

the Twelve disclosed themselves before Christ while

issues.

Sometimes, they showed favoritism about

authoritarian attitude toward children

the Master advised the Twelve to recaU that

their names, instead of their

Additionally,

accomplishments,

the Master wamed the

Forsyth, Group Dynamics,

were

Ibid.,156.
Ibid.

Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism, 90.
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ethnic issue

(Matthew 19:13).

In

facing these

they were supposed to rejoice that

written in heaven

disciples they were supposed to

150.

an

they were

(Luke 10:20).

use

caution in

68
.
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showing pride derived from their accomplislmients/^
The Twelve

heavenly men in the

were

still

earthly men while

initial-association and association stage. In

they tended to forget spiritual lessons.
and

spnituality.

In other

Provider, they still

Jesus made every effort to make them

were

words,

even

The

facing physical needs,

disciples were thus strugglmg between bread

though they

saw,

touched, and experienced God the

concemed about their needs. At this stage, Jesus the Master

reminded them of the

provision

baskets Ml of broken

pieces

of God,

took ye

encouraging them to

calculate "how many

up?"'^^ This shows they were stuck in earthly

desires.

Plus, the disciples could consider themselves unique beings due
of proximity with Jesus. Since

during

the

period of ministry

they might be

of Jesus, the

interested in

disciples

were

political

and

to the

privilege

religious power,

corrected about their views

toward other Christ-followers. The Master did not allow them to have hierarchical minds
and be

authoritarians, but instead they were supposed to make themselves humble.

Therefore, the disciples

facing political issues,
humans and to focus
In

can

be called

disagreement
'9

'�

"

a

the

on

interpreting

were

trained to maintain

disciples

were

supervised to

saving them regardless

this process in the

storming stage.

In the

unity with

eliminate any

of ethnicity,

perspective

storming stage,

others in Christ.

members

Mark 8:19

Coleman, The Master Plan ofEvangelism, 93.

160

and culture.

dynamic,

79

this process

start

showing their

Usually,

this tension is

usually

and dissatisfaction. Tension grows among members.

Ibid., 91.

hostility toward

nationality,

of the group

Also, in
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linked to complaints about the leader. Forsyth describes
the

following: "Many groups

their

one

openly challenge

Gospels. First,
the term

on

the leader's

members

another, and the roles

policies

struggle to

in Peter's reaction to Jesus'

epitimad (sTtiTijido)),

which is "to

against the

(Luke

Master's will. The

Peter seemed concentrated

on

his

that members will

and Gerald

they

we can

fmd another similar

prediction on his

crucifixion

rebuke," is used. This

reason

personal

cases

in the

(Matthew 16:22),

term is used for

desire.

was

increasing due

to their

in

worldly desires

cohesion, this stage is necessary. If a group

cannot reach group cohesion. In this

Corey explain this

Some

is, regardless of the Master's redemptive plan,

In the process of group

does not have this process,

play

17:3).^^ In Matthew and Luke's description, Peter

Also, tension among the Twelve

(Matt 18:1; 20:24).

define

decisions."^"*

and

the characteristics of this stage,

"correction of a fallen brother"

Corey

as

tension characteristics in

group."^^ He also adds, "Members may oscillate between fight-and-fight:

Based

was

through a conflict stage

group's goals, their relations with

in the

may

go

some

regard,

Marianne

following description:

If group chooses to remain comfortable

or

to stick with

superficial interactions,

there will be little group togetherness. There are times when members choose not
to express their fears, suspicious, disappointments, and doubts. When they do

bury their reactions, fragmentation tj^^ically results. Cohesion comes from
working with meaningfiil, painful problems, as well as from intimately sharing
humorous and joyous moments.^^
This

'3

implies

that while

being with the Master,

the Twelve seemed to be

given

Forsyth, Group Dynamics, 156.

''Ibid.
'5

Stauffer, "e7ciTi|id(]o,"/� Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 4th pr. Gerhard Kittel, ed.,

Geoffrey

W.

Bromiley,

tr.

(Grand Rapids,

MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans

Corey and Gerald Corey, Groups
Publishing, 1997), 238.

Marianne Schneider

Brooks/Cole
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Publishing, 1977),625.

Process and Practice, 5th ed

(Pacific Grove,

CA:

PhD in
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opportunities

to expose their

In most

expose their egos,

asked to

exposed to

pretend to be

the Master.

unlike the

particularly

in

Twelve, the participants
a

church

hardly

setting. Rather, they are non-

faithfiil before others. In contrast, the Twelve's egos

for the

growth

were

go

of group cohesion.

"^^
stage, mostly group members feel "unified and organized.

In the structure

describes the characteristic of this stage in the

and support

are

Therefore, in the association stage, the Twelve seemed to

through the storming stage

Forsyth

wealmesses, characteristics, and conflicts.

discipleship programs,

given chances to
verbally

Namsik Kim

Studies

following

increase, members cooperate with each other

more

manner:

"Mutual trust

and members try to reach

no

decisions

through

consensus.

After Pentecost

The group becomes cohesive."

Day, the apostles seemed

structure

stage. For example, Luke reports,

teaching

and to

fellowship,

exemplary behaviors
competition
Christ

are

of the

77

78

79

apostles,

dramatically take

They devoted themselves

of bread and to

this result

was

a

step toward the

to the

apostles'

prayer" (Acts 2:42).

impossible.

In

Without

Acts, conflicts and

apostles. Rather, they demonstrate

oneness

in

(Acts 1:14).

taken-for-granted rules
guide

group

breaking

not observed among the

Forsyth describes

and

to the

"

to

the characteristics of this stage

that dictate how members should

the group members

norm

that

was

as

they

interact with

established among the

one

apostles

Forsyth, Group Dynamics, 157.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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follows: "Norms, those

behave, emerge more clearly

another."

in the

What then

was

the

ongoing-association stage?
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the definition of norm should be described.

answering this,

Forsyth

"consensual standards that describe what behaviors should and should

performed

in

governing

what behavior is

are

a

given

context.

equivalent to culturally

"^^

Stark and

expected
shared

or

Bainbridge

define

prohibited in various

explanations

3:35).

norm

for

In contrast, the Twelve

discipleship

frequently

norm

not be

"the rules

norm as

circumstance. Thus,

they

that govern the terms of exchange."^*

In the association stage, the Twelve seemed to have different

Master's. The Master's

defines

were

norms

to follow God' will

set up their

own norms

from the
Mark

(Matt 12:50;

before the Master

(Matt

17:4; Lk 9:54; 22:6). In the ongoing-association stage, however, they had the clear norm
of a Christian

community,

temple

the

good news
was

Master

Jesus Christ.

was

courts and from house to

the

Christ

which

house, they never stopped teaching and proclaiming

that Jesus is the Messiah"

the presence of the

Thus, Luke reports, "Day after day, in

Spirit.

The

(Acts 5:42).

The power to make them

apostles' regular prayer was

He says, "Not all groups reach this

productivity stage;
In this stage,

church is

'2

'3

all the others

productive stage. Only

were

bogged down at the

decision-making, problem solving,

In the

"

in

to be with the

through the Spirit (Acts 3:1).

Conceming the work stage, according to Forsyth,

'0

one

ongoing-association stage,

emerging.

For

example,

the

the

apostles

Bainbridge, A Theory of Religion,

conflict

and mutual

328.

Forsyth, Group Dynamics, 15S.
Ibid., 155.
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faced the

hardly reachable.

1 of 12 groups reached the
or

cohesion

cooperation occur.

productive stage

Ibid.,8.
Stark and

this stage is

stages."
83

of cohesion in the

early

complicated issues that were

82
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ethnic and cultural

front of the Christian
the Christian
among the

problems (Acts 6:1). They openly discussed the

community and

ministry (Acts 6:1-7).

apostles

are

found solutions to

The

intangible,
Mark

the

strengthen the effectiveness

point is power struggles

or

apostles' behaviors

were

even

if the Master

was

derived from the Master's

of

authoritative attitudes

not observed in the process of communication. In the

association stage, unlike the association stage,

issues in

ongoing-

invisible and

norm

(Matt 12:50;

3:35).
Based

on

this norm, the

early

Christians

and the

In terms of group

productive (Acts 2:41; 6:7).
how the

apostles

were

early Christians' ministry were

cohesion, Luke reports

in the

following

united:

They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe at the many
wonders and signs performed by the apostles. All the believers were together and
had everything in common. They sold property and possessions to give to anyone
who had need. Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts.
They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere
hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. (Acts 2:42-46).
Through koinonia,

the

apostles

and the

early Christians

one

another but also created group cohesion with

and

Corey describes

this process in the

new

not

only had

group cohesion with

converts. In the work

stage, Corey

following manner:

group's choice to work
actively at developing unifying bonds. Members do this mainly by choosing to
make themselves known to others, by sharing their pain, by allowing caring to
develop, by initiating meaningfiil work, and by giving honest feedback to
others.^"*
Our conviction is that cohesion is

From the Christian

perspective,

vertical association with the

largely the result

of the

group cohesion among Christians is derived from

Spirit (Eph 4:3).

The vertical association with the

Spirit

is

a

Marianne Schneider Corey and Gerald Corey, Groups Process and Practice, 5th ed (Pacific Grove, CA:
Brooks/Cole Publishing, 1997), 238.
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generate horizontal association with the discipled, which results

fiindamental element

to

in group cohesion for

discipleship.

belong

to God. The

explains

the

The vertical association with the

Spirit means to

meaning of belonging to God is sanctification. Bailey Gillespie

relationship

The Hebrew
without this

between sanctification and
viewed

was

relationship

as

being

being with the

close to God and

of belonging.

People

were

Master

as

incomplete as a person
called to be saints and be

was

sanctified. The biblical concept of "sanctification" is best understood
apart for a holy use"~to belong to God.^^
In the

clearly

ongoing-association stage, therefore

demonstrated the

example

indicates that the

daily those

apostles

were

apostles

of being Christians while

they were unified with Christ and one
added to their number

the

who

another
were

initial-association stage to the

stage, they

were

achieved in the

through the Spirit,

we-ness

'5

V.

When

"

the Lord

This report

in the work stage
Xhe

Spirit

cohesion, from the

ongoing-association

in Christ

was

ongoing-association stage (Figure

the effectiveness of the

church

Christians

Luke reports,

being saved"(Acts 2:47).

11).^^ This is one of the main causes that leads to

early

early

progressively in pursuit of we-

in Christ. The

ness

and the

"to be set

as

being with the Spirit.

in the process of group cohesion.
In the Twelve's group

follows:

Figure

ll-The

Apostle

and The

Early

Church

discipleship strategy in the

(Acts 2:42; IJohn 1:3).

Bailey Gillespie, The Dynamics of Religion (Birmingham,

T.A stands for the

Apostles.

E.C

means

the

early church.
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AL:

Religious Education Press, 1991),1 1.
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the Master

Being with
As stated

simply

only mean

eammg

a

call for the Twelve

process of imitation. For the

knowledge

might be understood

evangelism

calling

as a

them. In other

of the

world

as

evangelism.

apostles' evangehstic

Twelve, the Twelve

were

does not

Simply stated,

The issue

the

is, without the

efforts be ineffective. In

not

only called

words, the restoration of imago Dei within the Twelve

evangelism.

emphasized union with the

Thus, if being with the Master

becoming

term imitation

a

for world

task-oriented group but also for the restoration of imago Dei within

before the task of world
Jesus

Twelve, the

from the Master but also Christlikeness.

process of Christlikeness, could the

of the

Self-Renewal

earlier, usually in ancient traditions all leaming processes from

master are

thinking

as

like Christ then

as

In this

was

priority

vein, unlike Jewish/Hellenistic tradition,

Twelve while his presence with them

part of His discipleship strategy is

worthy to clarify

the

is the process in

therefore section is to seek to revitalize the effectiveness in

a

a

(John 17:21).

process of

practical aspect.

This

discipleship strategies

for

today.
The

can

it be

complexity is

explained?

will be made.

if being with the Master is the process of Christlikeness, how

In order to

answer

ensue

of how the Twelve

Christlikeness while

being with the

will be

a

can

through

in fact be

question,

a

pastoral psychological approach

Thus, by understanding the reflection of imago Dei through Jesus Christ,

discussion will

seen

this

a

were

encouraged to

be in

Master. Christlikeness while

lens of the Kohutian

theory.

process of Christlikeness.

Coleman, Tiie Master Plan of Evangelism, 29.
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Jesus'

being

with God in Kohutian

Heinz Koliut, the founder of self-psychology,
of relationships with

following three types

which he established for the

experiences

transference.^^

ages two

In Kohutian

believes that he/she is
process, the parents
manner:

appropriate
object

also

play

own

a

"Such

of the

'9

9�

Gospel

object

is related to

9'

92

infant

usually

experiences the mirroring
is where the child
on

self is determined not
of the

in terms of the

only

without

usually

his/her belief

In the

self-object in the

specific phase-

recognition of the separateness

of the

"^^

develops

mirroring transference

manner:

as

his/her

grandiose

self

Kohut describes the

follows: "The outcome of development of the

only by the

features of the child's

important personalities

own

narcissism but

who surround the child."

In the

"Kohut

came

to believe that this need for

positive recognition�

Newgren, "The Craftsman and His Apprentice:
Psychol, 60 (201 1), 247.

A Kohutian

Interpretation

Narratives of Jesus Christ," Pastoral

Heinz Kohut, The

Analysis o/iSe//" (Madison:

Majorie Taggart White

York,

the child

role of self-objects. Omstein describes

developing self,

Joshua J. Knabb & Kevin P.

the

an

vein. White and Weiner denote importance of the mirroring transference in the

following
''

infant needs the

According to Kohut,

and expects the parents to confum

center of initiative.

by certain featiu-es

same

an

parent: mirroring, idealizing, and twinship,

of the self

through four,

In this process, the child

grandiose

that

perspective, mirroring transference

perfect

needs of the

and its

necessity

sees

these steps in the process of self-development.

First, during

following

analysis

a

Perspective

International Universities Press, Inc, 1971), 106.

and Marcella Bakur Weiner, The
Inc, 1986), 13.

NY: Brunner/Mazel

Kohut, The Analysis of Self, 106.
Ibid.,107.
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Theory and Practice ofSelf Psychology (New

of
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namely,

through
the

six.

early

the child

Kohut describes that

psyche

the

perfection by assigning

idealizing transference is

it to

only

civilization."^^

idealizing transference during

saves a

not

"the

ages four

therapeutic revival

of

part of the lost experience of global

an

archaic

(transitional) object,

the idealized

imago."^^ If idealizing transference fails, "the child feels empty and powerless

when he

is

[sic]

separated from it and he [sic] attempts, therefore,

continuous union with
the

experiences

state in which the

narcissistic

parent

essential to humankind's contributions to

so

Second,

development of healthy self-esteem,

essential to the

to be mirrored~is

for narcissism

Namsik Kim

Studies

following

it."^^ Lessem

describes the

to maintain

necessity of idealizing

a

transference in

manner:

"Idealizing needs" refer to a need to experience oneself as being part of, and
protected by, an admired and respected other, as well as a need to be accepted by,
and merge with, a stable, powerful, calm, wise, and protective other. Over time,
this need evolves from

idealized
source
or

she

In this sense,

parental figure,

of power, to

in which the child must merge or fiise with the
to one in which the child is content to simply be near the

one

one

in which the child learns that the parent is not all that he

imagined.^^
according to Greenberg

and resilience"

as a

process

and

Mitchell,

self-development

infant idealizes himself/herself with

one or

Joshua J. Knabb & Kevin P.

the
95

Gospel

9'

from the parents.

The

I

"The Craftsman and His

Narratives of Jesus Christ," Pastoral Psychol, 60

According to Kohut,

Apprentice:
(201 1), 247.

A Kohutian

Psychoanalytic Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorders"
(New York, NY: Intemational Universities Press, 1968), 479.

Knabb and

Newgren, "The Craftsman

and His

an

Interpretation

in Search for the

Kohut, The Analysis of Self 37.

Apprentice:

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 247-248.
9'

"cohesion, constancy,

Theory and Practice ofSelfPsychology, \\

Heinz Kohut, "The

Self vol.
9'

Newgren,

infant needs

both parents in order to establish the self-

^^Majorie Taggart White and Marcella Bakur Weiner,
9'

an

Ibid.,246.
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point,

a

parent usually is perceived

perceived

are

If this process is

as

perfect beings. Thus, parents

interrupted,

"the

omnipotent object."^^

make himself/herself be the

Therefore, idealizing is the attempt to
who

as

are

considered

same as

as

this concept in the
In

the idealized

objects.

the child feels failure.

Third, in the development of the self, twinship transference

explains

his/her parents

occurs.

Kohut

following manner:

less archaic form of the activation of the

grandiose self the narcissistically
grandiose self or as being similar
to it. This variant of the transference activation of the grandiose self will be
referred to as the alter-ego transference or the twinship.
a

cathected

object is experienced as being

Conceming twinship

transference

Knapp

and

like the

Newgren explains

more:

The mfant needs

twinship experiences, whereby he or she experiences an essential
likeness or sameness with others (Lessem 2005). This likeness provides a sense of
self-definition and self-validation (Lee and Martin 1991; Lessem 2005). Lee and
Martin explain that twinship experiences with others meet the need for a "silent
presence," which creates a feeling of being alive. This need for "likeness" takes
place from birth to death (Kohut 1984).*^*
In

short, being with parents

or

self-object causes the

vein, Kohut describes the feeling of security in the following
to a craftsman

the young

pervasive

of security

�

sense

child,
as

he

This indicates how

humans."

even

the

baby,

[sic] feels

obtains

himself

[sic]

being with a self-object

a

infant to feel

manner:

In this

"A craftsman next

vague but intense and

to be

is

secure.

a

human among

important in the process

of

likeness.
In
99

understanding the process

of being with the Master,

we are

reminded of that

Kohut, The Analysis ofSelf, 37.

'ooibid.,115.
Knabb and

Newgren,

"The Craftsman and His

Apprentice:

A Kohutian

Interpretation

of the

Gospel

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 248.
Heinz Kohut, How Does

Analysis

Cure?

(Chicago,

IL: The
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University of Chicago Press, 1984),200.
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relationship between Jesus

also

one

of a

applied to

and the Twelve

the

between Jesus and the

relationship

Jesus and God

through the

more

if the Kohutian

Twelve, being with the

theory

of Jesus' likeness to

Master

as

the

between

relationship

should be first

is

perspective

explored because

God, the Twelve's Christlikeness

explained.

In relation to

this, Knabb & Newgren share their ideas for better understanding

the process of imitation of Jesus with God the Father

perspective that is

based

on

Kohutian

theory.

(mirroring, idealizing,

and

twinship)

employ Kohutian theory to
ICnabb & Kevin's

of crucial steps to

answer

In his entire

God in the

define the

approach to

plausible, being with the

as

as

using the three aspects

imitating process.

relationships

Jesus

was

can

can

Jesus

be

of Kohutian

Knabb and

theory

Newgren

Mk

through Kohutian theory

explained.

This

might be

intentionally with the

confirmed

Gospels (Mt 8:29; 3:17; 14:33; 16:16;

life

between Jesus and God the Father. If

Christlikeness

question: Why was

public ministry,

confirmations, the likeness

Newgren delineate

likeness between Jesus and God

Master

the

the

through the pastoral psychological

Knabb and

transference between Jesus and God the Father

is

only that of master-disciple but

clarified. Therefore the

lens of Kohutian

defining the process

cannot be

not

parent-child relationship (John 1:12). Thus,

process of Christlikeness becomes

without

was

as

to his

one

Twelve?

identity as

the Son of

3:11; 15:39;Lk 1:35;). Through the

be derived from the Father-Son

relationship (John 5:17,

5:19-21, 7:16-18, 7:28-29, 8:16-18, 8:29, 10:30, 10:37, 12:44^5, 12:49-50, 14:6-7,

14:9-10, 15:23, 16:15, 16:28, 17:10). Since the likeness enabled Jesus

Kingdom

of God

as

the Messiah and

Geza Vermes, Jesus the Jew

miracle-worker,

(Philadelphia,

PA: Fortress
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the

to work for the

impossibility to work as

Press, 1981), 200-201.
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Son of God without the likeness of God exists.

gained by God's confirmations.
an

In

seems

to

Son

to God

depicted

rely on mirroring, idealizing,

self, that is,

to use Kohutian

Jesus'

understanding

attempt to delineate Jesus' likeness

relationship between Father and

Therefore, Jesus' self-identification was

language,

and

as

self, Knabb and Newgren make

follows, "Within this intimate

in the

following gospel passages,

twinship experiences

to maintain

a

Jesus

to sustain his sense of

self-structure."*^"*

cohesive

First, conceming the mirroring stage, Knabb and Newgren believe that in God's

approval
Jesus

of Jesus

His Son

self-stmcture.*^^

stmcture is

and

as

Based

the

ministry

on

temporal but constant.

and

earth."
In

father-son's co-existence

of self is

the chosen Son

Knabb and

seems

Additionally,

understanding the
was

to

occurred in

Kohutian concept, self*^^

Therefore, Knabb

joyfully respond to the

Son via

love, which might strengthen Jesus' self-system

emphasized.

constancy of the Father-Son mhroring
sense

mirroring transferences

mirroring concept of the

"God the Father

approval, praise, admiration,
his

on

the

usually undergirded by the parents' positive response.

Newgren evaluate,

begins

(Matthew 3:17),

strengthened based

on

as

the Father's response to Jesus

father-son

In this

relationship

was

as

he

not

in Jesus' era, the

vein, Knabb and Newgren describe the

follows: "John

gives

the belief that he is the

the

impression that Jesus'

gleam

in his Father's eye,

(John 1:17)."*^^

Apprentice:

A Kohutian

Interpretation

of the

Gospel

Newgren, "The Craftsman and His Apprentice:

A Kohutian

Interpretation

of the

Gospel

Newgren, "The Craftsman

and His

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 249.

Ibid., 250.
'0'

'0'

Kohut, How Does Analysis Cure?, 52.
Knabb and

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 250.

�o'ibid.
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In the process of mirroring, Jesus also

my

glory means nothing. My Father,

glorifies

me"

(John 8:54).

describe Jesus: "Jesus
that

is,

to mirror his

In

seems

responded as follows,

whom you claun

own

to be

entirely reliant upon

glory, uniqueness,

and sent into the world"

verse, Jesus'

sense

experience

an

your

God, is the

interpreting the Kohutian perspective,
God to

(John 10:36),

one

one

Knabb and

uphold his

Knabb and

Newgren
on a

sees,

because he believes that he is chosen for the

special mission,

that is, he is set

and

evaluating Jesus' mirroring process, Knabb

Second, when it

comes

emphasizes union with God.
because of the Father,
In the

so

following Knabb

Newgren describe

the cmcial step to "maintain

the

and

to

idealizing

who feeds

cohesive

by his

the Jesus'

as

the

on me

Newgren discuss this

living Father

Father

�

apart."*

In

mirroring

God,

Jesus

sent me and I live

will live because of me"

verse

his

self-system."***

transference between Jesus and

Jesus says, "Just
one

a

as

significant mhroring

and valued

as

of self,

"Here, in this

special, imique,

process in his entire life

Newgren

sense

feels

�

who

whom the Father set apart

of self appears to remain cohesive based

experience whereby he

glorify myself,

special purpose."*^^ Additionally, conceming

and

Jesus' consecration when he says, "What about the
very

as

"If I

(John 6:57).

using the Kohutian perspective:

perspective, in this verse, Jesus is entirely dependent on,
and merged with, an idealized, omnipotent, and, ultimately, life-giving source,
which gives him, the Son, the requisite ability to extend his life-giving power to
his followers. Again, to draw a parallel with Kohutian theory, his Father,
effectively, is the magical figure with whom Jesus wishes to fiise.**^
From

109

a

self psychology

Ibid., 251.

"Olbid.
'"

"2

Ibid.,252.
Ibid.
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Jesus declares, "You heard

me

back to you.' If you loved me, you would be
Father is greater than I"

Knabb and

say, T

am

glad that I

(John 14:28). Interpreting this

Newgren describe

going
am

away and I

am

coming

going to the Father,

verse

using the

Jesus' self-cohesion with God

as

for the

Kohutian

theory,

follows:

The very idea of retuming to a source of onmipotence helps Jesus to remain
robust and confident with the foreknowledge of what will soon transpire in the

passion narrative Jesus will, alone, take on the sin of the world. So, believing that
he will, quite literally, retum to a perfect source of strength may help him to retain
his requisite self-cohesion in this verse.*
In

short, being with God seemed necessary for Jesus' self-stmcture.

In the presence of

God, Jesus' self-stmcture was constmcted and sustained. This process contributed to

complete

Jesus'

In this

they

ministry according to

regard,

Knabb and

the

Scriptures.

Newgren

evaluates Jesus'

idealizing transference

when

say,

Jesus is

perhaps

reliant upon his Father for

idealizing experiences so as to provide
strength,
omnipotent source of calmness, and soothing
comfort. Without these requisite idealizing experiences, individuals commonly
experience clinical syndromes such as an overburdened self, ripe with anxiety,
suspiciousness, paranoia, and, ultimately, a sense that the world is threatening and
unsafe. However, Jesus of the gospels seems to rely exclusively on consistent
merger experiences with his perfect Father, ripe with soothing and calming affect
regulatory experiences, as well as borrowed strength, he is able to carry out his
mission with a sense of confidence, power, and purpose.**"^
him with borrowed

an

Therefore, in understanding Jesus' self-sacrifice
could affect Jesus' commitment. Even

(Matthew 26:38),

Jesus

from

as

"3

me.

Yet not

I

on

the cross, the

though he stmggles

with

confesses, "My Father, if it is possible,

will, but

as

you will"

(Matthew 26:39).

Ibid., 252-253.

'�'lbid.,254-255.
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Third, twinship transference occurred in the relationship between Jesus and God
as

evidenced by Jesus' frequent

reason

to express

also the

necessity

manner:

equality with

God is not

"This indicates that Jesus

him feel safe and
In this sense,

"The

one

him"

(John 8:29).

with God

who sent

as

of equality with God

secure

a

might need a

similar

me

silent presence,

in his mission and

a

a

as

The

the Son of God but

this in the

following

mentor, next to him

of tools, skills, and talents in order to

purpose."**^

necessary element for Jesus,

is with me; he has not left

From the Kohutian

Newgren explains

repertoire

being with God is

(John 5:17; 5:19-21).

only to show his identity

of being with God. Knabb and

who is like him and possesses

help

emphasis

me

perspective,

as

he

mentions,

alone, for I always do what pleases

Knabb and

Newgren describes being

follows:

theory might explain this need to be with his Father as meeting a basic
twinship requirement. To be sure, in this verse, Jesus is comforted by, and feels
safe because of, the belief that his talents and skills (i.e., carrying out his Father's
will and deeds) possess a fimdamental alikeness with those of his Father, and, as a
result, are pleasing to his Father.**^
Kohutian

Based

on

this

Jesus reflects

twinship transference,

fiilly authorized representative,

Lincoln describes, "Since Jesus is God's
Jesus is to believe in God and to

is to

experience

and

twinship),

Newgren'
"5

s

a

Jesus is to

effectively represent

thinking of the

In

see

question

imago Dei in his muiistry. Andrew

God

as

see

God."**^ Thus,

Why

did Jesus accept this

viewpoint as explained gives

a

twinship

the Messiah.

three elements of Jesus' self-structure
is raised:

the

to believe in

conclusive

reason

(mirroring, idealizmg,

process?

Knabb and

that his acceptance is to

lbid.,255.

"'Ibid., 256.
"'

Andrew Lincoln, Tlie

Gospel According to

Saint John
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(New York,

NY: Continuum,

2005), 360.
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show Jesus' union with God. Then who is the audience who

narrowing

our

scope to Jesus' association with the

sees

tiiis

In

process?

Twelve, the Twelve

seems

to be the

main target to next follow this process.

Being with
In the

Twelve's

Gospels, being with the Master is the

and

twinship transference closely.

example

Jesus made

an

of how to

disciples

Additionally,

were

eventually

How

for the

of Christ, such

can

disciples

God. This

might be

idealizing,

and

using

this

a

transference

self-

possible

no

parents

are

perfect.

sinfiil desires and

sins,

Therefore, the image of God (Gen 1:26) in

diminished.

twinship

call to revitalize the

twinship

thought

and

as

by earthly parents? Inevitably as

probably contaminated by

or even

mirroring, idealizing,

specifically,

be self-denial/sacrifice be

In this circumstance of in the inner circle of Jesus, the Twelve

observe Jesus'

simply to

More

objects because

creates alienation from God.

their selves seemed to be blurred

for this allowance is

mirroring,

being with God.

constructed

met limited idealized

were

allowed to observe Jesus'

reason

requirements

originally

the Twelve's selves

The

Perspective

fimdamental element for the

were

oneself while

(Matthew 16:24).

when the Twelve's selves
children the

renew

announcement about

denial and self-sacrifice

which

the Twelve

discipleship. Particularly,

idealizing,
show the

the Master in Kohutian

were

image

transference while
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Being with

Representative
the

the Master

scenes

relationship between Jesus

process of imitation. However,

in the

as

Gospels imply the mirroring transference process

and the Twelve. The

mirroring

disciples

some

them. For

show their

Peter

example,

can

grandiose

frequently

mirrormg process

Jesus does not

between Jesus' self and the Twelve's selves

Gospels,

Mirroring Transference

occur

be observed

in

is similar to the

mstantly. Rather, big gaps

immediately.

In the

selves and want the Master to confirm

shows his

own

opinions regardless

of the Master's

plan (Matthew 16:22; 17:4;).
In Matthew

take

myself,"

is used. The root of itpoaXaupdvco is lambdnd

This term is based
basis of a

Master's

other

on

theological

specifically,
Kohutian

16:22, the term, proslamband (Tcpoa^-ajxpdvo)), which means, "to

the

meaning

reason

of "with strong

for the

misunderstanding

Peter did not understand the

perspective,

plan.

The

disciples'

In Matthew

deity

important point is
This

phenomenon

17:4, Peter's will

was

shelters." In this verse, the term, poieso

"'

of Jesus in his

Leander E. Keck, "Matthew," The New

confession.**^

From the

emphasized rather than the
represented

the

continues.

expressed

(Troifjoo))

(Matthew

messiahship.**^ More

Peter's reaction to Jesus also

the New Testament, this term is used to show
says, "I will make you fishers"

interest." This may be the

of Jesus'

this indicates that Peter's self was

more

wills.

personal

means, "to take."

(A.a|ipdvo)),

4:

a

in his conmient: "I will put up three

that means, "I will

speaker's will.

19),

the

same

Interpreter's Bible Vol.

3

For

make," is used.

example,

term is used.

(Nashville,

TN:

In

when Jesus

Hagner interprets
Abingdon Press,

1995), 349.
"9

Donald A.

Hagner, "Matthew 14-28," World Biblical Commentary Vol.

1995),480.
'2�

Keck, "Matthew," 349.
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Peter's will in the following

manner:

He proposes to put up three tents, probably little huts made of branches, not for
providing the hospitality of overnight lodging or to prolong the experience (which

terrifying) but possibly as a kind of honorary gesture, a commemoration
of this remarkable event, i.e., three shrines or holy places, similar to the OT tent
shrine itself which would symbolize the remarkable communion meeting between
heaven and earth represented by these three figures.*^*
after all

Therefore, Peter's suggestion for three shelters
Peter's

problem

is that he focused

on

the

was

based

showed his

grandiose

perspective.

was

The climax of Peter's
Peter's denial

as

perspective,

the Son of God

seemed to be

perfect

without

still Peter

by God,

fi-om his

desire to be confirmed

self is

In

expressed right before

verse

expression,

Peter's self was

of reasons.

own

more

Jesus'

33, Peter says, "Even if all fall away
Peter

9

emphasizes

exaggerated.*^"*

as

royalty to

To

the Master. These reactions

his self (syd)).

magnify his

on

123

self is based

imply that Peter might

493.
"

124

follows:

prediction

Vincent's Word Studies in the New Testament, Accessed
Marvin Vincent, "Matthew 17,
9.2013, from http://vws.biblecommenter.com/matthew/17.htm.

Hagner,

as

First, in the circumstance, Peter's attitude might reflect his strong

Hagner, "Matthew 14-28,"

123

mirroring

"*^^

(Matthew 26: 33, 35).

According to Hagner,

couple

plan

grandiose

account of you, I never will." In his

on a

supematural experience.

Marvin Vincent describes the strong willed characteristic of Peter

"He would erect the booths himself

on

confirmed

self because his

his

phenomenological aspect of the transfiguration

mountain rather than his self-renewal. From the Kohutian
transference with Jesus' self that

on

"Matthew 14-28," 777.

Ibid.
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expect rewards from the Master after becoming the earthly

competition

was

high among the Twelve,

as

evidenced

king.*^^ Another reason is

by questioning:

Who is the

greater? (Matthew 18:1). This competition reached the pinnacle when Matthew describes,
"But Peter

other

declared, 'Even

disciples

they all

if I have to die with you, I will

said the same"

themselves. The

selves before the Master.

worldly

Jesus'

disciples'

resurrection, the Twelve observed weaknesses

selves

were

enough to be perfect before the

not

were

with the

By being

presented in order for them to

Being

with the Master

Idealizing transference by the

as

renew

their selves.

Idealizing

Twelve seemed to

in the conversations between Jesus and the

9:52-55), they believed they were eligible

disciples

believed

suggestion

imperfect

Twelve, the Master's self reflective

Transference

occur

stages. In the Gospels, the Twelve all showed their desires

example,

Thus,

associating with the Master, they did not try to synchronize with

Jesus' self as Jesus did with God.

behaviors

in

Master.

in initial-association and the association stage, the Twelve's selves remained

self-structure. While

And ah the

you.'

(Matthew 26:35). While being with the Master, therefore,

seemed to reveal their

However, before

disown

never

they had

an

of James and John

based

to be

disciples

a

on

Elijah's

different

part of Jesus. For

James and John

to call fire from above.

authority or special power.
was

differently at

Seemingly,

John Nolland

action in 2

Kings

1

(Luke

the

interprets
:

the

10, 12. He calls

Eugene Boring and Fred B. Craddock, "Matthew 26," The People's New Testament Commentary,
on May, 9, 2013, from http://pnt.biblecommenter.com/matthew/26.htm.

Accessed
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"Elij ail-like act."*^^

This indicates the

disciples

tried to

pair themselves

with the

prominent prophet when they faced the traditional ethnic issue. They did not hesitate
show their

grandiose selves.

derived from

From the Kohutian

perspective,

pseudo-idealization transference.*^^

through Jesus' self, they tried to demonstrate

their

this arrogance

was

to

possibly

Instead of idealizing themselves
own

hyperbole

selves

through

adhesion

to the Maser.

In this

know what

circumstance,

of spirit you

manner

men's lives but to

Jesus clarifies his will and self when he says, "You do not

save

them

"

of For the Son of Man did not

are

(Luke 9:55,

understand Jesus' self Worse still,

they

56

"They have no knowledge

Jerusalem."
Master

128

The

disciples

destroy

focused

on

solving the

conventional ethnic issue

evaluates them in the

following

of the nature of Jesus' resolute orientation for

did not

experience idealizing transference with the suffering

(the Adonai).
Additionally,

this

pseudo-idealization transference

authoritarian attitude toward the

minority,

others

to

on

to

NKJV). The disciples did not fully

through the power of the Master. Therefore, Nolland
manner:

come

(Mark 10:13).

The

ancient tradition.

reason

According

bring

to

even

to the

children

caused the Twelve to have

point of showing

(possibly infants)

Craig Evans, touching

a

an

dislike toward

to Jesus was based

holy man or even his

'2'

John Nolland, "Luke 9:21-18:34," World Biblical Commentary (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson
Publishers, 2001), 536.
'2'

See Kohut, Heinz, "The Psychoanalytic Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorders" In The Search
Vol. I (New York: Intemational Universities Press, 1968), 477-509.

for the Self
'2'

Nolland, "Luke 9:21-18:34," 537.

Craig

A. Evans "Mark

8:27-16:20," World Biblical Commentary (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson

Publishers, 2001),93
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considered

blessing

a

for

However, the disciples despised those

healing.

children to Jesus. In this verse, Mark

brought the

uses

the term

which is "to rebuke." The term is also used in Peter's exhortation

context, like Peter's attitude, the
distraction."

guardians.
power.

of this attitude is

cause

Suddenly the disciples

reaction to this issue

10:14). This shows

idealizing

did

was

"

as

disruptive

a

big

set vertical

relationships

in the world.

through Jesus'

"*^^

the low rank

a

Master's
Jesus'

people.

"greatly displeased" (NKJV) (Mark

gap existed between the Twelve's selves and Jesus' self

they act differently from

transference

or

over

and

to the

possibly the disciples synchronized the

"indignant" (NIV)

Therefore, they were unable

despised

children

In this

(Matthew 16:22).

Therefore, the disciples showed their uncomfortable emotion

The

Why

disciples regarded the

epitimad (s7iiTi|ida)),

Jesus?

Presumably the reason was

self did not

to see "God

can

This situation is

occur

work

the proper

in selves of the Twelve.

through

what is

possibly a byproduct

weak, low, and

of false

idealizing

transference.

Plus,
same

climax of pseudo-idealization

symptom when Jesus

swords?"
"The

as a

(Luke 22:49).

are

under arrest

exhibited

by the disciples

two swords.' And He said to

pathetic misapplication

of his

teaching.

"*^^

them,

Why

should

we

'It is

did

in

v.

38

enough')

they

strike with
scene as

our

follows,

(So they said, 'Lord,

now

becomes

a

rather

act like this? Since the Master

Ibid.
Joel Marcus, "Mark 8-16," Tlie Anchor Yale Bible

'33

by saying, "Lord,

interpreting this verse, Nolland describes this

superficial understanding

look, here

�3'

In

was

transference, the disciples showed the

John Nolland,

"Luke

(New Heaven,

1 8:35-24:53," ^for/J Biblical
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NY: Yale

University Press, 2009),718.

Commentaiy (Nashville,
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be arrested

defend their hyperbole selves

or

beaten

at all

by

cost,

enemies from their

even

seemed to be

though they

their Master. This is the moment of collapse of the Twelve's

perspectives, they tried
protecting

pseudo-idealization

transference.
From

disciples'

understanding the above,

selves

pair with Jesus'

seemed to believe

they were

Self?

able to

of renewing themselves while

an

important question is

Rather,

use

as

the above

raised:

cases

the Master's power

Why did not the

indicate, the Twelve

by being with Him.

being with the Master, through the Master,

false

idealization transference occurred in the Twelve's selves. In other words,

they

not to meet the first

self-denial

requirement:

(Mark 8:34)

stage and the association stage. Self-denial is related

Instead

seemed

in both the initial-association

to two activities: total

depravity

and

restoration of imago Dei.

First, the traditional perspectives
and

Wesleyan views.

of imago Dei
belief is that

or

a

In the Calvinistic

righteousness

human

Outler reports the

as a

being has

the

on

total

view,

a

depravity

human

are

being

divided into Calvinistic

does not have any trances

fallen human. However, in the

possibility to

Wesleyan viewpoint

on

have

original

Wesleyan view,

righteousness. Therefore,

sin in the

following

the

Albert

manner:

original sin, but as a tragic malignancy rather than the actual
destruction of the imago Dei in the sinner. He believed in total depravity (i.e. It is
the man entire who is corrupted by sin, not just a part of him). But he stoutly
rejected any doctrine of "tee-total depravity" (i.e. No righteousness whatever
Wesley believed

remains in fallen

Based

on

this view,

a

in

tnan).*^"*

possibility

exists for the self-denial and restoration of imago Dei.

Publishers, 2001), 1088.
Albert Outler,

Evangelism

in the

Wesleyan Spirit (Nashville,
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TN:

Tidings, 1971),

45.
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is the process that restores unago Dei. Without

by original

sin and

voluntary transgressions, pairing with Jesus'

Of course, without Jesus'

the Twelve's self-denial is

failure of self-denial, W.F

Albright

self-denial,

redemption, self-denial

failing before

and C.S. Mann

is also

Jesus' crucifixion. In

point

out the

impossible.

discussing this

following tendency of

the Twelve:
To pursue earthly security at this juncture of the ministry is to lose all in the time
of The Man's coming. In the light of vss. (Matthew 16) 27-28, it is important to

remember that
not to become

While the Twelve

originally spoken, this was
involved in secular*^^
as

pursued earthly desires,

Dei within the Twelve's selves

Wesley's preaching, Wesley

a

plain warning to

the inner circle

the Master made every effort to restore

imago

self-denial. Restoration of imago Dei is

by encouraging

crucial for self-sacrifice, which is

a

part of conunitment,

as

mentioned earlier. In

describes the content of imago Dei of the first Adam

as

follows:

made; holy as he that created him is holy, mercifiil
as the author of all is mercifial, perfect as his Father in heaven is perfect. As God
is love, so man dwelling in love dweh in God, and God in him. God made him to
In the

image

of God

was man

image of his own eternity,' an incorruptible picture of the God of glory. He
was accordingly pure, as God is pure, from every spot of sin. He knew not evil in
He
any kind or degree, but was inwardly and outwardly sinless and undefiled.
'loved the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his mind, and soul, and
be 'an

strength.

'*^^

Therefore, in order

to

reach the restoration of imago Dei, self-denial and

Jesus' self are crucial. In this sense, from the Kohutian

self-pairing with

perspective, mirroring

and

idealization transference in the initial-association and association stage seemed to

'3'

C.S. Mann, Matthew

(New York,

NY:

Doubleday, 1971), 200.

W.F.

Albright and

John

Wesley, "Justification by Faith," The Works, I( New York,

182

NY: J&J

Harper, 1827), 184.
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failure. However, just like the conversion process of the Twelve, those transferences
be observed in the

ongoing

Being

transference.

association stage.

with the Master

From the Kohutian

as

Twinship

perspective, Christlikeness

Twinship transference means

Transference

can

be

seen as

change the grandiose

to

twinship

self to

an

alter

Therefore, for the apostles, similar to the mirroring and idealization transference,
moment of twinship transference is not clear in the

apostles'

actual conversion moments,

metaphoric
apostles

as

scenes can

well

as

are

hard to

be found to infer how

mirroring and

might

have

Gospel.

ego.*^^

the

These processes, like the

pinpoint. Nevertheless,

twinship

some

transference occurred in the

idealization.

At the end of the association stage, the

and his presence

can

beyond death and

Twelve*^^ experienced Jesus'

felt re-called

experienced self-emptiness.

In other

21

(John

:

15-17).

resurrection

In this process,

they

words, the Twelve's worldly desires

derived from each self collapsed because of the Master's crucifixion. However, the
Master's resurrection and his

supematural Being (Luke 24:37-39) might have encouraged

the Twelve's selves to be renewed.

Unlike the

specific

diagnosis

and treatment

on

self by

process of renewal of the Twelve's selves

after the Pentecost

using the

seems

Kohutian

hard to

perspective,

the

investigate. However,

Day, three dimensions of self-renewal occurred.

For

example, using

Kohut, The Analysis of Self 115.
,

Here the term the Twelve is used for

symbolic

reason.

Even

though

this term does not include Judas

betrayal and suicide, the Twelve is still used for implication to the new Israel. In Acts,
Mathias joined the apostle group for this reason. Schnabel explains the motivation of the twelfth election in
the following manner: "The motivation for the election of a twelfth disciple is linked with the authority of
Iscariot for his

apostles appointed by Jesus and in the symbolic significance of the number, 'twelve'." See, Eckhard J.
Schnabel, Early Christian Mission (Downers Grove,lL: InterVasity Press, 2004), 394.

the
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perspective,

words, they did not focus

through the Spirit.

the
on

Another

previous attitude, he was

metaphoric

change
this

be

can

In the

twinship
3:1).

the

Schnabel

did the
the

apostles

tried to

apostles

apostles

need

which

constantly

twinship

to

Witnessing

lives. Thus,

evangelistic witnessing

only to

through the Spirit.
continuously maintain

apostles'

Spirit (Acts

self-renewal.

transference from Jesus' self? First, in the
as

witnesses of Jesus. Eckhard

terms

//d/?TOg(maturs)

verbal

so as

to

preaching but

is presents ethical issue. The

and lives had to be in concordance. In this sense,

Eckhard J. Schnabel, Early Christian Mission

transference

of the presence of the

witness, for the Twelve

is related not

ministry.

ongoing process

substitute their egos for Jesus' self This

intentionally used the

means

an

experience twinship

seemed to

clear evidence of the

a

of self-renewal. In terms

I think this is

through regular prayer in pursuit

that Luke

juapwpia(msLtMna),

preaching

the

only God

possibly occurred in the ongoing-

in order for the Twelve to

apostles played a significant role

explains

example

on

From the

intermpted (John 15:1-15), twinship

ongoing-association stage,

transfr)rmative behavior becomes

early church,

seen as an

Unlike his

Rather, he focused

necessary to be with the Master

Christ, it was

means

Why

be

Li other

follow Jesus

case.

explained in various ways.

be

Conceming twinship transference,

transference

This

be found in Peter's

and idealization transference

dismpted. Therefore,

transference in

can

can

because if the constant connection is
also

scene can

not afraid of the crisis situation.

mirroring

association stage.

might stand for self-renewal.

worldly desires. Instead, they began to

the

perspective, however,

of self-renewal,

in Acts 1:14

scene

This dramatic

(Acts 4:18-20).
Kohutian

Namsik Kim

Studies

and

clarify their main

also to the

apostles'

verbal

they were supposed to

(Downers Grove,IL: InterVasity, 2004),
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From

emphasized.

transference with the presence of the

evangelistic rhetorical perspective,

an

For
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example,

Spirit.

the ethos factor has been

Erasmus accentuates the ethos factor for effective

communication in order to convey God's words. He believes
God alone

through prayer.

^"^^

secular matters,

Conceming

a

a

pure heart

speaker does

comes

from

not have to

prove his/her pure heart.

Rather, they

audience for

social matters. However, for conveyance of God's words,

political

or

Christian orator cannot
approves

eam

Christian orator's

a

of God. In this vein, the

Spirit

in the

comes

Paul's confession

1:1) shows

"I

same as

showing

can

to

be

no

how the

be innocent and reliable for their

become

a

When God

channel to convey

transference while

a

a

message

being with the

is cmcial.

sample

of twinship transference in the New Testament,

Paul who

was

"called to be

presumably was

Christ lives in me"

though the process

the other

can

twinship

constant

helpfiil.

longer live,

of Paul's

(Gal 2:20).

an

featured in the
He

apostles experienced twinship

But

early church

clearly describes the
may not be

alter-

exactly

still, it would be the sample

transference. In

disciples (John 17:21), twinship

Corinthian

apostle" (1

twinship transference

apostles' twinship transference.

prayer for union with his
reasons

a

he

or

the climax of self-renewal that

ego in him. Even

the

apostles'

pretend to

authority while practicing impurities.

ethos, she

ongoing-association

When it

by saying,

divine

can

relating to the Master's

transference is

one

of the

major

to be united with the Master.

Second, twinship transference is related

predicted his disciples' martyrdom,

''^Patricia

Bizzell and Bmce

Herzberg,

even

to

martyrdom.

though they

The Master

did not realize that at the time

eds. The Rhetorical Tradition 2nd

586.
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frequently

(Bedford,

St.

Martin's, 2001)
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John 21:18-19). Acts 12:2 reports James became the first martyr of the

apostles. Allegedly, other apostles conmiitted to

apostles' martyrdom,

we

might

their faith in Christ. However,

say that the

a more

martyrdom.*"**

reason

they

In

understandmg the

did not fear death

was

due to

specific explanation for the apostles' martyrdom

is

needed.
As Paul's
as

the

alter-ego,

apostles'

confession, if the apostles' selves were replaced with the

death for God's commission

confidence

conceming resurrection.

in constant connection with the Master

promise

I will not leave you

you

Another

beyond

is that the
on

is that the

apostle's

belief

the Master's

as

orphans;

I will

come

to you. Before

long,

the world will

day
(John 14:18-20).

Paul also

"For to me, to live is

radically

Christ,

to die is

and wonders.

called his twelve

Initially,

disciples

can come

out

understanding

longer in

were

(Matt

(Mark 9:28).

10:

apostles' performances

granted authority.
authority to

1). However,

The Master

fear of

meaning of prayer,

of many

Matthew reports, "Jesus

drive out

impure spirits

the Twelve found

points

only by prayer" (Matt 17:21;

the

were no

rationality of martyrdom by saying,

to the

to him and gave them

unable to drive out demons

apostles

gain" (Phil 1:21).

the Twelve

to heal every disease and sickness"

the

describes the

Third, twinship transference is related

In

reason

reason

anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live. On
you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in

(Acts 5:29).

"This kind

deal. The

big

death. This is based

experiencing twinship transference, therefore,

signs

a

see me

that

death

not

follows:

as

not

In

was

Master's self

Mark

out the

reason

and

they were

by saying,

9:29).

prayer itself is related to connection to the

For more information, see Martyrs Mirror: The Story of Seventeen Centuries of Christian
From the Time of Christ to A.D. 1660 by Thieleman Van Bragt and Joseph F. Sohm,1938.
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Master and

self-emptiness.

word

originated

Thus,

prayer

meaning

from pros

helps

The term, prayer in Greek is proseucM

(TipoasnxTj).

(Tipog), which means 'moving toward

goal

movement toward the Master. In this

of the prayer in the

In the

Namsik Kim
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regard,

a

or

This

destination.'

Joel Marcus

explains

the

following passage:

post-Easter period, physical

contact with Jesus is no

but

longer possible,

prayer is~hence Jesus' answer to the disciples in 9:29. Moreover, as we have seen,
in our passage Jesus is, in some sense, the object rather than the subject of
142

prayer.
More

specifically, prayer is

Jesus' wished

(John 17:21).

with God the Father

the intentional action of uniting with the Master

In terms of union with

9:17).

However in the

selves

(Acts 2:4).

In other

words,

as

of signs and wonders

being within

the

same

able to

the

the

alter-ego,

originated

perform

the

any

signs

without self-

and wonders

(Mark

apostles experienced Spirit-filled
Spirit was

from the
1 Cor

within

them, the

Spirit. Therefore,

Paul

emphasizes

6:11; Eph 2:18; 2:22; Col 1:8).

In

vein, for the apostles, twinship transference while being within the Spirit was

In

to

an

evangelistic ministry.

summation, the apostles

transference while

being with

complete

seem

to

experience mirroring, idealizing,

the Master. Those transferences

the Great Commission. However, the

transferences

can occur

transferences

usually

in adulthood. The

occur

transferences failed in
"2

not

Spirit (Rom 9:1-2; 14:7; 15:16;

essential factor to

apostles

were

ongoing-association stage,

performance

the

God, Jesus demonstrated his union

prior to reviving Lazarus (John 1 1:41-42). Likewise,

union with the Master, the Twelve

as

in the

infancy,

reason

infancy period.

it would

cause a
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question

In relation to

twinship

necessary for the

is if those

mirroring, idealizing,

so-called

Joel Markus, 665. "Mark 8-16," The Anchor Yale Bible

665.

is

were

and

and

twinship

this, when those

'merger-hungry' symptom.

(New Haven,

NJ: Yale

University Press, 2009),
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Therefore,
manner:

Knabb and Newgren describe the

from their
is viewed

structure to the self that

self-objects.
unhealthy

as

Thus,

even

in

speaking

it is

and

a

Kohutian

pathological

are

too

when the

being

to

be ultimate

that Jesus is the

unable to

distinguish

themselves

are

self-object is

as

they

scriptural

character type

in aduh life."''^

a

and

merger-hungry issue, the

adult needs to find

twinship transference. However, generally
Because ahnost all human

self-objects.''' However, for the Twelve, the

"life-giving

needs .""^ In this vein,

helpful,

A

who will

God, which is the ultimate Self-object. Therefore, Knabb and

the ultimate

with the Master from

will be

selfobjects

perspective, this merger-hungry

adulthood, if one has

imperfect

Newgren explain

twinship

search for

hardly possible to find the perfect self-object.

Master is the Son of

and

From

lack and

they

self-object for mirroring, idealizing,

beings

merger-hungry symptom in the following

"Healthy adulthood personalities constantly

provide the

the

Namsik Kim

Studies

a

even

source

mirroring, idealizing,

in adulthood self-renewal

Being. Thus,

Kohutian

to meet his

can

be

in order to understand the

perspective, Knabb

and

possible only
meaning

of

Newgren' s viewpoints

summarize below:

account of Jesus' merger needs in adulthood

(a) appear attainable

and

realistic, not fantasy-based; and (b) possess a self-limiting, or ksvoo, rather than
narcissistic, quality, which appears to distinguish his adult merger experiences
from those mentioned in the self psychology literature. To be sure, adult merger
experiences, as illuminated in the scriptural portrayal of the Father-Son dyad,
appear to be healthy only when the external object upon which the self depends
(a) is perfect, (b) can meet every requisite self-need, and (c) can permanently

Knabb and

Newgren, "The Craftsman and His Apprentice:

Narratives of Jesus Christ," 259.

'"Ibid.
"5

Ibid.
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sustain the structure of the reliant self /'^

In Coleman's

principle

of association, the Master allowed them to be with Himself for

self-renewal. The principle
the

was

for the constant self-renewal.

Spirit

a

discipleship

Master's ascension

for

through

of Coleman's

discipleship strategies beyond time

Implications

Being with

beyond the

Thus, it is clear why prioritization

of association should be made in

principle

active

constantly

and space.

Discipleship

trainee is related to at least three factors: conversion,

conunitment, and Christlikeness. As expanded analysis of practical aspects above, if a
Christian

discipler decides

centered in

a

to follow Jesus' way of association, these factors would be

discipleship strategy. Thus,

a

Christian

intentionally being with trainees.*"*^ Ultimately,

through his/her lifestyle to

convey Christlikeness

discipler

should focus

a

on

the

discipler has

Christian
the

new

clear

Spirit.

convert. For

would be in vain. This
as

follows

Unlike

Figure 12*"*^

this,

Christian

healthy relationships
Spirit

Spirit, being with a trainee
can

be

Figure

Figure

11

indicates that

as

more

specifically

12.

N.C

the ideal relations.

disruptive

relations
Figure 12-Christian

146

a

to

Needless to say, without the

connectedness with the

explained

to

discipler is responsible

The
with the

reasons

Social

Group

Ibid.

"'

Qualifications of trainees are based on Coleman's criteria: availability, teachability, and aspiration for
God. Therefore, a frainee's willingness to be discipled is a requirement. See "Selection" in the Master Plan
of Evangelism for more detail.
"'

C.D stands for Christian

discipler.

N.C

means new

convert.
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might result in unidentified fellowship.
also
D

unhealthy.

factors,

a

For

Since B factor is

fi-agile,

E and D factor

can

be

conversion, commitment, and Christlikeness, from B factor to E and

Christian

discipler is responsible to be with the

being with the new convert requires

a

Christian

healthy connectedness (B factor).
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discipler to maintain the

Therefore,
constant and
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6. Coleman's Practice of The

Principle

of Association

Introduction
of the

Conceming contemporary cases

good examples
focuses

doing

on

so.

in

Coleman's

practice

ministries for
of the

principle

principle

discipleship.

not

really works

in

In order to evaluate whether

program, it would take several years

or

a

or

principle

a

not the

fmd

might

chapter solely

reasons

intensive

exist in

discipleship

critical issue is how

particular small-group ministry

we can

know

for

principle

of association works in the

be found

beyond formal discipleship

decades.

Second, the principle of association also
programs. The

only applied to

we

this

of association. Several

long-term relationships. Therefore,

of association

of association,

discipleship. However,

First, the principle of association is

programs but also

the

small-group

principle

can

of association does work

organically based on

in order to suggest how to

informal

discipleship program. Therefore,

principle

of association, it would be better to collect personal

a

formal and

practice the

experiences

of the

principle

of association.

Third, in considering the person who really knows well the principle of
association for
know the

discipleship,

principle

Robert Coleman

seems

to be one of the best persons who

of association. Since 1955, he had been

organizing theological

ideas

on

The Master Plan

ofEvangelism

first edition in 1963. Since then Robert Coleman has been
the

principle

of association for almost five decades.

Robert Coleman has

practiced the principle

reading, thinking,

published the

making disciples

in terms of

Therefore, worth investigating is how

of association for
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until he

and

discipleship

for his life.
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Methodology
In order to

qualitative
Coleman

investigate

research

was

how Coleman

out.*

carried

This

practiced the prmciple

case

study has

folds.^ Fkst is

two

practiced the principle

of association for

discipleship.

disciples practiced the principle

of association for

discipleship.

For

collecting data, personal

utilized. Coleman's
three aspects such

experience

as

renewal for Christlikeness that

are

principle

of association

how Robert

Second is how his

interviews of Coleman and his

of the

connection for

of association,

was

disciples were

evaluated based

on

conversion, cohesion for commitment, and self-

derived from the characteristics of Jesus' way of

association.^
Therefore, first conceming Coleman's
he

experienced the principle

how he

disciples'

In this

discipleship.

the

chaplain

relationship

the

principle

discipleship

of association for

of association, how

will be discussed.

discipleship

case

The second

case

is how Coleman

Second,

will be evaluated.

accounts will be discussed for evaluation of Coleman's

vein, the first

for

'

of association for

practiced the principle

Coleman's

case on

experienced the principle

Third,

practice."^

of association

is the association between Coleman and Steve

of Southem Methodist
between Coleman and

University.

The third

case

is the

Rank,

discipling

Lyle Dorsett, professor of evangelism at Beeson

qualitative research, interviews are more useful to collect data on the principle of association. See
Joseph A. Maxwell, "Designing a Qualitative Study," Hand Book of Applied Social Research Methods, ed
Leonard Bickman and Debra J. Rog (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Pubhcations, 1998),78.
2

3

For

See

Appendix

The criteria

A for the

are

questionnaire.

4

practical analysis of Jesus' way of association. The analysis is
encapsulation, decision-making, cohesion, and analysis of the self

derived from the

contemporary social theories:

I asked Robert Coleman to recommend at least three persons who
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were

discipled by

him.

based

on
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Scliool. Tlie fourth

professor of worship

case

is the

relationship between

Asbury Theological Seminary. The

at

Coleman and Robert

fifth

case

is the

relationship

between Coleman and Jane Goldman, clinical associate professor of pediatrics
Ohio State

University College

Conceming discipleship training,

disciple

points

his parents

were

reason

not

out that it was his

Coleman

was

using

influence him to

spiritually

his

to see

for

as a

college
reason

disappoint his parents.

grow.

a

asked the

as

time. Moral hazards

Neither did

In his

Coleman

was

spite

of the

parent's discipleship lifestyle was

lives. Even

placed in

was

physical

influential to his life.

seemed to

Coleman has
a

a

secular

absence of his parents,

Simply,

specifically,

still

since his parents

Christian, while being with his parents, he seemed to pursue

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY.
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clear

that he did not want to

axis of good deeds in his life. More

the

intend to

in the social circumstance.

for Coleman to stand fum in the faith

an

they

family setting,

through his parents'

were conunon

a

subconsciously

disciple Coleman, being with them

example,

really

is Coleman describes that

Conceming conunitment to Christ,

being

Who

to become

conservative Christians

discipleship training.

Christian. For

of his parents became

question:

parents who trained him

"subconsciously"

This indicates that in

as a

was

Christian model

the

showed how to live

Case^

they were just with him.

did not know how to

standard for how to act

Nevertheless, the

the term

formally trained

given chances

though his parents

setting during

for

Coleman. Rather

formally disciple

5

when he

of Christ. He describes that his parents

trained him. The

at the

of Medicine.

Robert Coleman's

trained you? Coleman

Stamps,

August, 7, 2013.
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Christlikeness by imitating his role model. The primary Christian discipler (C.D)
parents

His Christian

(Figure 13).

seemed to

play a role

v^as

his

family setting

of encapsulation for

The

Spirit

conversion.
From his

components
association.

are

experience

paired with the

First, family

stage played

a

of association, several

as

Jesus' way of

the initial-association

significant role

in

discipling

C.D

family setting.

environment

usually

consists of natural

Additionally,

unlike

This
Figure

Coleman

a

formal

opportunities

Christian parents

Coleman seemed to

was

ideologically encapsulated by the

emphasized

Simply

Coleman knew his

parents'

kept giving

Christian worldview.
we

recall, the

in Jesus' way of association. In the

experience strong togethemess by being with

togetherness possibly enabled him to

and Robert

Therefore, Coleman seemed to be

Second, the parent-child relationship works for discipleship. As

parent-child relationship

Discipler

Coleman

discipleship class, being with

and

13-The Christian

informality.

to leam the Christian life.

naturally physically, socially,

R.C

<

Coleman. The devout Christian parents interacted
with Coleman in the

E

stand firm in the faith in

a

same

vein,

Christian parents. This

secular environment.

expectations.^ Therefore, the cohesive relationships

between Coleman and his parents seemed to reinforce his Christian faith.

Third, Coleman seemed to be receptive
his

to the Christian faith. The

parents' lifestyle was synchronized with the biblical

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY.
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reason

is that

lessons. Therefore he did not

August, 7,

2013.
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retroversion process in his

paired with
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for
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lifestyle.

This also tells

us

being with his parents was conveying

that his parents also

Christ without

a

single

well

a

paired with Christ. So,
might contribute to

doubt. Also this seemed to lead him to have

for God in the process of self-renewal.

After the initial association stage, he
with other Christians. In his

associating with

follower. For

college time,

Christian peers, his

exactly remember

Coleman

were

Christlikeness in his parents could be observed. This

following

aspirations

ageJ Rather, Coleman's self seemed to be well

his parents. This indicates that

Coleman,

Coleman

early

stepped into the

he joined Bible

spiritual growth was

all their names, he recalls the

one

study groups.
made. Even

see

the

simple plan

Also

by being

by

though he

who influenced him to be

example, by being with Bilton Depreist who

began to

association stage

was a

missionary

of salvation. He said that he had

through the simplicity of the Gospel until he met Bilton.^ Additionally,

in

never

a

does not

Christ-

Japan,

thought

for his

ministry

time, Coleman remembers Billy Graham's influence. While being with Billy Graham for

evangelism

as a

co-worker

experience association
Graham

was

for

through the Billy Graham Association,
spiritual growth.

relatively short.

contributed to his

But

Coleman seemed to

The duration of association with

Billy

still, he thinks that association with Billy Graham

discipleship development.

'

Lewis Rambo describes retroversion in the following manner: "The new converts evaluate Christianity
generations of Christianization in order to check whether Christian principles are valuable to use.
If they have positive evaluation, they would be more affmnative." See, Understanding Religious
after two

Conversion (New Haven, CT: Yale
'

University Press, 1993),

Ibid.
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being appointed professor of evangelism

at

Asbury Seminary, he

seemed to

step into the ongoing-association stage. In this
The

stage, he started to

disciple Asbury Seminary

students

small group

through

Therefore,
Coleman

as

a

indicated in

setting

Figure 14,

(R.C) played the role

discipler who reached

Spirit

in 1955.

Robert

of a Christian

out to the new converts

R.C

N.C

(N.C).
How did then Robert Coleman

the

principle

he became

a

professor of evangelism

gradually,

then, he began to have

meetings
In

him for

with his

the

people.

Asbury.^ He thought altar call for conversion was

small group

principle

himself to reach his

In his

disciples.

ministry with

students. Not

us more

Robert Coleman
of the

by email, phone
on

Coleman's

formal

emphasized.
some

people to be with
some

of association, he did not limit

decades,

as

colleagues,

and informal

meetings.

practice.

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY. August, 7, 2013.
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only

discipleship.

intentionally attempted to spend

principle

Even after several

details

were

of association, he felt God led

practice

associate with Robert Coleman

really know discipling until

he believed in Jesus' way of evangehsm and

discipleship. Therefore,

sections will tell

at

students, but also informal relationships

practicing

time with those

9

14-Robert Coleman and New Converts

of association? Robert Coleman said he did not

effective. However,
Since

Figure

practice

his
The

disciples

still

following

PhD in

Evangelization

Namsik Kim

Studies

Coleman and Steve Rankin's Case

Steve Rankin,

disciples
his

while

cliaplain

a

working

discipleship training,

as

at Southem

Coleman's

he

points

teaching

Coleman's association. As

a

Rankin

(S.R). Particularly,

was

knowledge

Rankin

during

church

about The Master Plan

practiced the principle

University,

fellow at

out that his father

prior to

him to stay with him

Methodist

was one

Trinity University.

was so

of Coleman's
In

sharing

influential in his younger age

Methodist pastor, his father spent time with Steve
reminded of the moments when his father allowed

ministry.

Even

ofEvangelism,

of association

though his

father did not have any

Rankin recalls that his father

by being with him. Additionally,

when it

really

comes

to

Robert Coleman's

influence, he recalls formal and informal relationships with Coleman.

The initial contact

was

there.

made in

Italy.

Afterward, while Coleman was

Rankin

was

Rankin met Coleman while

a

Particularly,

as

missionary

professor of evangelism at Trinity Seminary,

invited to become Coleman's

association with Coleman.

working

teaching

Rankin

fellow.

was

Then, Rankin was involved in

reminded of informal times with

Coleman. In the meantime, Rankin could observe Coleman's humble attitude toward his

disciples. Additionally,

he recaUs that demonstration of Christlikeness in Coleman's life

affected him to pursue the

same

goal.

After three

decades, still Rankin

says that the

association with Coleman is influential to him. In short, Rankin describes that
Coleman itself has been influential.

Steve Rankin, Interview with Namsik Kim. Dallas, TX.
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In this case, like Coleman, Rankin

had

a

The

strong experience of association with

his father.

By being with his

father

as

the

initial-association stage, Rankin seemed
be influenced to

sense

Spirit

to

Christian life. In

associating with Coleman,

the E-F relation
R.C

in

15

Figure

informal

mostly was established by

F

Rankin did not have

fellowship.

any formal

Figure 15-Robert

being with Coleman,

Rankin to pursue the D factor. Coleman's

frequent informal

Rankin to

Coleman and Steve Ranldn

discipleship program with

Coleman. Rather, while

way. But

S.R

develop

a

Coleman's

practice was

affected

discipleship hfestyle

not

exactly the

same as

Jesus'

conversations in person and remote communications enabled

discipleship lifestyle.

This indicates that

beyond physical

limits and

time, walking together in the way of the Lord has been ongoing.
After association with
still

experiences

With his

colleagues,

guidance.
Not

he

only

the

As

a

importance
he

chaplain,

in academic

disciples

principle

shares his

of association for

concems

he also sets time to be with

settings,

but also

through

some

informal

constant association

of Christ. As the

the

principle?

spiritual

students in order to share life.

relationships
reason

is that

might be helpful

ongoing-association stage,

with the
as

he

students,

experienced

for the students to

Rankin is still connected

with Coleman. One of the characteristics of Jesus' way of association is
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Rankin

discipleship training.

and prayer requests for

this connection with them. The

Coleman, he believes that

become

of the

regularly

continually maintains

with

Coleman, how does Rankm practice

sending

and
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reunion. As co-worlcers in the

Kingdom

Coleman and

of God, Coleman and Rankin

are

Lyle Dorsett's Case^^
of Samford

Lyle Dorsett, evangelism professor of Beeson Divinity School
University,

was one

of Coleman's

disciples. Conceming his spnitual joumey,

out the most

significant person was his wife who helped him to be

Mrs. Dorsett

came

setting,

experience the

comes

searching

to

for

a

spiritual

a

marriage

spiritual

mentor who

in his

discipleship,

might guide him how to

do

early

evangelistic

The Master's Mind enlightened him. Dorsett met him at

Graham School of Evangelism in

Indianapolis

in 1980. Coleman

of evangelism at that moment. Dorsett and his wife

guidance. Right after listening to

were

was one

participating

Billy

of the teachers

in the

meeting

for

Coleman's lecture, Mrs. Dorsett said to Dorsett

that Coleman would be the best teacher for Dorsett's

Asbury to

points

follower of Christ.

initial-association stage. As

association with Robert Coleman for

ministry, Coleman's book

fiiture

he

his wife has been influential to him.

When it
age, while

a

to believe in Christ four years before Dorsett did. In the

Dorsett seemed to

companion,

connected.

meet Coleman. Dorsett describes that he

ministry. Therefore,

experienced

'his heart

he visited
was

strangely

warmed' when he met Coleman.
In

teaching

1983, Coleman moved to Trinity Seminary. At the

at Wheaton

evangelism

"

time, Dorsett was also

to
College. The Billy Graham Association asked Coleman

at Wheaton. Since

Wheaton, Dorsett

same

was

Lyle Dorsett, Interview

able to

Coleman and Dorsett

teach

taught theology of evangelism

at

frequently associate with Coleman. During his relationship

with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY.
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Dorsett is reminded that Coleman

plan

of evangelism.

the Master and what He wanted.

Coleman,

he

prominent

was

encouraged to

Christians such

as

In this case, Dorsett

colleague,

Coleman

Specifically,

kept leading Dorsett to

see

Christ all the time. Rather than

not

a

and

relationship

member of Coleman's group

Therefore,

as

with Coleman

Figure

16

as a

imitating

on

some

Luther, he kept going back to

he started association with Coleman at Wheaton.

defined the

focus

Therefore, Dorsett describes that while being with

Wesley, Calvin,

was

always encouraged him to remember

or a

Jesus.

student. As

Nevertheless,

Dorsett

a

clearly

master-disciple relationship.

indicates, Coleman was intentionally connected with Lyle

Dorsett to pursue the D factor. This connection

The
seems

to fiinction

as

association with Coleman

strengthen the
relation, the
Dorsett's

Spirit

encapsulation. Thus,

helped Dorsett to

C-D relation. As

a

result, in the

E-F

constant connection contributed to

continuing

commitment and

R.C

pursuing

L.D

Christlikeness.
This association
been

ongoing

was

not

figure

temporary. It has

for at least three decades. In

evaluating

16-Robert Coleman and

Coleman's

of association, Dorsett describes that the E-F relation has been
a

practice

helpfiil to

of the

Lyle

Dorsett

principle

be sanctified

on

daily basis.
How does then Dorsett

principle
life

practice the principle

of association? In

practicing

the

of association, Dorsett and his wife invite students and church members to share

together.

The purpose is not

only

for academic

200

advising,

but also for

spiritual
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Dorsett does not have Bible

conversations with his

disciples

emphasized. Encouragement is

study groups with his
at the dinner

also made. In his

students.

Instead, while

table, natural informality is

practice

of association,

intentionality is

stressed.

Coleman and Robert

Robert

disciples.

Stamps, professor of worship

In the process of being

several Christians. First of all, it
as a

Christian. While

Christianity.

In his

Christian life.

a

disciple

was

his

being reared in his
his

spiritual growth,

Additionally, Stamps

at

Stamps' Case^^

Asbury Seminary,

of Christ, Robert

Christian

family,

grandfather was

thinks that Rima

Then,
group for

Asbury,

recalls that

student

Stamps was influenced by

he

live

naturally accepted

influential to pursue the

Clark, who

ministry.

was

Stamps' pastor,

Also at Wheaton

College,

ministry.

he met Robert Coleman.

am.

During the

Bible

being with Coleman

study,

Stamps joined

Coleman's focused

Coleman shared his Christian life with him. He

itself was influential. The

of his

reason was

personal engagement with

what he

taught but because

Stamps

describes that Coleman's life

was

enlightened him

on

how cmcial

not because of

Coleman. In other words.

filled with biblical lessons. Coleman's

demonstration of biblical lessons that imbued his life affected
Coleman

of Coleman's

discipleship.*^ Specifically, Stamps met Coleman for two years every Thursday

at 6

moming

at

chaplain taught him

one

grandfather who strongly encouraged him to

loved and directed him to be involved in Christian
Evan Welch the

is

one-on-one

Stamps'

association

'2

Robert Stamps, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY.

'3

Robert Stamps says that he joined Coleman's group in either the Fall of '66
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was

life. Plus,

for

discipleship.

August, 15, 2013.
or

the

Spring of '67.

In
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Robert Coleman

was one

of the most influential

figures

for his

discipleship training.
In

Stamp's association with Coleman, Stamps experienced both formal

and

informal association with Coleman. In terms of formal association, Coleman's Bible

study

group contributed to

informal association.
lessons he

together,

taught.

growing in knowledge

Stamps was

For

example,

able to

while

see

of the Christian faith.

Coleman's demonstrations of the biblical
and

traveling

participating

Coleman's intentional but informal association with

This type of association gave chances for

Regarding

Stamps

to

in revival

Stamps

experience

was

meetings

implemented.

Coleman's demonstration

of the biblical lessons.
This pattem of association is for

apprenticeship.

being together with
For

knowledge.

therefore, the
formal and

training.

a

master itself ftinctions to

discipleship

as

Figure

17

E factor consists of Bible

practice

usually

gain

study as

of the biblical lessons

as

informal

to

<

Stamps

strengthen the

D factor

R.S

E

R.C

Stamps

Spirit

indicates,

The E factor between Coleman and

seemed to influence
that

The

Like Hellenistic/ Jewish traditions,

Figure 17-Robert

Coleman and Robert

Stamps

includes commitment to Christ and

Christlikeness.
Even in

be doable.

an

academic

Obviously,

informality were

in E-F

setting,

this

case

shows how the

principle

of association

can

relations, togethemess, encouragement, and natural

the cmcial components. Furthermore, this association has been
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for four decades.
How does Stamps

practice

tlie

principle

of association for

discipleship?

Conceming Stamps' practice of the principle of association, Stamps
companionship.

When it

life and shares his burdens
small group is

to

comes

important to him.

often encourage

one

another.

emphasizes togethemess.

conflicts with his

The

reason

For

that constant connection with

and

can

of association.

as

'4

through

on

a

disciples

is linked to

friendship,

brings

he

the

emphasizes

is essential. He thinks the connection for

beyond physical presence.

connection with his

Hospital

University College

has led her to focus
first

and

As

a

discipler,

he

intentionally

disciples.

Case^"*

Goldman, MD, is "a member of the Section of Ambulatory Pediatrics

Nationwide Children's

Ohio State

disciplers

believes that God

Coleman and Jane Goldman's
Jane

In this sense,

Christians.

Stamps

discipleship

disciples

be maintained

naturally maintains

prayer

Christlikeness, Stamps observed prominent Christians and

to him. Since he thinks that

discipleship

on

Also, in order to accomplish sanctification, Stamps

practicing the principle

potentials

spiritual friends.

is that both Christian

desired to be like them because of their characters
In

sphitual

spiritual stmggling. Stamps often focuses

spiritual

or

stresses

and

a

Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics at the

of Medicine."*^ In her

Jesus since her

The Master Plan

at

early

age.

of Evangelism

Jane Goldman, Interview with Namsik Kim.

at

spiritual growth.

By the

same

high school

Christian literature

token, she

age.

met Coleman

By reading the book,

Wilmore, KY. October 24, 2013.

'5

Asbury Chapel Bulletin, "Jane Goldman," Asbury Chapel (Wilmore, KY: Asbury Theological Seminary,
2013). 4.
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glimpse

of the

Several years later, in 1989, she
a

life.

discipleship

met Coleman at

Trinity Seminary while pursuing

Master of Divinity degree. She registered in Coleman's every class. She

was

also

invited to Coleman's early moming prayer group, which mostly consisted of men. She
was a

was

she

teaching

assistant of Colenian's class

with Coleman for
was

invited

2006, focused

by

on

outreach and

Coleman, naturally informality

formality

on

Sundays.

as a woman

or

being with Coleman,

that while

my

seriously

as a woman

making disciples

was

as

was

was

emphasized.

invited to have supper

of Coleman felt comfortable

his demonstrations of the Word of God influenced

consider

in her time. The

based

on

being with Coleman,

example,

the Great

in informal association existed.

enabled her to

layperson

Also she

disciple

Goldman to pursue Christlikeness. Also Coleman's

lifestyle

of discipleship. She also

discipleship: Leading and Living in

Goldman

colleagues.

While

principles

Coleman to the Doctoral of Ministry program at Gordon-Conwell in

Coleman sometimes visited her church

because the

the

preaching evangelism at O'Hare Airport in Chicago. Afterward,

Commission. In association with

with other

on

I follow the

practice

making disciples regardless
reason was

Paul's words

were

of Christ"

204

of being

a

clergy

that Coleman convinced her that

the Great Commission

example

of the Great Commission

lifestyle. Therefore,

Goldman said

deeply embedded in her life:

(1 Corinthians

11:1

NIV).

"Follow
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as

Figure

1 8 indicates, the

intentionally performed

for

jj^g

Spirit

Goldman. While being with Coleman,
Goldman

Commission
relations

caught by

was

lifestyle.

his Great

In other

words, the

clearly demonstrated

were

Coleman's life. Thus, Goldman

encouraged to pursue

A-B

in

was

the C-D relations. In the
Figure

process,

being

with Coleman

encapsulational

provided

environment for

Goldman sensed that Coleman's

Commission. The

reason was

discipleship. Particularly, while being with Coleman,
lifestyle impacted her life to pursue

she

mainly read about the

literature, but did not experience it until she
with

daily

18-Robert Coleman and Jane Goldman

the

Coleman, Goldman experienced how

Christian

the Great

lifestyle through

met Coleman. This indicates that while

to

practice evangelism and discipleship

being

in

life.
In the

ongoing-association stage,

Goldman has been connected with Coleman.
from Coleman

encouraged her to get over her

She said that

unexpected correspondence

discouraging

and distressfiil circumstances. Then she could be reminded of the

principles

of the Christian life she had leamed from Coleman. The association between Coleman
and Goldman has been

ongoing

How then does Goldman

She defines the

professorship

principle

for

more

practice

of association

of medicine

as

the

than two decades.
the

as

platform

principle

hanging
for

of association for

out. In this

evangelism
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and

discipleship?

vein, Goldman uses her

discipleship.

She

can

Namsik Kim

PhD in
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access

medical students at the Ohio State

Studies

University.

curriculum for small groups for medical students

they informally

share food and stories with

observes that students' conversion
on

making disciples.

occurs.

residences. While

discipling context,

training

Christian life. At the

same

a

are

connected to

every four years she has to let her

manual*^

meeting

at the Christian Women

more

effective

to

help

you

in the

are

on

her

ongoing

diaspora

Physician Conference

discipleship,

Family
pattem exists in the

and that of his

the

problem

disciples
in

go for their

discipleship.

constant

Matters

case

follow-up

for

after four years of Bible

students to focus

on

the
cormect

as

every year, because she believes

is

key.

Discipleship

Initial-Association

of Coleman's

disciples'. Parent-child

She

in person, Goldman tries to be connected with her

Implications

A

making disciples,

time, Coleman encouraged Goldman to continuously

with her former students. For

that for

being together,

disciple-making helps her to rejoice

and work. Therefore, she focused

Therefore she wrote

disciples

an

Students' conversion encourages her to focus

realized that her association with her students should be

study.

she has

eternity."*^ She shares that discipling keeps the Word of God in her hfe.

In her

medical

Gospel. Also,

designed a

another. In the meantime Goldman

one

Goldman describes that

salvation of God. She says, "While you

connected to

to share the

at her home or students'

informal Bible study group

For formal settmgs, she

practice

of the

principle

oriented association contributes to

of association

spiritual growth

�'

KY. October 24, 2013.
Jane Goldman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore,

"

A Bible Study Guide for Medical Students and Residents.
See, Jane Goldman's Progress Notes:
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family setting

is

one

of the most influential ways to make

family setting, daily living together often provides

disciples.

chances for children to follow their

parents' discipleship lifestyles. In other words, the family itself ftinctions

ideological,

For

sociological encapsulation.

and

development of his belief system.

in other interviewees'

religious experiences.

spnitual joumey.

influential. This indicates that the

This

tendency also

Steve Rankin and Robert

In the

as

physical,

Coleman, the parent's Christian faith

influenced Coleman's

similar pattems in their

In the

case

can

Stamps

of Lyle Dorsett, his wife

be found

have

was

proximity of family often provides encapsulational

develop discipleship.

environments to

However,

spiritual grov^h,

even

though family itself functions

growing, people tend to

while

as an

encapsulating

environment for

think of religious belief by themselves.

James Fowler calls it the stage of Individuative -Reflective faith. Fowler

explains

it

as

follows:

religious symbol the Individuative-Reflective
the symbol or symbolic act is tmly
person asks, "But what does it mean?" If
meaningfiil. Stage 4 believes, its meanings can be translated into propositions,
18
definitions and/or conceptual foundations.
In face of a

liturgical

ritual

or a

�

Therefore, in reaching
to

a

certain

clarify what they believe.

point, people might examine their belief system in order

If they realize

a

behef system is not vahd,

longer sustain the belief Thus, individual evaluation is
In this

vein,

we

need to

investigate

necessary to

they would no

fully accept a belief

how the interviewees stand firm in the faith at the

stage of Individuative -Reflective faith.
In

not

18

thinking

clearly point

James, F. Fowler,

of a

spiritual tuming point or conversion point,

out their

conversion

most interviewees did

points. Nevertheless, they obviously remember how

Stages of Faith (New York,

NY:

HarperSanFrancisco, 1995),
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their spiritual growth occurred. Particularly, they point

spiritual struggling
reason to

was

their

stand firm in the faith in

his parents, Robert Coleman

parent

as

family.

own

Christian

a

For

secular

out that the reason for

overcoming

example, during his college time,

setting was

that he did not want to

the

disappoint

says.*^ This indicates that in spite of physical absence of the

disciplers,

the

still seemed to affect

parents' discipleship lifestyle

Coleman's behaviors.
As in

Tippett's theory,

(PD) for Christian

conversion

this tells
were

us

that

a

not clear in the

indicates that the transition from PA and PD to
occurred. In other

observed how their parents

or

Regarding

of a

partner lived

as

godly life,

meeting

herself from

family members.

In this

is that the interviewees

godly

lives that

Christians may

family life,

bonds and

family

se

derived from authentic

pretend to be holy

no one can

in

a

hide himself or

Christ from

a

perspective

or

discipleship
of cohesion,

family

stands for cohesion. As discussed earlier, cohesion is from strong

we-ness.

as a

probably

vein, discipleship lifestyle of the family members

considering commitment to
per

this

family had pursued only

are

spouse seemed to influence the interviewees to pursue Christian

relationship

and decision

family setting. However,

Christians. If their

some

of a church. However, in

small group

In

(PA)

period of incorporation (PI) naturally

reason

the interviewees would not have

faith in Christ.

of awareness

words, through individual evaluation of Christian belief, the

interviewees seemed to be convinced. The

godly forms,

period

cultural

These components

are

based

on

their blood

relationships.

homogenous unit experience possibly affects

In

addition,

their cohesion. As

a

conunitment
result, the cohesive relationships of family easily contribute to developing
belief If the interviewees had such cohesive

relationships

a

religious

�9

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY. August, 7, 2013.
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would be not difficult for their

commitment
The
Christ

family members

to influence the

interviewees

more

is how to maintain

important thing

In

members

might

religious

beliefs in terms of their

show adhesive

discerning

relationships.
own

or

reinforce their commitment to

adhesion and

This

interests. In

means

cohesion,

that

some

of Coleman and

cases

some

road to

while

seemed to

conunitment to Christ. This indicates that

maintaining

experiencing

cohesion in their

family. Regarding
beings

are

presence of the

This

unable to create

Spirit. Therefore,
some

oneness was

means

that

nor

Paul

of his

fiinction

as a

seemed to

as

or

not his

discipleship

oneness

in their

emphasizes unity through the Spirit (Eph 4:3).
oneness

in their

undergirded by the Spirit on

a

family,

daily basis

If so, koinonia

we can

in their

possibly

through their lifetime.
parents realized, Coleman's parent seemed to

Coleman's parents trained him

as a

training about discipleship,
Christian.

Naturally Coleman

follow the model of the Christian life. This pattem also

was

found in

cases.

Regarding self-renewal by being with Christian parents
interviewees might be able

keep

without the

relationships

incubator for him. Without formal

Rankin, Stamps, and Dorsett's

of his

observed in the Twelve's case,

they possibily experienced koinonia.

discipleship

simply

perspective,

maintain cohesive

initiated and

vein, whether

by being with Coleman,

they

words, they experienced

disciples experienced

reinforced their conunitment to Christ
In this

In other

of oneness in Christian

Thus, if Coleman and

family.

family.

family

they can change theh*

disciples, however, they walked together with then family on the

infer that the

a

to Christ.

throughout their lifetime.

human

to make

to see Christiikeness in them. In
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and adults go

his

or

cases

through mirroring, idealizing,

her self with

a

and

twmship

transference in order to merge

perfect self Generally, human beings

of Coleman and his

oneness
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if their parent

disciples, however,

with the Self or Imago Dei

cannot be

or

spouse

simultaneously experienced merging with their parents'
from faith of their parent

This tells

us

that the

or

for children to

youth more
more

first.

family-oriented principle

come

In this

vein. Christian Smith

to faith in Christ in the

pursuit of

some

mterviewees

selves and the Self that

of association for

accentuates

following manner:

was

discipleship

is

a

role in order

parent's

"The best way to get

involved in and serious about their faith communities is to get their parents

communities."^^

In

regard to

the divorce

U.S.^^, family-oriented discipleship is promising to restore family in the U.S.

Spiritual Companions
Coleman and his
Christian

in

tradition.^^ Robert Coleman also emphasized

involved in and serious about their faith

rate in the

were

self Li

spouse.

crucial. This also worked in ancient Jewish

discipling family

perfect

through the Spirit, they possibly observed

Christlikeness in them. Therefore, in the process of self-renewal,

emerging

a

disciples

colleagues resulted

in

have

Matter

as

Association

spiritual companions. Being with mature

spiritual growth in Christ. Through formal meetings

2�

Michael Wilkins, Tiie Concept of tiie Discipie in Mattiiew 's Gospel
Maxrjea (Pasadena, CA: Fuller Theological Seminary, 1986), 98.

as

Reflected in

2'

Robert Coleman, Interview with Namsik Kim. Wilmore, KY. October, 7, 2012.

22

Kenda Creasy Dean, Almost Christian

(New York,

NY: Oxford

23

Use

of the

University Press, 2010),

and

Term

109.

According to the Bama report, evangelicals showed 23%, people who belong to non-Christian
denominations have 33%, and atheists belonged to the national average rate, 33%. These statistics were
based on 2010. "Christian Divorce Rate," http://sapphireskv.org/20 1 Q/03/04/christian-divorce-rates/,
accessed August 20, 2013.
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informal fellowship with their spiritual companions, Coleman and his disciples seemed to
have chances to

renew

themselves. In

companions enabled the interviewees
conversion. Rather, it
walked

was

going through spiritual difficulties, spiritual
to

stay with Christ. This

said that it

the

was

circumstances. Each

one

not

the process of sanctification. On the road to

together with people of God. How could they meet

disciples

was

of God.

providence

of them

was

able to

one

a

holmess, they

another? Coleman and

They did not manipulate

see

each other in

process of

a

any

certain condition. Their

lives' environments sometimes drew them to meet each other. In other words, it could be
translated

as

The

the Prevenient Grace in the

spiritual growth,

he met

key persons

them, Rankin seemed

companionship
challenges.

and

partnership

For Jane

discipleship

in her

In the

us more.

in order to cope with

spiritual companionship

heart with

tell

following examples

Wesleyan tradition.

as

well

case

spiritual

as

of Steve

difficulties. In the process of

Robert Coleman. In

to be able to go forward. In the

with his wife

Rankin, he accentuated

was

cmcial to go

sharing his

case

life and

of Lyle Dorsett,

through his spiritual

Goldman, she did not experience the initial-association stage for

family. Nevertheless,

while

interacting with Coleman,

has been also influenced to grow in Christ. This indicates how

Jane Goldman

important being with a

mature Christian is.

Another
the
that

same

example

experiences

they describe

that

growth. They were
any kind of Bible

is that Robert Coleman,

in terms of association with

being with Billy

with

Billy Graham

study meeting.

As

Graham
for

Lyle Dorsett,

and Robert

Billy Graham.

was a

The

Stamps

had

interesting thing

cmcial step to their

is

spiritual

evangelism ministry. They did not really have

co-workers, they participated in evangelism ministry
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Billy Graham. Nevertheless, they

them. Their stories give

reports

on

In

Billy

us a

said that

different aspect of Billy Graham's

Graham's crusades

It

was

the Christlikeness in

not

a

revival

Billy

Graham.

testimonies. This indicates that
commitment to

meeting but regular formal meetmg

Lyle

who

are

in

Graham per

pursuit

grow in Christ.

spiritual companion,

with Dorsett,

Stamps, Goldman,

another in Christ. In the

called the

program. Biblical

a

as

and Rankin.

practice

and

theological

24

Allan

with

spiritual

important.

an

"Some

a

intensive
can

still build

of association, this is

of Robert Coleman's

consideration

Coppedge emphasizes,

same

which is derived from his

theological aspect of the principle
The

also shared the

Beyond physical presence, they

short time. However, demonstration of discipleship takes

lifestyle,

Stamps

constantly maintaining connections

lifelong process rather than

knowledge

enhanced Coleman to imitate

Ongoing-Association

Coleman has been

ongoing-association stage.

association shows that it is

Christian

than the

for Christian

Therefore, being

of imago Christi is

Continuity Matters
a

se

Dorsett and Robert

Billy Graham's lifestyle,

Christ, affected them to

companions those

one

discipleship

showing his ministry was unbalanced.^"^

ministry. Nevertheless, the being with Billy

up

mfluential

associating with Billy Graham, Robert Coleman feh God's presence while

being with him.

As

bemg with Billy Graham was

principle

of

discipleship

be shared in

a

relatively

longer time. Regarding the

things

are

easier

caught than

Wilham G. McLoughlin, Modern Revivalism (New York: Ronald Press, 1959), 516-18. And Win Am,
Evangelism: The Bottom Line," Church Growth: America 4, no.l (1978): 4-7, 16-9.

"Mass
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is true, for Coleman the

practice

of association

was

being with his

disciples.
In

short,

encapsulation.

in the association stage, Coleman's

In this process, Coleman

being with his disciples provided

ideologically gave them biblical knowledge

theological thoughts through prayer and study

and

of the Bible.

Through informal fellowship with them, sociological encapsulation occurred.
Conceming

a

cohesive
with his

relationships

relationship,

disciples.

The

Coleman took the initiative to have close
reason

is

simple.

For

Coleman, the

Commission matters. The cohesiveness between Coleman and his

Great

disciples

seems

to

get

stronger for the Kingdom of God.
In terms of spiritual

mutuality

in

discipleship

others. In short,

anything

companions,

in the

that is

presence of another person to
In

the

following

subject to

ensure

manner:

"All need the

human limitation

reliability.

It is

a

help

or error

of the

necessity

of

and support of

requires

the

coUegial

fact of life."^^

maimer:

into the routine of daily life.

�

Bring disciples

�

See ways for casual fellowship.
Arrange times for prayer and study of the Bible.

�

Allan

following

us

summation, Coleman summarizes the practice of the principle of association in

�

25

David L. Watson reminds

Occasionally have

Coppedge,

The Biblical

extended periods for reflection

Principles ofDiscipleship (Grand Rapids,

together.

MI: Francis

Asbury Press,

1989), 61.
2'

David. L. Watson, Covenant Discipleship

(Nashville,

2'

TN:

Discipleship Resource, 1999),

Robert Coleman, "50th Anniversary of The Master Plan of Evangelism
(Wilmore KY: Asbury Theological Seminary, October 21, 2013).
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7. Conclusion

In his book, The Master Plan

principle

of association is

a

of Evangelism,

foundational element for

churches in the twenty- first century have been
Worse

still, the assumption that Jesus'

today has

been

pervasive.

Robert Coleman's
In this

discipleship.* Nevertheless, many

neglecting the principle

sought explanations

Jewish/Hellenistic

traditions, being with the

was

His

being with the

Twelve

the

Spirit,

was

being with the

not

Master

dismpted by His

Twelve

was

disciples.

as

disciples

was

Twelve, being with the

Master

association with the Twelve

was

was a

authorized.

comparison with

even

through

after His ascension. Second,
was

not

only knowledge

the Master's intentional demonstration

of Christ.

that enabled the Twelve to be with the Master.

In

constant without class dismissal.

traditions. His being with the Twelve

for the Twelve of how to live

a

to corroborate

death. After the resurrection,

continuous

transference but also life transference. This

church. As

unpractical

vein, conceming theological aspects of Coleman's principle of association,

continuity.

nature of this

as

of association in the formation of Christian

first Jesus' way of association with the Twelve had

His

of association.

way of association with the Twelve is

This research, therefore,

prioritization

unlike Jewish/Hellenistic

�

Robert Coleman says that the

Third, it was the Master's initiative

By the

Master's

permission,

Fourth, the origin of Jesus'

for the
way of

reflection of the connectedness of the Triune God. The

connectedness is God's love. This nature

was

transferred to the

early

result, koinonia existed in the early church.

Robert Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
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Coleman's principle of association has been performed in church history. In the
Celtic pattem of discipleship, the

Thus, first the

Celtic Christians

principle

of association

encouraged new

was

converts to

applied and contextualized.

experience

associative

an

relationship with God in soul places. By experiencing personal isolation, the new
converts confronted

spiritual awakening. Second,

As peer mentors, soul friends

were

the soul-friend system

walking together on the road to

ayiaa[idq). Third, the principle of association was performed in
Christianity, By establishing mutual fellowship

spiritual companionship. Fourth,

were

holiness

practiced.

(hagiasmos,

small groups of Celtic

in small groups,

Celtic Christians

was

they strengthened their

not stuck in their inner circles but

also reached out to unbelievers. Their associative outreach resulted in Celtic church

grov^h.

The Celtic pattem of discipleship shows how the Celtic Christians

principle

of association in vertical

with His

people.

In

Wesley's

Wesley was

able to

case,

shows how the

discipleship.

In

in

of association to his small group

principle

the class leaders

were

encouraging

one

good examples

another and

were

discipleship.

closely. They shared their daily

class leaders

of association with Peter

ministry.

Bohler,

His small group strategy

of association worked in class and band

particular,

relationships

salvation, sanctification, and holiness. Wesley also

association in class meetings for
members

with God and horizontal

by experiencing the principle

develop

applied the principle

relationships

practiced the

of the

the

ones

who

meetings

practiced the principle

The class leaders took

lives

together.

principle

praying together,

association was emphasized.
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spiritual companions,
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meetings, by

continuity of the principle of
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Investigations
was

applied to

each

of tiistorical

case.

cases

show that the

reveal that the

way of association.

of association in their

show that

cases

Celtic Christians and

demonstrate exactly Jesus'
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spiritual companionship was

principle

of association is

Master

on

for conversion.

that the

Master.

and

Master

association

of association works

Therefore, based

as

Allen

decision-making process
causes

encapsulation
was

cohesion in

gradual.

seemed to be

Tippett's theory,

the Twelve's associative

from adhesive to cohesive

changed temporal

adhesive

relationships.

relationships

between the Twelve and the Master. As

eventually resulted

on

for the

the

for conversion.

evangelistic

groups.

related to the cohesion that affected the Twelve's

By being with the Master,

changed

ideological encapsulation

decision-making process

Third, Coleman's principle of association

commitment.

affected the

encapsulation theory, being with the

principle

of association is necessary for the

Being with the Master was

also

cases

possibly

Second, unlike Paul's conversion, the Twelve's conversion

by being with the

principle

Both historical

These

discipleship.

Jesus' way of association

For the process of conversion, the Twelve's

affected

ministry did not

discipleship strategies.

Lewis Rambo's

means

small group

actively

However, they contextualized the

crucial for

possibly functioned as physical, social,

Twelve's conversion. This

of association

practical beyond times.

Conceming practical aspects, first,
Twelve's conversion. Based

Wesley's

and

evangelism

principle

a

result,

in authentic conunitment

Fourth, the principle of association

possibly influenced the Twelve's

In other

relationships with the
words, the principle of

to constant cohesive

one-ness

relationships

with the Master occurred and

(John 17:21-22).

causes

self-renewal.
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By reestablishing themselves through the
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Thus,

an

alter-Ego,

for the Twelve,

of association is

the Twelve

being with

twinship transferences
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for

Coleman's

was

pivotal

investigated.

prioritization

how Coleman has

investigating the

the Master

process of mhroring,

The purpose of this

of the

important
In

prioritize

disciples

and effective in

with the

case

of association in his

of association in his

disciples,

this

principle

same

study

that

study discusses

fnst

spiritual growth,

found that

voice affirm that the

of

and

discipleship strategy. By
as

least

spiritual

thirty years.

principle

Coleman's

of association in

principle

of association,

of association is

discipleship strategies. Second,
performed both in

applied

and

happen

in creative ways for

Coleman's

principle

principle

new

of association

formal and informal context.

discipleship

good reasons

discipleship strategies today. First,

association with the Triune God and horizontal association with

Chm-ch accentuates the

the

discipleship strategies.

corroborating Robert
the

idealizing,

principle

study was to validate

of association. The

principle

of five of his

case

of the

practice

companions, they have been constantly walking together for at
Coleman and his

imago

discipleship strategies.

cases, Robert Coleman's

practiced the principle

cases

was a

for self-renewal in

experienced the principle

then how Coleman

be restored to the

encouraged to

self-pairing with the Master (Eph 5:1-2). Therefore,

Conceming contemporary
association

were

Finally,

time and cost. But it will be fruitful.
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be

key

in

organically

association

inside and outside the Church.

of association to

both vertical

converts are

can
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of Christ, it will take
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Appendix A
1

.

How did your mentor maintain tiie connection witli

you?

2.

How

3.

What did your mentor do in your sessions

together?

4.

Did you meet outside of formal

sessions? What did

5.

How did your mentor

6.

How do you describe the

7.

How did the

long

did your mentor

keep

this connection with

discipling

help you specifically to be

a

you?

you?

follower of Christ?

relationship between you and your mentor?

relationship impact your attraction to

and conunitment to Christ and

Christlikeness?
8.

What in your

relationship

with your mentor has been most influential?
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